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Abstract

Due to its simple design and �exible packet switching based architecture the Internet is gradually
becoming the communication infrastructure for multimedia applications� While data applica�
tions such as WEB and FTP are based on TCP� multimedia applications will be based on UDP
due to its �exibility and support of multi�point communication� However� as UDP does not
support congestion control� wide usage of multimedia applications in the Internet might lead to
overload situations and cause the starvation of congestion controlled TCP tra�c which reduces
its bandwidth share during overload situations� To avoid such a situation� UDP�based applica�
tions must be enhanced with congestion control algorithms that collect� exchange and process
information about the network congestion status and adjust the behavior of the end systems
based on this information� As evaluation criteria for the developed mechanisms we consider in
this work the aspects of friendliness of UDP tra�c towards competing TCP connections� the
consideration of multimedia speci�c characteristics and the scalability of the schemes for large
multicast communication� In this context� TCP�friendliness indicates that competing TCP and
UDP �ows with similar loss and delay values should receive on the average similar bandwidth
shares� In this work� we specify� implement and investigate novel TCP�friendly congestion control
schemes for UDP�based multimedia communication� The e�ciency of the developed schemes is
shown through simulations and measurements over the Internet as well as through comparisons
to similar approaches proposed in the literature�

For the collection and exchange of information about the network load� losses and delays
the here presented schemes use the real�time transport protocol �RTP� widely used for multi�
media communication in the Internet� While RTP already o�ers the necessary mechanisms for
collecting and exchanging information about losses and delays it only supports the exchange of
information in intervals of a few seconds� Therefore the here presented schemes are designed to
achieve an optimal adaptation behavior on the one side and take the infrequency of the RTP
feedback messages on the other�

In the �rst part considering point�to�point communication the advantages and disadvantages
of using RTP for congestion control are discussed and an end�to�end congestion control scheme
called loss�delay based adaptation �LDA� is developed and investigated�

In the second part of the work� the e�ects of and the constraints imposed by multimedia
speci�c characteristics on the congestion control process are investigated� Here� a general frame�
work for incorporating user and content speci�c parameters with the TCP�friendly congestion
control procedure is presented and evaluated�

In the third part of the work� the issue of congestion control in heterogeneous multicast
environments is discussed and solutions for scalable feedback and measurements are presented�
Here� a scheme called multicast enhanced loss�delay based adaptation �MLDA� is developed�
MLDA adjusts the transmission rate of the sender in a TCP�friendly way in accordance with
the receivers	 heterogeneity�

Finally� while in the �rst three parts of the work the control functionalities are con�ned to
the end systems� in the last part of the work the advantages and disadvantages of extending
the network routers to inform the end systems about resource availability in the network are
discussed� In this context� we investigate various schemes proposed for rate allocation discussed
for the available bit rate �ABR� service proposed for ATM and present a similar yet scalable
IP�based scheme called adaptive load service �ALS� to be used in the Internet�

Keywords� Internet	 TCP	 RTP	 TCP�friendliness	 Congestion control	 Multimedia
communication	 Multicast	 ABR�
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Zusammenfassung

Aufgrund seiner einfachen Architektur wird das Internet zunehmend als Netzinfrastruktur
f
ur multimediale Kommunikation genutzt� Wegen seiner Einfachheit und Unterst
utzung von
Mehrpunkt�Kommunikation verwenden multimediale Anwendungen meist das UDP�Protokoll�
Da UDP keine Staukontrollmechanismen unterst
utzt� kann ein vermehrter Einsatz solcher App�
likationen zu Netz
uberlastung und Unterdr
uckung von staukontrolliertem TCP�Verkehr f
uhren�
Um dies zu vermeiden� m
ussen daher UDP�basierte Applikationen um Staukontrollalgorith�
men erweitert werden� die Informationen bez
uglich der Netz
uberlast sammeln� austauschen
und auswerten und das Verhalten der Endsysteme anhand dieser Informationen adaptieren�
Diese Mechanismen m
ussen die spezi�schen Eigenschaften der multimedialen Applikationen
ber
ucksichtigen� Ferner mu� die Skalierbarkeit und �Freundlichkeit dieser Anwendungen TCP�
Verkehr gegen
uber sicher gestellt werden� In diesem Kontext bedeutet TCP�Freundlichkeit� da�
UDP� und TCP�Str
ome� die 
ahnliche Verluste und Verz
ogerungen erleiden� 
ahnliche Anteile der
verf
ugbaren Netzressourcen erhalten�

In dieser Arbeit werden neuartige Staukontrollalgorithmen f
ur UDP�basierte multimediale
Kommunikation vorgestellt� die sich TCP�Verkehr gegen
uber freundlich verhalten� Die E�zienz
der entwickelten Mechanismen wird anhand von Simulationen undMessungen im Internet gezeigt
und mit verschiedenen in der Literatur vorgeschlagenen Ans
atzen verglichen�

Zum Sammeln und Austausch von Kontroll� und Statusinformationen benutzen die hier
vorgestellten Verfahren das �Real�Time Transport Protocol �RTP�� das im Rahmen von mul�
timedialer Kommunikation im Internet bereits weitverbreitet ist� RTP erlaubt den Austausch
von Kontrollinformationen nur in Intervallen von einigen Sekunden� Die hier entwickelten Al�
gorithmen sind jedoch so optimiert� da� ein geeignetes Adaptationsverhalten trotz dieser Ein�
schr
ankungen gew
ahrleistet wird�

Im ersten Teil der Arbeit werden im Bereich Punkt�zu�Punkt�Kommunikation die Vor� und
Nachteile von RTP bez
uglich Staukontrolle analysiert� und ein neuer Algorithmus zur Staukon�
trolle namens �Loss�Delay Based Adjustment Algorithm �LDA� wird vorgestellt und unter�
sucht�

Im zweiten Teil der Arbeit werden die spezi�schen Charakteristika multimedialer Applikatio�
nen beschrieben und deren Ein�
usse auf den Staukontrollproze� untersucht� In diesem Kontext
werden multimediale Applikationen anhand eines parametrisierten Modells dargestellt� Ferner
wird ein L
osungsansatz vorgestellt� der es erlaubt Randbedingungen� die vom Benutzer und der
Applikation gestellt werden� mit den Anforderungen des Netzes zu integrieren�

Im dritten Teil der Arbeit wird die Staukontrollproblematik bei Mehrpunkt�Kommunikation
untersucht� Es werden skalierbare Mechanismen zur Verz
ogerungsmessungen und zum Aus�
tausch von Kontrollinformationen vorgeschlagen und getestet� Hier wird ein Algorithmus na�
mens �Multicast Enhanced Loss�Delay Based Adjustment �MLDA� zur Staukontrolle f
ur Mehr�
punkt�Kommunikation vorgestellt� der die Senderate des Senders unter Ber
ucksichtigung der
Heterogenit
at der Empf
anger und des Netzes in einer TCP�freundlichen Weise anpa�t�

In den ersten drei Teilen der Arbeit ist die Kontrollfunktionalit
at ausschlie�lich bei den
Endsystemen angesiedelt� Im letzten Teil der Arbeit untersuchen wir zus
atzlich die Vor� und
Nachteile einer Kooperation zwischen den Endsystemen und den Netzknoten� wobei die Netz�
knoten den Endsystemen Informationen bez
uglich der vorhandenen Kapazit
aten mitteilen�

Schlagw�orter� Internet	 TCP	 RTP	 TCP�Freundlichkeit	 Staukontrolle	 Multime�
dia	 Multicast	 ABR�
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Chapter �

Introduction

Due to its simple design and �exible packet switching based architecture the Internet �����
has become the standard network for data communication and is continuously gaining in
popularity� Actually
 with the amount of data carried over the Internet doubling each
year ����
 various studies ����
 �� predict that the volume of data tra�c will in a few years
time overtake voice tra�c�

In addition to traditional data communication such as Email or data retrieval
 the
ease of transmitting data packets between two points and the possibility of distributing
data to multiple end systems using multicast ���� has encouraged the usage of multimedia
communication over the Internet ���� and lead to various activities regarding telephony ���

�
 ��� and video conferencing ����
 ��
 ���

Deploying transport protocols that support congestion control mechanisms for data
transfer played a major role in avoiding overload situations and thus stabilizing the In�
ternet� To maintain this stability
 similar congestion control mechanisms need to be
introduced with the deployment of multimedia communication in the Internet� With
such congestion avoidance mechanisms
 data losses resulting from possible overload situ�
ations are also reduced� This in its turn results in an improved quality of service for the
multimedia �ows�

��� Motivation

The rapid growth
 increasing bandwidth and the availability of low�cost multimedia end
systems has made it possible to use the Internet for multimedia applications ranging from
telephony to conferencing
 distance learning
 media�on�demand and broadcast applica�
tions ����� However
 the Internet resembles to some extent a highway� Everybody can
drive in it but the roads only have a limited capacity� This leads to congested roads

long waiting periods and even accidents� To avoid this situation one might increase the
capacity of the roads by adding new lanes� However
 this is a rather expensive solution�
A less expensive solution for providing at least a subset of the cars such as police cars
or ambulances with a better service is by giving these cars a higher priority than others�
This can be realized for example
 by mandating that all cars with lower priority should
move aside when a higher priority car expresses its need to go through by signaling a
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blue or red �ashing light� Another method would be to dedicate special lanes for higher
priority cars and prohibit normal cars from using these lanes� For normal drivers
 i�e�

drivers not allowed to use the dedicated lanes or blue lights the only way to reduce road
congestion and thus reduce the possibility of building up tra�c jams is by adapting to
the road situation� For example
 a few drivers might join in a car�pool and drive together
and hence reduce the number of cars entering the road and thereby reduce the possibility
of road congestion� Another approach would be to refer to a transportation method that
provides lower personal comfort such as trains or buses or even delay the trip to a time
with lower road congestion� So
 while the drivers now do not end up getting the service
they wanted
 i�e�
 to drive with their cars over congestion free roads from one point to the
other
 by shifting to a transportation method with possibly lower comfort such as buses
or car�pools they contribute to a reduction of the road congestion and hence increase the
possibility that their alternative transportation vehicle gets to its destination with lower
congestion delays�

In a similar manner
 the Internet does not in general limit the number of data packets
sent by the end systems� That is
 the only limitation on the transmission rate of some
system is its own performance and the capacity of the link connecting it to the Internet�
The major resource to consider in a network is its bandwidth
 i�e�
 in the context of this
study the number of packets it can accept and forward during a time interval� Thus

by sending data packets without any consideration of the available bandwidth
 overload
situations due to congestion are unavoidable� Note
 however
 that while for the case of the
highways
 congestion situations merely result in longer delays
 for the case of the Internet
some data packets are delayed while others get discarded all together� This would then
lead to data communication with high losses and long delays� Similar to a highway
 the
overload problems can be avoided by increasing the available bandwidth� Alternatively

for a subset of the users a higher quality can also be supported by dedicating a part of the
bandwidth to those users� However
 both approaches of either increasing the amount of
available resources or dedicating a part of the available resources to a subset of the users
require substantial changes to the Internet and can thus only be realized at a high cost and
over long transition periods� In order to avoid network congestion and improve the quality
of service perceived by all users
 the users need to adapt their transmission and reception
behavior in accordance with the available network resources� Hence
 while for the case of
the highway
 mechanisms are used that reduce the number of cars entering the highway

for the case of the Internet the end systems should deploy mechanisms that adjust the
number of packets entering the network in accordance with the available resource�

Severe and consistent congestion states might not only result in high losses and large
delays but also lead to congestion collapse ���� Such a situation occurs when the network
is utilized to a very high degree but with only a small amount of useful data reaching the
receivers� Congestion collapse in the Internet was �rst reported by Nagle in �����
 and
was largely due to the version of the data transport protocol called TCP used then� TCP
achieves reliable data transport by retransmitting packets for which no acknowledgment
were received after a speci�c time� Due to the severe congestion
 the TCP connections
unnecessarily retransmitted data packets that were either in transit or had already arrived
at the receivers� This form of collapse has since been avoided by enhancing TCP to adapt
the transmission behavior of the senders in accordance with the network congestion state�
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That is
 while no losses are indicated the sender can increase its transmission rate whereas
after a loss noti�cation the transmission rate is considerably decreased ����

While congestion controlled TCP connections carrying time insensitive FTP or WWW
tra�c still constitute the major share of the Internet tra�c today ����
 recently proposed
real�time multimedia services such as IP�telephony and group communication will be
based on the user datagram protocol �UDP� ����� While UDP does not o�er any reliability
or support congestion control mechanisms
 it has the advantage of not adding delays
to the carried data due to retransmissions as is the case with TCP� Additionally
 as
UDP does not require the receivers to send acknowledgments for received data it is well
suited for group communication� However
 UDP�s lack of congestion control mechanisms
might lead to another form of congestion collapse
 that arises when network resources are
wasted by transporting packets through the network that are dropped before reaching
the receiving end system� This situation arises when the sender is transmitting data
at a rate higher than the rate of some bottleneck on the path towards the receiver�
Additionally
 deploying UDP in the Internet on a large scale might result in extreme
unfairness towards competing TCP tra�c� In response to losses in the network
 TCP
connections sharing the same congested links with UDP �ows reduce their transmission
rates� However
 without any rate reduction on behalf of the non�congestion�controlled
tra�c
 the TCP connections would starve and receive a much smaller bandwidth share
than the competing UDP �ows� Therefore
 UDP �ows need to be enhanced with control
mechanisms that adapt the transmission and reception behavior of the end systems in
accordance with the available resources� Such adaptation schemes should not only aim at
avoiding network overload but be also fair towards competing TCP connections
 i�e
 be
TCP�friendly� TCP�friendliness indicates here
 that if a TCP connection and an adaptive
�ow with similar transmission behaviors have similar round trip delays and losses both
�ows should receive similar bandwidth shares� While such adaptation schemes do not
guarantee any QoS levels
 they indirectly improve the perceived quality by the users by
avoiding congestion� This leads to reduced losses on the one side and increased overall
utilization on the other� It is usually the case that due to the loss of content or the need
to use a considerable overhead for forward error correction a low bandwidth video stream

for example
 with no or only low losses can have a higher perceived quality than a high
bandwidth yet lossy stream ������

For the case of point�to�point communication
 by deploying adaptation mechanisms
end systems can bene�t from any available resources in the network on the one hand
and avoid overloading the network on the other� Based on feedback information from the
receiver or the network
 the sender can adjust its transmission level in accordance with
the network congestion state as observed by the receiver or the network nodes� Such an
approach
 where the sender actively changes the amount of data injected into the network
is called sender�based adaptation�

For the case of group communication
 the current Internet supports the so called
multicast ����� paradigm� With multicast the sender addresses its data to an address
that represents a multicast session and not actual physical receivers� A receiver wishing
to receive the multicasted data needs to inform the network routers about this� Only in
this case do the routers forward the data towards the receiver� Using a multicast routing
protocol �����
 the network establishes a routing tree from the sender to the receivers�
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New receivers wishing to join the multicast session do not cause the establishment of
separate multicast routing trees� Instead
 the multicast tree is enlarged to include the
new receivers� The sender needs only to transmit one stream of data
 that is distributed by
the network routers to the receivers� This approach reduces the amount of data that has
to be transported in the network as the data is only replicated at certain division points
in the multicast tree� However
 due to the heterogeneity of the traversed paths to the
receivers and the di�erent capabilities of the receivers
 a single sender transmission rate
cannot satisfy the con�icting bandwidth requirements at di�erent sites� Therefore
 with
sender�based adaptation schemes the sender rate is usually adapted to the requirements
of the worst positioned receiver
 thereby reducing the quality of the data perceived by all
receivers�

To avoid the worst receiver problem in the sender�based adaptation schemes
 various
proposals have been made for layered data distribution� Those proposals are often based
on partitioning a data stream into a base layer containing the information needed to
achieve the lowest quality representation and a number of enhancement layers ����
 ���

����� The di�erent layers are then sent on di�erent multicast sessions and the receivers
determine how many sessions to receive and thereby adjust their QoS in respect to their
own requirements and capacities� To avoid the need to resynchronize di�erent levels at the
receivers back into one continuous stream
 other schemes propose to send the same data
content ����
 �� in parallel on di�erent sessions each with di�erent QoS parameters� The
receivers need then only to receive one stream that is appropriate for their capacities� With
layered transmission the congestion avoidance is achieved using the multicast capabilities
of the network� Data is only forwarded over some link
 if a receiver connected to the
multicast distribution tree through this link wants the data� If the receiver leaves a layer

then the routers will not forward the data of this layer to the receiver and the amount of
data packets traversing the path from the sender to the receiver will hence be reduced�

While layered data transmission schemes
 also noted as receiver�based adaptation
mechanisms
 solve the heterogeneity problems
 they might cause additional delays at the
receivers and increase the complexity of the end systems� Additionally
 current schemes
usually set the size of the sent layers statically without regard to the actual heterogeneity
of the network and receivers� To better account for the di�erent capabilities of the re�
ceivers and the dynamically changing network congestion state the senders should adjust
the sizes and numbers of layers they transmit in accordance with these parameters�

Both sender� and receiver�based adaptation schemes share one major problem of hav�
ing to probe the network in order to determine the appropriate amount of resources to
use� For the sender�based schemes
 the sender needs to gradually increase its transmission
rate until congestion is observed� This problem is ampli�ed in the case of receiver�based
schemes� Usually
 only a small number of data layers of greatly varying bandwidth con�
sumption are used� Thus
 joining a higher layer usually introduces a sudden and large load
to the network which might lead to network overload and high losses� To avoid this prob�
ing problem it would be bene�cial if the senders and receivers could base their adaptation
behavior on more detailed information about the available resources in the network than
the information collected at the end systems about the losses and delays� This would

however
 require the involvement of network nodes in the adaptation procedure to provide
such information�
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��� Goals and Overview

When using TCP for a �le transfer the time required for transferring the �le between
two end systems is usually the major consideration� For the case of adapting UDP�based
multimedia tra�c several other aspects need to be considered as well�

� Congestion avoidance


� improve the quality of service by reducing the losses and achieving the highest
possible bandwidth share


� avoid starvation of competing TCP tra�c and

� support group communication with a large number of heterogeneous end points�

� Additionally
 there are usually minimum and maximum limits on the bandwidth
requirements of a multimedia �ow below which the content is no longer under�
standable and above which no perceivable improvement in the quality is noticed�
Further
 frequent and large changes in the amount of data arriving at the receivers
might result in a rapidly changing perceived quality which can be rather annoying
to the user� Thus
 adaptation schemes need to aim at achieving a stable level of
transmission and reception rates at the end systems�

The main goal of this work
 will be to specify and investigate TCP�friendly congestion
control schemes for UDP�based multimedia communication� In this context
 we will be
addressing both point�to�point as well as group communication in the Internet� The basic
approach here for realizing e�ective congestion control is by collecting information about
the congestion state of the network and adjusting the transmission rate of the senders and
reception behavior of the receivers in accordance with the network congestion state� The
adaptation of the behavior of the end systems is to be realized in a manner as to consider
the di�erent aspects of congestion avoidance
 fairness and stability� To avoid introducing
a new protocol for collecting state information we rely in this work on the real�time
transport protocol �RTP� ����� RTP was standardized by the IETF and is widely used
for multimedia communication in the Internet� RTP supports the exchange of end�to�
end feedback information describing losses
 delays and other information collected at the
end systems� In contrast to various other protocols used for adaptation mechanisms that
provide frequent feedback information on the scale of one or a few round trip times ���
 ���
RTP provides only infrequent information on the scale of a few seconds� This infrequency
of the feedback not only imposes novel challenges on the design of adaptation algorithms
but also limits the achievable bene�ts gained using adaptive end systems as the end
systems can not adjust their behavior to bene�t fast enough from rapid changes in the
network conditions� Thus
 the goal here will be to adjust the end systems behavior to
the average available bandwidth and not react to rapid changes in bu�er lengths of the
routers for example� Actually
 in the context of multimedia communication this might be
more appropriate than rapidly changing the transmission rate at a high frequency as this
would usually result in annoying variation in the quality�
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To cover the di�erent aspects of TCP�friendly congestion control for unicast as well as
multicast communication and give a general overview of related work to these problems
the work will be structured in the following chapters�

Architecture� Characterization and Modeling of the Internet�
This chapter gives a short introduction to the Internet architecture
 the protocols for
realizing multimedia group communication and our simulation environment� Addi�
tionally
 we describe some of the available approaches for estimating the character�
istics of Internet paths�

Tra�c Management in the Internet�
This chapter gives a brief overview of various schemes for congestion control for
unicast and multicast communication in the Internet� In this context
 we addi�
tionally present di�erent classi�cation possibilities as well as evaluation aspects of
congestion control schemes� Further
 di�erent approaches for supporting guaranteed
QoS in the Internet as well and their advantages and disadvantages compared to
congestion control schemes are shortly discussed�

TCP	Friendly Congestion Control for Point	to	Point Communication�
The basic approach here for realizing congestion control is for the receiver to collect
information about the network congestion state and inform the sender about the
estimated state� The sender can then increase its transmission rate in case of no
congestion
 otherwise it needs to reduce it� In this chapter
 we �rst describe some
of the restrictions and bene�ts of using RTP with its infrequent feedback messages
for establishing the control loop� We further present some of the e�ects of designing
adaptation schemes without taking the aspect of TCP�friendliness into account�
As an example for a TCP�friendly congestion control we present in this chapter
an algorithm called the loss�delay based adaptation algorithm �LDA� ������ Based
on end�to�end measurements of losses
 bottleneck bandwidth and round trip time
LDA determines the appropriate rate to use� To identify appropriate methods for
increasing and decreasing the rate with LDA we investigate some of the available
mechanisms in the literature for adapting the transmission behavior of senders based
on the feedback information of the receivers ����� and look at their performance in
terms of stability and TCP�friendliness� Due to the restrictions of most of the
investigated schemes we present novel ways to be used with LDA for increasing
and decreasing the transmission rate in a �exible and TCP�friendly manner� The
e�ciency of LDA and its performance under a wide range of parameters is then
investigated using simulations and measurements as well as comparisons to some of
the most recently proposed TCP�friendly adaptation algorithms�

Constrained Congestion Control for Multimedia Communication�
Congestion control schemes generally assume that the sender can adjust its trans�
mission rate in accordance with the values determined by the adaptation scheme
and in accordance with the dynamics of the TCP�friendly algorithm with arbitrary
granularity and with no boundaries as to the maximum or minimum bandwidth
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values to use� However
 in reality there are certain maximum and minimum band�
width requirements for multimedia contents above and below which the sent data
is meaningless for the receiver� Additionally
 the used compression style for a mul�
timedia content might dictate that the changes in the transmission rate of a video
stream for example can only be realized in a granular way� Also
 there might be
some restrictions arising from the user himself with regard to the acceptable varia�
tions in the perceived QoS over a time interval� Such restrictions depend primarily
on the transfered content
 the used compression style
 the communication scenario
and the user himself� To investigate the e�ects of such restrictions on the adapta�
tion process we present in this part of the work a generic model of a multimedia
source and describe some constraints such a model might impose on the adaptation
process� Based on this model we further describe a general framework to assist rate
adaptation algorithms in incorporating various constraints in the adaptation process
on the one hand and retain the fair bandwidth distribution characteristics required
of the algorithms on the other�

TCP	Friendly Congestion Control for Multicast Communication�
In this chapter
 we describe a general TCP�friendly congestion control approach for
handling heterogeneous multicast communication called multicast enhanced loss�
delay based adaptation algorithm �MLDA� ������ MLDA is a hybrid sender and
receiver�based adaptation scheme that combines on the one hand various well known
concepts for multicast congestion control such as receiver�based rate calculation pre�
sented by Handley et al� ���� and layered transmission ����� into a uni�ed conges�
tion control architecture� On the other hand
 MLDA provides novel solutions for
dynamic layering �����
 round trip delay measurements
 scalable feedback collec�
tion and a general framework for the cooperation between the sender and receivers
that enables a seamless integration of those concepts with the concept of layered
transmission and allows for e�cient congestion control� With MLDA the receivers
use LDA to estimate the appropriate TCP�friendly bandwidth share on the path
between the sender and them� The sender collects those estimations and shapes the
number and size of the transmitted data layers based on those values� The informa�
tion about the number and sizes of the layers is then included in the sender�s reports�
Based on this information and their own estimation of bandwidth availability the
receivers can determine the appropriate number of data layers to join� Similar to
the case of point�to�point communication
 RTP is used here as well for collecting
and distributing control information� We
 additionally
 look at some extensions for
RTP for improving its scalability on the one hand and increasing the rate at which
feedback messages are sent on the other� As all receivers need to estimate the round
trip delay between them and the sender we present and test a scalable measure�
ment approach for the delay estimation that introduces minimal control overhead�
Finally
 the performance of MLDA is investigated using simulations and compared
to that of a number of recently proposed TCP�friendly congestion control schemes
for multicast communication�
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Network	Assisted Congestion Control�
On the one hand
 sender�based adaptation mechanisms used for the unicast com�
munication can not accommodate heterogeneous receivers adequately� On the other
hand
 receiver�based approaches as were discussed for multicast communication
 in�
troduce considerable complexity to the end systems� As a more general solution we
propose a congestion control approach called the available load service �ALS� ����
that bene�ts from both approaches and utilizes information supplied by the network
nodes to optimize the adaptation decision� ALS was designed in a similar fashion
to the available bit rate service �ABR� ����� proposed for the asynchronous trans�
fer mode �ATM� ����� networks� That is
 the senders transmit control messages
indicating their requirements
 intermediate routers adjust the indicated values in
accordance with their available resources and the receivers send the content of the
control messages back to the senders� The transmission behavior of the senders is
then adjusted in accordance with the indicated values in the returned control mes�
sages� Based on the information about the available bandwidth on di�erent parts in
the network
 the sender can e�ectively distribute its data stream on di�erent layers�
By including information about the data distribution in the sender�s control mes�
sages the receiver can determine the appropriate data layers to receive and hence
avoids the need for probing the network and the complexity attached to this proce�
dure� Unlike ABR
 ALS is IP�based and was designed to scale for large multicast
groups and accommodate the needs of heterogeneous receivers�

Summary and Future Work�
This chapter gives a brief summary of the results of the work and we look at some
of the open issues and future research topics�
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Architecture� Characterization and

Modeling of the Internet

The focus of this work will be on realizing TCP�friendly congestion control schemes for
multimedia communication over the Internet using adaptive control mechanisms� While
a general overview of congestion control and tra�c management in the Internet will be
presented in chapter �
 this chapter gives a brief description of the basic architectural
concepts of the Internet in Sec� ��� and provides a general introduction to the relevant
protocols in this context� In Sec� ���
 we present some of the problems of estimating
the characteristics of Internet links and possible approaches for solving these problems�
Finally
 Sec� ��� describes the simulation environment used throughout this study for
investigating di�erent adaptation approaches�

��� Basic Architectural Overview of the Internet

Unlike traditional circuit�switched telecommunication networks the Internet is based on
packet�switching� That is
 in a circuit�switched network each data �ow receives dedi�
cated bandwidth which emulates a dedicated physical line between the sender and the
receiver of the �ow� On the contrary
 in a packet�switched network multiple data �ows are
multiplexed on the same line with all of the �ows competing for the available resources�

As depicted in Fig� ���
 in the basic communication scenario in the Internet we can
distinguish between end systems and network nodes� In this scenario
 a �ow of data is
generated from one end system and sent to another over a data path traversing one or more
network nodes� In short
 an end system consists of an application that generates content
or data� This data is divided into separate data chunks called packets and addressed to a
speci�c application at another end system using the transport layer� The internet layer is
responsible for routing and moving the data packets around in the network so that they
actually arrive at the other end system� At the network nodes
 incoming data packets are
bu�ered
 processed and forwarded to either another network node or to an end system�
Note
 that not every end system or network node needs to have all the components
depicted in Fig� ���� Thus
 some networking devices consist only of a physical device that
simply copies all incoming packets to all of its outputs and does not use an internet layer�
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Further
 in some cases the networking devices need to process the transport or application
layer headers for security reasons ���� or in order to add novel services ����

Application
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Internet
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Figure ���� General communication scenario in the Internet

In this section
 we give a brief introduction to the general protocol architecture of the
Internet
 usually called the TCP�IP protocol suite
 and present some of the issues related
to our work�

����� The Internet Layer

The internet layer handles the routing of data packets from their origin to their destination
in a connection�less manner� That is
 no explicit initiation or termination of connections
is required for carrying data between two end points� Hence
 the route taken by the data
packets is determined independently for each packet and packets belonging to the same
data �ow between a sender and a receiver might actually follow di�erent routes�

The Internet protocol �IP� ����� is the default protocol for this layer in the Internet�
IP adds a header to the actual data to be sent including mainly the addresses of the
sender and receiver end systems as well as some additional �elds�

������� Quality of Service �QoS� Control and Bu�er Management in the In	
ternet

Currently
 the internet layer does not provide for any quality of service guarantees� That
is
 sent data packets might be arbitrarily delayed in the network and might never reach
their destination� Additionally
 packets may even arrive in a di�erent order than they
were sent� While the issue of packet reordering results from the connection�less nature of
the internet layer
 the loss and delay aspects can be attributed to the physical links over
which the data is carried and more importantly the bu�er handling mechanisms at the
network nodes�

Network nodes in the Internet have the major task of routing tra�c from an incoming
link to an outgoing one� To absorb the burstiness of the incoming tra�c and forward it
at the speed of the outgoing link routers deploy bu�ers in which the incoming packets
are queued in and then read from for forwarding� Out of the numerous proposals for
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bu�er management schemes we just pick a few that are either widely used or are being
considered for wide deployment�

First In First Out �FIFO�� This is the simplest form of bu�er management and is

due to its simplicity
 the most widely used approach in the Internet routers� Pack�
ets queued into a FIFO bu�er are played out at the same sequence they were queued
in� Arriving packets at a router are discarded whenever the bu�er reaches its limit�
While this scheme is trivial to implement
 it can lead to synchronization problems
and unequal bandwidth distribution among competing streams� The synchroniza�
tion problem observed for TCP connections ��� arises in the situation when an
overloaded router discards packets arriving from multiple connections� Due to the
congestion control mechanisms all the connections reduce their transmission behav�
ior more or less at the same time which results in emptying the overloaded bu�er�
Thus
 all the connections start increasing their transmission window again until
the router�s bu�er is overloaded again and the cycle is repeated� Such a behavior
naturally results in a poor network performance as the network stays underutilized
during the window increase phase�

In addition to the synchronization problem
 FIFO bu�ers have severe fairness prob�
lems� As the drop probability for all competing connections is equal
 a greedy
connection utilizing a large bandwidth share has the same loss percentage as a con�
nection with a much smaller share� Thus
 even though the greedy connection will
most probably be more responsible for the overload situation at the router it will
still receive a higher bandwidth share�

Random Early Detection �RED�� A RED �� gateway detects incipient congestion
by computing the average queue size� When the average queue size exceeds a preset
minimum threshold the router drops each incoming packet with some probability�
Exceeding a second maximum threshold leads to dropping all arriving packets� This
approach not only keeps the average queue length low but avoids synchronization
e�ects as well� While some of the newer routers already support the RED bu�er
management
 RED is still in general not widely deployed�

RED shows the same fairness problem as FIFO� Using a somewhat more complicated
design Lin et al� ���� propose a modi�cation to the behavior of RED to isolate
greedy tra�c and better protect connections that adapt their transmission rate to
the network congestion state�

Fair queuing mechanism� Bu�er management for the Internet has been a popular re�
search topic since the introduction of the Internet� The developed schemes vary
greatly in their complexity
 scope and usability� While some approaches aim mainly
at achieving an equal bandwidth distribution and isolating greedy tra�c ����� other
schemes such as round robin ��� or weighted fair queuing ����� aim at guaranteeing
each connection a speci�c bandwidth share as well as a delay limit� However
 most
of these schemes are too complicated to use and have thus not found wide usage�
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������� Data Distribution in the Internet

With the internet layer data packets can be distributed in one of three modes�

Unicast� Data packets are sent from one source to one speci�c end system� In this case

the network routers use a unicast routing protocol ���
 ���
 ���� for establishing a
route between the sender and the receiver�

Broadcast� Data packets are sent to every other host� This is usually used in a local
area network for communicating with all other hosts on a part of the network�

Multicast� Data packets are sent to a speci�c group of end systems�
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Figure ���� Example of multicast transmission

Group communication is supported in the Internet based on the multicast paradigm �����
This is realized by assigning a multicast address to the collection of receivers and senders
of a multicast group ����� Senders simply use this address as the destination address of
the data packets and the receivers need to inform the network about their willingness to
join or leave a multicast group using a group membership protocol �IGMP� �����

Fig� ��� depicts a multicast distribution tree� The sender �S� transmits its data to the
multicast address �D�� Without any receivers listening to session D
 the data is only sent
to the �rst multicast router �M�� and is not forwarded further� If a receiver �R�� wants
to receive the data sent by sender �S� over the multicast group �D�
 it sends an IGMP
join request for this address to its closest multicast router �M�� M sends then a join
request to a second router �M�� asking for joining session D� M� in its turn sends a join
message to M�� This completes the path between the sender and R� and R� can now
receive the data of session D� If R� wants also to join the session
 it sends a join message
to M
 which also represents its closest multicast router� In this case
 M forwards the
data on the path connecting it to R� as well� If R� wants to leave session D it sends a
leave request to M� As R� still wants to listen to session D
 M only stops forwarding
the data on the link towards R�� If R� also sends a leave request
 M sends a prune
message to M� so that M� stops forwarding the data of session D to M� M� only
sends a prune message to M� if all receivers to which it forwards data have signaled their
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wish to leave the session� That is if R� has joined session D
 M� does not send a prune
message to M� until R� has left as well


The routing tree from the receivers to the senders is established using a routing pro�
tocol in the form of an extension to existing unicast routing protocols ����
 ��
 �����

As still not all routers in the Internet are capable of supporting a multicast routing
protocol
 multicast communication is often realized using a virtual network called the
multicast backbone �MBone� ����� MBone is called a virtual network because it shares
the same physical media such as wires and routers as the Internet� The MBone allows
multicast packets to travel through routers that support only unicast communication using
an approach called tunneling� This is achieved by putting multicast packets in regular
unicast packets at one multicast router and sending them as unicast packets to the next
multicast router� There
 the multicast packets are taken out of the unicast packets and
either forwarded as native multicast packets or are tunneled again over a further unicast
connection�

������� Conceptual Model of the Internet Layer

As a simpli�cation of the internet layer we will be considering in this work an idealized
network with stable capacity
 propagation delays and routes� That is
 all packets belonging
to a �ow will traverse the same path� Measurements over the Internet ����� show that
this is the general case and our simpli�cation is thus acceptable� Additionally
 following
common assumption about the wired Internet we will consider the loss of data packets
as a congestion indication and not due to the damage of a part of the packets which can
result from a lossy physical link such as a wireless one� Work done on deploying TCP over
wireless links ��� shows that this is a non�trivial problem and requires special handling in
the design of congestion control schemes
 see also ����� for work on rate adaptation for
mobile hosts� Therefore
 we will thus restrict our work to wired communication�

����� The Transport Layer

The transport layer further re�nes the addressing of the data packets and enables the bind�
ing of a data �ow not only to an end system but to a speci�c process or an application
at the end system� In the TCP�IP protocol suite there are two vastly di�erent transport
protocols� the connection�oriented transmission control protocol �TCP� ����� that pro�
vides reliable and in�sequence data transport and the connection�less and unreliable user
datagram protocol �UDP� ������

������� The Transmission Control Protocol �TCP�

As already mentioned
 due to the connection�less nature of the internet layer
 data packets
might get lost or arrive out of order at the receiver� Through the retransmission of lost
packets and the resequencing of out�of�order packets
 TCP provides a reliable and in�
sequence �ow of data packets between two hosts� TCP is concerned with things such
as dividing the data passed to it from the application into appropriate sized chunks for
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the internet layer below
 acknowledging received packets
 setting timeouts for detecting
packet losses
 retransmitting lost packets and so on�

The functionalities of TCP can be roughly divided into the following parts�

Connection establishment and termination� In the context of TCP
 the term con�
nection�oriented means that two applications using TCP need to establish a TCP
connection with each other before they can exchange data� That is
 before starting
the data transmission the application sends a synchronization message �SYN� to the
receiving side which responds with its own SYN message� The sending application
must acknowledge the received SYN message before it is allowed to transmit data
to the receiver� To terminate a connection the end points need to exchange FIN
messages�

Reliability� To ensure reliable communication
 the TCP receiver acknowledges the re�
ception of all arriving data packets� The TCP sender keeps a local copy of each sent
packet until receiving an acknowledgment from the receiver indicating the correct
reception of this packet at the receiver side� If a packet was not acknowledged after
some time period tout
 then the packet is considered to be lost and is retransmit�
ted� tout must be set to an appropriate value that allows for fast discovery of lost
packets but avoids retransmitting packets that are still on their way to the receiver�
Jacobson describes in ��� an algorithm for estimating the round trip time using the
average and the mean deviation of the measured round trip time samples as follows�

tdi� � tmeasured � tRTT �����

tRTT � tRTT � � � tdi� �����

�n � �n�� � � �jtdi�j � �n��� �����

tout � tRTT � � � �n �����

where tmeasured is the measured round trip delay
 tRTT is the smoothed round trip
delay
 �n is the smoothed mean deviation and tout is the estimated timeout value
after which a TCP sender would retransmit an unacknowledged packet� The round
trip delay �tmeasured� is estimated as the time di�erence between sending a data
packet and receiving an acknowledgment for it� The gain � is a fraction between
� and � that controls how quickly the new sample a�ects the smoothed round trip
delay and is usually set to ����� � controls how quickly a new sample a�ects the
mean deviation ��� and is usually set to ���� � controls how much the deviation
a�ects the timeout estimation� � was originally set to � and then increased to � in
the Reno�TCP version�

In addition to the timeout based loss detection
 the loss of a packet can be detected
with the fast retransmission scheme� With fast retransmission
 a packet Xn is
considered to be lost if a source receives a number of duplicate acknowledgments

usually three
 for packet Xn��� Upon that
 the lost Xn packet is retransmitted�

Congestion and �ow control� Next to its reliability
 TCP�s ability to adjust its per�
formance in accordance with the available network resources were the major reasons
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for its success and wide usage� TCP relies on the sliding window mechanism for
sending data packets and avoiding overloading the receiving end systems� With
this �ow control mechanism
 the TCP instance at the sending end system keeps a
transmission bu�er
 called transmission window
 in which it writes a copy of each
sent packet� While there is still space left in the bu�er the sending application can
transmit additional packets otherwise the TCP instance refuses to accept new pack�
ets from the application and blocks the transmission actions of the application� The
TCP instance of the receiving end system responses to the received data packets
with acknowledgment packets indicating the bu�er size available at its site and the
sequence number of the last packet received from the sender� After receiving an
acknowledgment packet for previously sent data the TCP sending instance deletes
the local copy in the transmission bu�er and can thus accept and send new data
packets from the application�

The �rst version of TCP ����� addressed only the issues of reliability and �ow control
in the sense that it avoided sending more data than the receiver could handle� While
this works �ne for the case where the end systems are the bottlenecks
 for the case
where the network is the actual bottleneck this can have severe drawbacks� Nagle
reported in ����� about a situation in the Internet where the network was highly
utilized but with only a small amount of useful data reaching the receivers� This
resulted from a severe congestion situation that lead to unnecessarily retransmitting
data packets that were either in transit or had already arrived at the receivers� To
account for the congestion situation in the network and aid the sender in choosing the
appropriate transmission window size
 the transmission window has now di�erent
adjustment phases ����

� Slow start� The slow start algorithm adds another window to the TCP source
called the congestion window �CWND� which is measured in packets
 i�e�
 in
units of the size of the maximum packet size possible for this connection� When
a new connection is established or after the expiration of a timer
 this window
is set to the size of one packet� Each time an acknowledgment is received
 the
CWND is increased by the size of the acknowledged packets� The source can
now transmit up to the minimum of the CWND and the window size advertised
in the acknowledgment packets�

� Congestion avoidance� Through the exponential increase of the sending
rate caused by the slow start algorithm
 the capacity of the network will be
reached at some time and an intermediate router will start discarding packets�
In order to avoid this
 the slow start algorithm was supplemented through the
congestion avoidance algorithm� With this algorithm the congestion window
is increased for each acknowledgment as follows�

CWND ��
�

CWND

This way the congestion window increases by at most one packet each round
trip instead of doubling it as was the case for slow start� For a more detailed
description of the di�erent congestion control mechanisms of TCP see ������
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Since the Internet collapse ����� various versions of TCP with congestion control en�
hancements were discussed� To mention only the most important versions�

Tahoe	TCP� First implemented in ���� in ��� BSD Tahoe�TCP and was based on the
work of Jacobson in ���� Tahoe�TCP implements slow start
 congestion avoidance
and fast retransmission� In the Tahoe�TCP version
 TCP reacts to a packet loss by
setting a variable called the slow start threshold �ssthresh� to half of the current
congestion window �CWND� and decreasing CWND to one� After receiving the
acknowledgment for the retransmitted packet the source enters the slow start phase
and the transmission window can be increased exponentially while �CWND ��
ssthresh��

Reno	TCP� Implemented in ���� in the ��� BSD Reno�TCP and is currently the most
widely used version of TCP� In the Reno�TCP version
 the fast recovery scheme is
used in addition to the slow start
 congestion avoidance and fast retransmission used
in Tahoe�TCP� With the fast recovery mechanism the source retransmits the lost
packet after receiving three duplicate acknowledgment packets and sets ssthresh to
half of the current congestion window �CWND�� CWND is then set to ssthresh plus
� times the packet size� Each time another duplicate acknowledgment is received

CWND is incremented by the packet size and a packet is transmitted if allowed by
the new value of CWND� When the next acknowledgment arrives that acknowledges
new data CWND is set to ssthresh and the congestion avoidance mode is entered�

New	Reno� As Tahoe�TCP reduces the transmission window down to one after detecting
a loss it is rather conservative and might lead to underutilization of the network� On
the other hand
 in the case of multiple losses per round trip time Reno�TCP results
in poor performance as it might cause the reduction of the transmission window
several times in a row or might even lead to halting the transmission until a timeout
expires� Hoe et al� ���� present some enhancements to the fast recovery mechanism
of Reno�TCP that allows the sender to better detect the loss of a row of packets
and avoids reducing the congestion window several times in a row�

SACK	TCP� With the selective acknowledgment TCP �SACK�TCP� ����� the receiver
includes in its acknowledgment packets a number of blocks each indicating a non�
contiguous set of data that was received� This allows the sender to detect several
losses at once and can avoid unnecessary delays and retransmissions and hence

achieve improved throughput�

Vegas	TCP� With Vegas�TCP Brakmo et al� ���� describe an improved approach for
determining the window sizes using variations in the measured round trip delays�

ECN	TCP� With early congestion noti�cation �ECN� network routers indicate overload
situations in the network by setting a congestion bit in the packet headers� Floyd et
al� ��� and Sisalem et al� ����
 ���� propose various enhancements that allow TCP
to react to overload situations before packets get dropped� While this approach
reduces the loss probability in the network and improves the overall throughput it
requires support from the network routers� Hence
 while the other versions of TCP
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can be gradually introduced by upgrading the end systems only
 ECN�TCP requires
the support of the network routers as well�

Analytical Model of TCP Floyd et al� ��� and Mathis et al� ����� propose a model
that estimates the throughput of a TCP connection �rTCP� under known delay and loss
conditions as

rTCP �
C �M

tRTT �
p
l

����

with M as the maximum packet length
 tRTT as the round trip delay of the connection
and l as the average loss measured during the lifetime of the connection� C is a constant
that is set to either ���� or ���� depending on whether the receiver acknowledges one or
more packets with each acknowledgement packet�

This TCP�throughput model is based on a TCP sender interpreting packet drops as an
indication of congestion and responding by reducing the congestion window and thereby
the e�ective sending rate by half� Further
 the sender increases its transmission window
by at most one packet each round trip time�

While this model is rather simple
 it is only partially correct� It does not consider
timeout cases or delayed acknowledgments� However
 even under those restrictions di�er�
ent studies ��
 ���� have shown this model to be accurate enough for losses of less than
��

For a TCP�model to be accurate over a wider range of losses it needs to consider time�
out situations as well� Padhye et al� present in ����� an analytical model for determining
the average transmission rate of a TCP sender �rTCP� under known losses �l� and round
trip delays �tRTT��

rTCP �
M

tRTT

q
�Dl
�
� tout min

�
�� �
q

�Dl
�

�
l �� � ��l��

�����

with M as the packet size
 tout as the TCP retransmission timeout value and D as the
number of acknowledged TCP packets by each acknowledgment packet�

The work done in ����� shows using simulations and measurements that Eqn� ���
estimates the average achievable TCP throughput over large intervals of several seconds
under various conditions and heavy losses rather correctly�

������� The User Datagram Protocol �UDP�

While TCP is a connection�oriented protocol with an explicit setup and termination phase

the UDP protocol is connection�less and provides a much simpler service� It just sends
packets of data called datagrams from one host to the other but with no guarantee that
the sent datagrams will actually reach their destination� Such a service is called a best

e�ort service�
As TCP requires acknowledging each sent packet
 for the case of a point�to�multipoint

communication sending data to a large number of receivers would result in an acknowledg�
ment implosion at the sender� Hence
 multicast is realized solely with UDP in the Internet�
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Additionally
 TCP senders might have to stop transmitting data for a while awaiting an
acknowledgment packet or have to reduce their transmission rate drastically when observ�
ing the loss of a packet� This behavior might be acceptable for data transfer applications
for which the overall transfer time is the crucial QoS parameter� For applications that
consume and playout data at regular intervals such as audio and video application such
a behavior is naturally unacceptable� Hence
 recently proposed real�time multimedia ser�
vices such as IP�telephony and video conferencing applications will be based on UDP�
However
 as UDP does not support reliable transport of data or congestion control these
features need to be provided by the application layer�

����� The Application Layer and Application Related Control

The applications are responsible for generating data content such as video images
 voice or
text and initiating and controlling the communication� Data generated by the sending end
system�s application is usually only processed and used by the application at the receiving
end system without any interaction of the network nodes
 i�e�
 end�to�end communication�
However
 there are some proposals for networking devices that implement application�
based control� That is
 based on the data content generated by the application the network
devices do certain actions like dropping the packets or treating them preferentially ����

����� Currently
 most of the network nodes are mainly responsible for forwarding and
routing data in the Internet and thus the lines connecting the applications to the network
nodes in Fig� ��� describe more of a work in progress�

Additionally
 applications might use an application protocol for realizing application
speci�c tasks such as marking the start and end of application units
 e�g� video frames
and providing the end systems with information about the data content� An example for
such an application level protocol is the real time transport protocol �RTP� ���� widely
used in conjunction with multimedia applications in the Internet�

������� The Real	Time Transport Protocol �RTP�

The real time transport protocol �RTP� ���� designed within the Internet Engineering
Task Force �IETF�� is the most widely used application layer protocol for real time com�
munication in the Internet� Most of the used conferencing application such as VIC ����� or
VAT support RTP� Additionally
 the standards proposed for the Internet�based telephony
such as H���� ���� or SIP ���� de�ne RTP as the application level transport protocol for
the data�

RTP is an end�to�end protocol that is often used together with other transport pro�
tocols
 in particular UDP� RTP has no notion of a connection	 it may operate over either
connection�oriented �say
 ATM AAL� or connection�less lower�layer protocols �typically

UDP�IP�� It does not depend on particular address formats and only requires that framing
and segmentation is taken care of by lower layers� RTP o�ers no reliability mechanisms�

�The Internet Engineering Task Force �IETF� is a large open international community of network
designers� operators� vendors� and researchers concerned with the evolution of the Internet architecture
and the smooth operation of the Internet
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It is typically implemented as part of the application or as a library rather than integrated
into the operating system kernel�

RTP sessions consist of two streams
 namely a data stream for audio or video data
packets and a stream of control packets �using the sub�protocol called RTCP�� In general

data and control streams use separate ports
 however
 they may be packed into a single
lower�layer stream as long as RTCP packets precede the data packets within the lower�
layer frame� A single stream may be advantageous for systems where �ows may be costly
to manage
 e�g�
 ATM PVCs�

V P X CC PT SEQ

0 8 16 32

Timestamp

SSRC

CSRC

Payload

Figure ���� RTP data header

RTP adds to the data an additional header
 see Fig� ���
 that is sent as part of the
data payload of the transport layer� RTP data headers include the following �elds�

Version �eld �V�� This �eld indicates which version of RTP is being used whereas ver�
sion � is the common one�

Extension bit �X�� The X bit whether an extension header follows the �xed header or
not�

CSRC count �eld �CC�� The CC �eld contains the number of CSRC identi�ers fol�
lowing the header�

Payload type �eld �PT�� This �eld is used to dynamically distinguish between di�er�
ent audio and video encodings�

Marker bit �M�� The marker bit is used to delineate application level data units such
as video frames and audio talk spurts�

Sequence number �SEQ�� The sequence number is incremented by one for each RTP
data packet and can be used by the receiver for detecting losses�

Timestamp� The timestamp re�ects the sampling instance of the �rst octet in the RTP
data packet�

SSRC� CSRC� These �elds contain the identity of the sending source�
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For monitoring the QoS of a session or tracing the number and identities of the mem�
bers in a session each session member periodically sends RTCP control packets to all other
session members using the same distribution mechanism used for the data packets�

Each RTCP packet begins with a �xed part similar to that of the RTP header followed
by one or more parts carrying a variety of information such as�

RR� Receiver reports �RR� consist of several entries with each corresponding to one
active sender� Each entry contains information about the percentage and number of
the lost packets observed in the stream from the corresponding sender
 the highest
sequence number seen and timing information�

SR� Sender reports �SR� include information about the amount of sent data and when
this report was generated� Additionally
 when the sender is also a receiver it includes
reports about the received data in an identical way to the receiver reports�

SDES� The source description packets �SDES� include the identi�cation information
about the session member�

Bye� This packet indicates the end of a member�s participation�

APP� The application packets �APP� contain application speci�c information and can
be used for experimental purposes�

RTCP is designed to allow applications to scale automatically over session sizes ranging
from a few participants to thousands� For each session the data tra�c is subject to an
aggregate limit called the session bandwidth of which a certain percentage
 usually around
�
 is to be divided among all participants� Based on the length of the RTCP packets and
the number of members each participant can determine the interval between sending two
RTCP packets� To avoid having bursts of RTCP packets the interval is set to a minimum
of  seconds� The interval is further varied randomly over the range of ���
 ��� times the
calculated interval to avoid unintended synchronization of all participants�

The senders can estimate the round trip delay to the receivers using the RTCP mes�
sages� The senders include in their RTCP packets a timestamp indicating the time the
report was generated� For each incoming stream the receivers send a report indicating the
timestamp of the last received sender report �tLSR� for that stream and the time elapsed in
between receiving the last sender report and sending the receiver report �tDLASR�� Know�
ing the arrival time �t� of the RTCP packet the sender can calculate the round trip time
�tRTT� as follows�

tRTT � t� tDLSR � tLSR �����

This calculation requires no synchronization between the clocks of the sender and receiver
and is therefore rather accurate�

������� Conceptual Model of Multimedia Applications

While web and �le transfer are still the prevalent applications in the Internet today mul�
timedia communication is ever more gaining in importance� This is especially alleviated
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by the wide availability of low�cost multimedia end systems and simple architecture of
the Internet that allows for group communication� The �rst trials for using the Internet
for audio conferencing were reported at the beginning of the nineties ����� Since then

multimedia conferencing over the Internet has gained considerably in popularity� In ad�
dition to live conferences and the streaming of pre�recorded audio and video contents by
numerous Internet radios ���� there is currently a wide interest in various standardization
and commercial groups in merging a part of the current telecommunication structure with
the Internet and providing Internet�based telephony �����

The amount of bandwidth required for transporting the same multimedia content
varies by using di�erent compression styles or changing the quality of the compression�
Taking the example of the H���� ���� compression style
 a picture is divided into blocks
of � � � pixels� A discrete cosine transform �DCT� converts the blocks of pixels into
blocks of frequency coe�cients� These coe�cients are quantized and encoded� With such
a compression style adaptation can be realized by reducing the number of sent frames�
That is
 if a device is delivering �� pictures�sec the sender would only compress and
send a portion of those images� Another approach would be to change the accuracy
with which the coe�cients of the discrete cosine transformation are encoded
 i�e�
 reduce
the quantization factor� This would be equivalent to reducing the number of bits used
to encode the pixels� By changing the frame rate or quantization factor
 the sender
can control its transmission rate at the cost of changing the perception quality of the
transmitted content� Which approach to use depends highly on the content itself� So
while changing the frame rate might be more appropriate for slow motion content like a
video conference
 changing the quantization factor might be more suitable for a sporting
event� Bolot and Turletti discuss in ���� the e�ects of using either the frame rate or
quantization factor on the achieved signal to noise ratio �SNR�� Besides such quantitative
measurements more qualitative aspects need to be considered in the rate adaptation
process as well�

In addition to H���� there is a wide variety of compression styles for both audio and
video that can dynamically adjust the amount of bytes required for coding some content
based on the available resources
 see ����
 ��
 ���
 ���
 ���� for surveys and examples of
such work�

Further
 to satisfy the needs of heterogeneous receivers requesting data content at
di�erent rates
 some compression styles can encode the multimedia content in di�erent
�ows or layers� As an example for a layered coder
 the MPEG�� ��� standard o�ers
four di�erent so�called �scalability modes� ����� spatial
 SNR
 and temporal scalability

as well as data partitioning� MPEG�� allows the simultaneous use of up to two di�erent
scalability modes �except for data partitioning� in any combination
 hence resulting in
a ��level representation of the signal� In spatial scalability
 the base and enhancement
layers operate at di�erent spatial resolutions� In SNR scalability
 adjacent layers have the
same resolution and the enhancement re�nes the quantization process performed in the
base layer� In temporal scalability
 the enhancement layer increases the number of frames
per second of the base layer� Data partitioning splits encoded data into two bit streams

one containing more and the other containing less important data� More important data
are low frequency coe�cients and motion vectors�

In this work
 we will primarily be addressing the issue of determining the bandwidth
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share a multimedia �ow should use� How the actual determined behavior is realized at the
end systems
 e� g�
 the decision of adjusting the frame rate
 quantization factor of a video
stream or the shape of the layers to use will be beyond the scope of this work� That is

we will be assuming that the sender is capable of adjusting the compression parameters
in a way as to restrict the produced data stream to the calculated bandwidth share this
sender can utilize�

Usually
 there are certain maximum and minimum bandwidth requirements for multi�
media contents above and below which the transmitted data is of no use for the receiver�
Additionally
 the used compression style for a multimedia content might dictate that the
changes in the transmission rate of a video stream for example can only be realized in a
granular way� These aspects depend on the content and compression style used� Unless
explicitly mentioned
 in the most part of the work we will ignore these restrictions and
assume that the end systems are able to adapt their transmission and reception behavior
exactly to the level determined by the adaptation algorithm� The e�ects of consider�
ing user
 content or compression imposed restrictions on the adaptation process will be
investigated separately in chapter �

����� The Host�Network Interface

This part normally includes the device driver in the operating system and the correspond�
ing network interface in the end system� Together they handle all the details of interfacing
with the physical layer� Note
 that the Internet is not based on any speci�c hardware or
link�layer protocols�

��� End�To�End Estimation of Path Characteristics

in the Internet

In this study
 we will be discussing the issue of adjusting the sending and reception
behavior of end systems in the Internet in accordance with the available resources and load
situation in the path connecting those end systems� Typically
 the routers in the network
are the only components aware of availability of resources and the exact load situation�
However
 in the current Internet architecture the routers do not provide the end systems
with such information� Hence
 the end systems need to estimate the characteristics of the
network such as the loss
 delay and capacity using methods that do not actively involve
the network routers� Based on this information
 the end systems can then adjust their
behavior in accordance with the estimated network load situation�

����� Estimation of Round Trip Time

Round trip time �TRTT� indicates the time a data packet requires to go from one end
system to the other and back� This time includes the propagation delay over the physical
link and the time spent in the bu�ers of the routers as well as the transmission and
processing time at the end systems�
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A straight forward approach for estimating the round trip delay between two points
�A andB� in the Internet is to send a data packet from point A to point B with the packet
indicating the time the packet was transmitted �TA

send� as measured by A� After receiving
this measurement packet
 B sends the received packet back to A which receives it at time
�TA

rec�� The round trip time �TRTT� can then be estimated as

TRTT � TA
rec � TA

send �����

Measuring the one way delay �TOW� between two end systems is
 however
 more com�
plicated� Due to the possible asymmetry of the links connecting two end systems in both
directions the one way delay can not be simply estimated as half the round trip delay� To
estimate the one way delay
 the sender �A� can send a packet with a timestamp TA

send to
receiver �B� that receives it at time TB

rec� The one way delay can then be estimated as

TOW � TB
rec � TA

send �����

However
 clocks of distributed end systems are usually not synchronized and run at
di�erent speeds� In this case
 the values of TOW estimated using Eqn� ��� is useless and
could actually be negative� Distributed clocks can be synchronized using either hardware
or software systems� For highest possible accuracy
 end systems need to be enhanced
with appropriate hardware for realizing the client part of the global positioning system
�GPS� ������ With GPS
 the client part contacts a satellite�based radio navigation system
that provides three dimensional positioning
 velocity and time information�

Due to the costs and complexity introduced by additional hardware systems dis�
tributed clocks in the Internet are often synchronized using a software based approach
called the network time protocol �NTP� ����� With NTP
 a software process at the end
system contacts an NTP server to get an estimation of the correct time
 called universal
coordinated time �UTC��� To reduce the load on the servers there are several NTP servers
in the Internet� These servers communicate with each other to estimate the correct UTC
value�

In addition to the synchronization problem
 clocks of di�erent systems run at di�erent
speeds which causes the clocks to drift apart
 that is have a clock skew ������ Thus even
after synchronizing two clocks
 the clock skew causes inaccuracies in the measurements�

����� Estimation of Losses

Due to an overload situation in the network some intermediate routers might start discard�
ing packets instead of forwarding them� This can be detected by introducing sequence
numbers in the data packets� Noticing a gap in the sequence numbers of the received
packets at the receiver
 a loss event can be assumed� The occurrence of such an event
can be directly forwarded to the sender by either sending a negative acknowledgment to
the sender or withholding a positive acknowledgment as is the case with TCP� That is

with TCP �����
 after a loss the receiver keeps on sending acknowledgments of the last
correctly received packet for each newly incoming packet�

�This is a time scale based on atomic clocks� by de�nition cesium clocks�
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For the case that the sender is more interested in a summary of the losses
 the receiver
calculates the number of loss events Nloss during some time interval� Comparing this value
to the actual number of received packets the receiver gets an estimation of the network
losses� This value can then be conveyed to the sender using a control packet as is the
case with RTP ����� In this case some care needs to be taken in setting the length of
the time interval over which losses are measured� Choosing the measurement interval too
small might result in highly oscillative values� On the other hand
 large intervals might
lead to underestimations of the loss and neglect the possibly bursty nature of the losses�

����� Estimation of Bottleneck Bandwidth

The bottleneck bandwidth of a path between two end systems indicates the bandwidth of
the network router with the smallest capacity along this path� The bottleneck bandwidth
of a path determines
 hence
 the maximum bandwidth share a �ow traversing this path
can assume�

The bottleneck value can be obtained using the packet�pair approach �rst used by
Bolot ��� for estimating the characteristics of Internet paths� The essential idea behind
the packet�pair approach is ���� If two packets can be caused to travel together such that
they are queued as a pair at the bottleneck
 with no packets intervening between them

then the inter�packet spacing will be proportional to the time required for the bottleneck
router to process the second packet of the pair�
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Figure ���� Illustration of packet �ow through a bottleneck

Fig� ��� illustrates how two packets arriving back to back at a link get spaced out�
The resulting time gap between the two packets is then preserved even over links with a
higher capacity� By sending two packets of size �P � each at the access speed of a station

the packets get spaced out at the bottleneck router and arrive at the receiver with time
gaps of G seconds between the two packets� Thereby the bottleneck bandwidth �B� can
be estimated as

B �
P

G
������

Carter et al� ���� present a tool called BPROBE for measuring the bottleneck bandwidth
using this probing approach� With BPROBE a sender transmits a stream of ICMP
ECHO ���� packets to some target� These packets get echoed at the target and sent back
to the sender� The source can then estimate the bottleneck bandwidth by measuring the
interarrival times of the returning packets� In a similar approach
 Jacobson implemented
an application called PATHCHAR� ���� for estimating the characteristics of Internet links

�The tool is freely available from ftp���ftp�ee�lbl�gov�pathchar�
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such as the bottleneck bandwidth and the round trip delays� PATHCHAR takes advantage
of the time to live �eld �TTL� in an IP packet� The TTL determines how many links a
packet can traverse before it expires� Each router traversed by the packet
 reduces the
TTL value in the IP header by one� If a router receives a packet that has expired it drops
the packet and sends an ICMP error packet back to the sender� The source address of the
router indicates which router dropped the packet� Again by measuring the interarrival
times of the ICMP error packets the sender can estimate the bottleneck bandwidth of the
path towards the router which dropped the packet�

Di�erent factors can e�ect the accuracy of the probing scheme�

Queuing failure� Packets might not be queued at the router which results in overesti�
mating the bottleneck bandwidth� BPROBE and PATHCHAR solve this problem
by using a row of probing packets and packets of large sizes which increases the
possibility of the packets getting queued�

Competing tra�c� Packets of some other �ows might interfere with the row of probe
packets� This would then lead to larger gaps between the probe packets and hence
underestimating the bottleneck bandwidth� To avoid the negative e�ects of tra�c
interference BPROBE and PATHCHAR use long streams of probe packets to in�
crease the possibility that two probe packets do get queued in a row� Additionally

�ltering mechanisms are required to identify and neglect wrong measurements�

Network congestion� If after passing the bottleneck router the probe packets get queued
at another router
 the gab between the probe packets will be reset and describe the
capacity of the wrong link� This e�ect needs to be taken care of with the �ltering
mechanisms�

With BPROBE and PATHCHAR the sender estimates the bottleneck bandwidth
based on the interarrival times of the echoed probe packets� As these echoed packets
might su�er the same problems of queuing failures
 interfering tra�c and network con�
gestion the number of wrong measurements is further increased� Paxon ����� presents
therefore another approach in which the receiver of the probe packets determines the bot�
tleneck bandwidth and informs the receiver of this value� With this approach Paxon �����
achieves more accurate results than with the echoing approach� Lai et al� ���� further pro�
pose re�ned statistical approaches for improving the accuracy of the �ltering mechanisms
and reducing the possibility of wrong estimations�

��� Investigation Environment

The investigations of the algorithms and mechanisms discussed in this work will largely
be based on simulating the algorithms under di�erent network topologies and conditions�
Where possible
 the simulations will be veri�ed by actual implementation and tested over
the Internet�
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����� Simulation Models and Environment

The simulations were realized using the PTOLEMY ���� simulation tool�� PTOLEMY
provides the user with a graphical interface for creating and controlling discrete event
simulations ����� The user can further add additional modules�

For investigating RTP�based adaptation mechanisms and their e�ects on TCP we ex�
tended PTOLEMY with additional modules for TCP and RTP as well as various modules
for simulating the Internet with its routers and tra�c sources�

The RTP Simulation Model Multimedia applications using RTP and UDP are sim�
ulated using an RTP model� This model simulates the behavior of RTP senders and
receivers that can transmit data packets at a speed determined by the used adaptation
algorithm� Each packet has the basic RTP header including timing information and the
identity of the sender� Additionally
 the end systems exchange RTCP reports as was
described in Sec� ��������

The model provides the user with an interface for specifying the transmission rate

the end system�s identity and the session bandwidth to use� Detailed information can be
obtained from �����

The TCP Simulation Model For simulating the behavior of TCP we implemented
two versions of TCP� Tahoe�TCP with fast retransmission
 delayed acknowledgments and
round trip calculation and the Reno�TCP version with the fast recovery scheme as well�
Both versions use maximum transmission windows larger than the �� kbytes allowed with
the current implementations of TCP ����� As the round trip time values in some of our
simulations are in the order of just a few milliseconds
 the coarse�grain timer used in
Unix TCP �typically
 a granularity of �� msec is used� would result in imprecise timeout
values� Therefore
 we used here a clock granularity of ��� msec� As the Reno�TCP model
is the currently most widely used version in the Internet most of our simulations using
TCP in the work will be based on the Reno�TCP model�

While the simulation model is not based on production code we have run various
simulations for verifying the model�s correctness and compared the results to available
results in the literature ������ Detailed information can be obtained from ������

The Internet Simulation Model Simulating how the global Internet data network
behaves is an immensely challenging undertaking because of the network�s great het�
erogeneity and rapid change� The heterogeneity ranges from the individual links that
carry the network tra�c
 to the protocols that interoperate over the links to the di�erent
applications used over the network ������

In this study
 we are
 however
 only interested in partial aspects of the Internet
 that
is of the interaction of TCP�based applications and adaptive multimedia application as
well as the capacity of the network in terms of link bandwidth and available bu�ers in the
network nodes� Multimedia applications can be simply modeled as RTP streams with the

�see� http���ptolemy�eecs�berkeley�edu�
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senders continuously transmitting data� TCP applications can be divided into di�erent
categories�

Active web tra�c� The world wide web �WWW� is the most widely used TCP appli�
cation� The share of web tra�c in the Internet has seen a tremendous increase from
practically non�existent a few years ago up to around ��� of the number of connec�
tions and packets in the Internet today ���� Various studies investigating Internet
tra�c in general ����
 ���� and web tra�c in particular ����� reveal that web tra�c
can not be simply modeled using Poisson models ����� but is rather self�similar�
Self�similarity is manifested in the absence of a natural length of a burst	 at every
time scale ranging from a few milliseconds to minutes and hours
 bursts consist of
bursty sub�periods separated by less bursty sub�periods ���� Self�similarity can be
constructed based on aggregating many simple renewal reward processes exhibit�
ing inter�renewal times with in�nite variances �heavy tailed distribution�� For the
case of web tra�c such an e�ect can be generated by aggregating the tra�c from a
number of web servers with each server starting a TCP connection for transferring
a number of packets
 going afterwards into an idle period and then starting gain�
The number of packets to be transferred is drawn from a heavy�tailed distribution
with

P �X � x� � x� as x��
where � � � � �� One simple heavy�tailed distribution is the Pareto distribution�
The Pareto distribution is power�low over its entire range	 its probability density
function is given by

p�x� � �k�x����

where �� k � � and x � k� Its distribution function has the form

F �x� � P �X � x� � ��
�
k

x

��

With � � � the Pareto distribution has in�nite variance�

Measurements done on web tra�c ����
 �� suggest that the length of a web con�
nection can be drawn from a Pareto distribution with a scale factor ��� of ��� and a
mean of �� packets� Active transfer phases are then followed by idle periods drawn
from a Pareto distribution with a scale factor of ��� which results in a behavior more
similar to the exponential distribution and a mean of �� seconds�

Background web tra�c� Similar to the active web tra�c
 the background web tra�c
is modeled as the aggregate of a large number of on�o� processes with the on period
lasting for the time needed to carry a number of packets drawn from a Pareto
distribution with the factor of ��� and a mean of �� packets and the o� period
lasting for a time drawn from a Pareto distribution with a factor of ��� and a mean
of �� seconds ������

With the active web tra�c each burst consists of a TCP connections that lasts
for the duration needed for transporting the packets of the data burst� Hence
 the
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aggregated tra�c bandwidth share depends on the congestion situation in the net�
work� With the background tra�c
 the packets of each burst are sent at a constant
rate speci�ed by the user� This kind of tra�c is useful for populating the network
with bursty and uncorrelated tra�c with a de�ned maximum rate�

FTP connections� The �le transfer protocol�FTP� ����� is a popular application for
transferring large data �les between two sites� While the share of FTP tra�c in the
overall TCP tra�c has decreased considerably since the introduction of the world
wide web it still occupies around � of the overall Internet tra�c� While web tra�c
is characterized through small bursty transfers
 FTP connections tend to last for
longer time periods and carry a much larger number of packets�

In addition to the tra�c sources we
 further
 modeled various necessary components
such as routers with RED and FIFO bu�er management mechanisms and a basic multicast
protocol for joining and leaving a multicast session as well as establishing a shortest path
multicast routing tree�

As a general test case we use a dumb�bell topology
 see of Fig� ��
 consisting of a
bottlenecked link connecting m RTP�based senders and receivers
 n TCP connections
carrying FTP tra�c and k TCP connections carrying active WWW tra�c� The link has
a capacity of R Mb�s and a round trip propagation delay of 	 � The end systems are
connected to the bottlenecked router with a link of capacity R Mb�s and a propagation
delay of 	conn� For the rest of this study 	conn will be arbitrarily set to the negligible value
of � 
sec� The bottlenecked router �Router�� can introduce a maximal additional delay
of 	q due to the bu�ering of the data� The second router �Router�� servers only as a
distributer of the data to the end systems and does not introduce losses or delays to the
transported data�

Router2Router1
τ

RTP end system

FTP end system

WWW end system

n
n

R Mb/s

 R Mb/s 

m

k

m

k

Figure ��� Adaptation performance testing topology

Each simulation is run until the sum of the bandwidth consumed by each tra�c type
exhibits steady state behavior� To account for the e�ects of the transient period
 the �rst
��� seconds are ignored in the performance calculation� Each simulation was run four
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times and the presented values are the average of the values reached in the di�erent runs�
The FTP as well as the RTP senders are greedy senders with an in�nite amount of data
to send� The WWW connections are modeled as active web tra�c

As the bu�er management approach in the simulations we use both the random early
drop scheme �RED� and FIFO
 see Sec� �������� For all simulations using RED the min�
imum bu�er threshold is set to ��� of the available bu�er and the maximum threshold
to ���� The queuing weight �wq� is set to ����� and the maximum drop probability �Pa�
to ����� These values were chosen based on the guidelines presented in ��� Finally

unless otherwise speci�ed
 the packet size is set to ���� bytes�

In addition to this topology
 a number of other topologies used for testing more speci�c
cases such as multicast will be introduced separately when needed�
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Chapter �

Tra�c Management in the Internet

The �exible architecture of the Internet and the decline in bandwidth prices have made
it possible to use the Internet for various multimedia applications such as telephony and
conferencing�

However
 transmitting data packets into the network without regard to the actual
available resources can easily result in overload situations and data losses� To avoid such
a situation some mechanisms are required to control the amount of data packets entering
the network�

In the literature there have been generally two approaches for tra�c management in a
network� admission control combined with QoS signaling protocols on the one hand and
congestion control schemes that adapt the transmission and reception behavior of the end
systems in accordance with the available resources in the network on the other�

In Sec� ��� a general survey of congestion control mechanisms for unicast and multicast
communication is given as well as some evaluation criteria of congestion control schemes�
Sec� ��� describes brie�y di�erent proposals for quality of service �QoS� architectures that
provide for tighter control on the number of admitted �ows to the network and the amount
of network resources received by each �ow� In Sec� ��� a short overview of the advantages
and disadvantages of congestion control schemes compared to QoS architectures is given�

��� Congestion Control in the Internet

As the Internet does not provide for any mechanisms for regulating the transmission
behavior of sending end systems
 a single misbehaving end system sending data at a
higher rate than the available bandwidth might lead to severe unfairness problems at best
case and to network congestion collapse at the worst ����

The unfairness problems arise from the existing architecture of the network elements in
the Internet� As already mentioned in Sec� �������
 currently
 most of the network nodes

commonly known as routers
 in the Internet deploy tail discard queuing systems ����

mainly due to their simplicity� With such an approach an end system sending a data
stream at a high rate competing with an end system sending at a lower rate will have
the same loss probability as the low rate sender� Hence
 the high rate stream actually
receives a larger share of the available bandwidth than the low rate stream even though
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it actually caused the congestion ���� This scenario is even worse for the situation of
TCP connections sharing the same bottleneck with UDP �ows� In response to the loss
of packets
 TCP connections reduce their transmission rate
 see Sec� ������ However

without any rate reduction on behalf of the non�congestion�controlled UDP tra�c sharing
the same bottleneck with the TCP tra�c
 the congestion situation would prevail and the
TCP connections would starve and receive a much smaller bandwidth share than the
non�responsive �ows ����

Severe and consistent congestion states might also lead to congestion collapse� Such
a situation occurs when the network is utilized to a very high degree but with only a small
amount of useful data reaching the receivers� Congestion collapse in the Internet was �rst
reported by ����� and was largely due to TCP connections unnecessarily retransmitting
data packets that were either in transit or have already arrived at the receivers� This
form of collapse has since been avoided by di�erent improvements in the TCP congestion
avoidance mechanisms ����

Other forms of congestion collapse arise when the network transmits fragments of
packets that will be discarded at the receiving end systems because they can not be re�
assembled into a valid packet� Such a situation might occur from the mismatch between
the link level transmission layer and higher transmission layers� For example when car�
rying large IP packets over an ATM network
 dropping an ATM cell might lead to the
discard of the entire IP packet at the receiver� Such a situation might be avoided by
mechanisms aimed at providing lower layers with knowledge about the fragmentation of
data in higher layers� The early packet discard ����� �EPD� is such an approach� Another
approach is Path MTU Discovery ���� which aims at minimizing fragmentation�

The congestion collapse form that we are interested in
 in this study
 arises when net�
work resources are wasted by transporting packets through the network that are dropped
before reaching the receiving end system� This situation arises when the sender is trans�
mitting data at a higher rate than the rate of some bottleneck on the path towards the
receiver� Such a situation can be avoided by adjusting the transmission rate of the sender
in accordance with the available network resources�

The issue of congestion control in data networks has received great attention in the
literature ������ Citing only a fraction of the proposed work is
 however
 far too voluminous
to �t in this work� Therefore
 we �rst give a brief overview of classi�cation possibilities of
congestion control schemes and only present some examples for those classes which will
be studied later in this work�

Depending on their design goal
 architecture
 applications and the environments they
were designed for and various other issues
 congestion control schemes can be classi�ed in
di�erent ways� To mention only a few classi�cation possibilities�

Control loop� Depending on whether or not the sender needs to collect information
about the network path connecting it to the receiver in order to adjust its transmis�
sion behavior
 we can distinguish two control possibilities�

Open	loop adaptation� The sender adjusts the shape of the data to be transmit�
ted in accordance to prior knowledge or estimation of the available resources�
For example
 when transmitting live video with variable bit rate over a constant
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rate link
 the sender can adjust the quality or frame rate of the video stream to
be suitable for transmission over the available network capacity� This is often
realized by using a leaky bucket ����� for enforcing a speci�c transmission rate�
By monitoring the bu�er length of the leaky bucket
 the application can deter�
mine the appropriate quality factor to send the data with ������ Additionally

instead of altering the transmission behavior the sender might in a di�erent
scenario adapt the priority of its data packets in accordance to their content
and the available resources ����� Sanneck presents in ���� an approach for
improving the quality of audio communication over the Internet� In addition
to the audio data the sender includes information that can be used for the
concealment of lost packets� The amount of additional information needed for
reconstructing the original content is adapted to the importance of the sent
audio data�

Closed	loop adaptation� With open�loop adaptation the sender can only adjust
its behavior based on prior knowledge of its own resources or of the static
amount of network resources available to it� Here
 the aim is to maintain
or improve the quality of the communication in accordance with an amount
of �xed resources� To actually avoid network congestion the sender needs
information about the path connecting it to the receiver and back� Such a
closed�loop adaptation is a more general case where the sender adjusts its
transmission behavior not only based on the locally available resources but
based on feedback information from the receivers ��� or the network ������
This approach has the major advantage of avoiding network congestion or
overwhelming the receiving end�system with data it can not use� Depending
on the communication scenario there is a multitude of possibilities for realizing
closed�loop adaptation�

Transmission mode� Depending on the number of participants in a communication
scenario di�erent issues need to be considered when designing congestion control
schemes�

Unicast� For the case of point�to�point communication tight control can be real�
ized� Similar to the case of TCP
 the receiver of a multimedia �ow can send
frequent feedback messages to the sender without overloading the sender� This
would then allow for fast reactions to changes in the network state�

Multicast� Having a large number of receivers sending frequent feedback messages
to the sender can easily result in overloading the sender or might cause con�
gestion on the link connecting the sender to the network� Hence
 for the case
of multicast
 scalability issues play a crucial role in the design of congestion
control schemes� Additionally
 due to the heterogeneity of the Internet links
and receivers congestion control schemes need to be carefully designed so as to
achieve a high performance in a variety of situations�

Architecture� Depending on the systems involved in the congestion control scheme dif�
ferent modes can be distinguished�
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End	to	end� In this case only the end systems
 i�e�
 the senders and receivers
 are
involved in collecting information about the congestion state in the network
and adapting the number of packets entering the network�

Network	supported� In addition to the end systems
 network routers could par�
ticipate in collecting state information as well as manipulating the amount of
data transported in the network�

Note
 that these classes should only be considered as conceptual ones
 that aid us
in discussing di�erent features of congestion control schemes� Actually
 congestion con�
trol schemes usually belong to overlapping classes� Network�supported schemes can for
example be either open�loop or closed�loop and be used for unicast as well as multicast
communication� In this study
 we will restrict the scope of investigated congestion control
schemes to closed�loop schemes for unicast and multicast communication� While we will
be mainly concentrating on the end�to�end communication scenario we will also be brie�y
looking at network�supported approaches� In Sec� �����
 we �rst give some criteria for
evaluating the e�ciency of congestion control schemes� In Sec� ����� di�erent approaches
and schemes for realizing congestion control schemes for unicast are described� Various
examples of congestion control schemes for multicast communication are then presented
in Sec� ������ Sec� ����� presents a short survey of network�assisted congestion control
schemes�

����� Evaluation Criteria for Congestion Control Mechanisms

By deploying congestion control mechanisms in the context of multimedia communication
we aim at improving the network performance compared to the case when no control is
deployed and thereby increasing the user�s satisfaction� In this section
 we will describe
some of the evaluation criteria of the e�ciency of the control mechanisms we will be
investigating in later chapters�

������� Network Congestion State

The primary goal of congestion control schemes is to achieve a high network utilization
level and at the same time reduce the packet losses at the network level� In estimating
the loss performance of a scheme
 one should consider the losses as seen at the networking
layer and not only at the application layer� Using forward error correction �FEC� mech�
anisms ���� for reconstructing lost data packets might lead to loss free data transmission
as measured by the application� However
 in this case
 network resources are wasted
transporting redundant data� Hence
 while FEC mechanisms improve the quality of sin�
gle streams
 using congestion avoidance mechanisms one aims at improving the overall
performance of the network and thus all streams traversing the network�

������� Scalability

Based on the multicast architecture of the Internet a sender can transmit a media stream
to a nearly unlimited number of receivers in an e�ective way� The performance of an
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e�cient congestion control scheme should therefore not degrade substantially with the
increased number of participants in a multimedia session� Additionally
 the complexity
of the schemes used should still be acceptable�

������� Convergence

Convergence is generally measured by the speed or time with which a system approaches
some stable state from any starting state� E�cient adaptation algorithms need to have a
short convergence period and lead to a stable state�

������� Fairness in the Context of Congestion Control for Multimedia Com	
munication

When confronted with the case of connections or users competing for some shared re�
sources such as network bandwidth we need to consider the aspect of fair resource distri�
bution� However
 the term fairness has only a subjective meaning that di�ers depending
on the situation� Thus
 a system is to be considered fair if the competing instances receive
a share that conforms to some pre�established fairness de�nition�

In the context of multimedia communication there have been two major de�nitions of
the values of a fair share a connection can receive� max�min fairness and TCP�friendly
bandwidth distribution� Which de�nition to use depends generally on the control scenario
and the information available for the adaptation process�

The Max	Min fairness
The max�min fairness criteria ���� is usually applied when the adaptation involves the
distribution of available resources for a known number of instances
 e�g� bandwidth for a
number of streams or processing power for a number of processes�

Taking the example of bandwidth distribution among competing streams
 whereas a
stream indicates here the �ow of data packets from one sender to one or more receivers

the fair share �Fi� of a �ow i is minimally

Fi �
B

n
�����

with B as the bandwidth of a network node and n as the number of �ows traversing
this node� �Fi� can maximally reach

Fi �
B �PBcong

n�Pncong
� �����

with Bcong as the bandwidth of the �ows bottlenecked elsewhere and ncong as the
number of �ows bottlenecked elsewhere� A bottlenecked �ow indicates that the fair share
a �ow can get at some other link is smaller than its minimum fair share at this link�
A �ow�s fair bandwidth share is then set to the minimum fair share calculated at all
traversed hops�

As an example
 consider the topology depicted in Fig� ���� The �rst router has a
capacity of �� Mb�s and is shared between � connections
 hence
 the router would calculate
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Fi to be �� Mb�s� However
 the second router traversed by the �ows C� and C� has only a
capacity of � Mb�s� Thus the fair share of the �ows C� and C� is only � Mb�s� Now
 if the
�ows C� and C� restricted their transmission rate to the fair share value
 i�e�
 �� Mb�s

� Mb�s of the bandwidth available at the �rst router will be wasted� Using the max�min
fairness criterion the fair share of C� and C� should actually be � Mb�s�

C1
C2

C1
C2
C3
C4

C4 C3

L1,  10 Mbit/s L2,  2 Mbit/s
Switch Switch Switch

Constrained connections

Figure ���� An example for max�min distribution

This de�nition can be further extended as follows�

Reservation proportional shares� With each user reserving �or paying for� a guaran�
teed share �Si� of some resource R
 each user �i� gets a fair share proportional to
its Si� For n �ows the fair share Fi can be calculated as follows�

Fi � R � SiPn
i Si

Reservation plus equal shares� With each user reserving �or paying for� a guaranteed
share Si of some resource R
 each user �i� gets its reserved Si plus an equal share
of the available resources� For n �ows the fair share Fi can be calculated as follows�

Fi � Si �
R�Pn

i Si

n

Weighted shares� Here
 the resource �R� is allocated for each connection proportionally
to a pre�determined weight Wi �e�g�
 priority level� For n �ows the fair share Fi can
be calculated as follows�

Fi �
R �WiPn

i Wi

Note
 however
 that applying these enhanced de�nitions requires a mechanism for estab�
lishing reservations or setting the allocation weights� As such mechanisms are currently
not available in the Internet these de�nitions are inappropriate for control mechanisms
realized only at the end systems� Thus
 we will not consider these de�nitions further in
this work�
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In its speci�cation of the available bit rate �ABR� service ����� the ATM�Forum�

adopted the max�min fairness de�nition ���� as the basic fairness measurement�
For a quantitative description of fairness Jain ���� suggests using the so called fairness

index�

F �
�
P

i xi�
�

n
P

i x
�
i

�����

with xi as the ratio of the actual share to the fair share that a �ow should theoretically
assume and n as the number of �ows�

TCP	Friendly Adaptation

Often
 it is the case that the adaptation process is based on an estimation of the
performance of a system and the adaptation instance heuristically adjusts its behavior
in accordance with the estimated performance without exact knowledge of the available
resources or number of other competing instances� Adapting the transmission behavior of
a video stream based on the measured loss and delay values in the network presents such an
example� In this case
 applying the max�min fairness criteria is rather di�cult� Instead

we need to consider the e�ects of using an adaptation scheme on the shares received
by other adaptive tra�c� As around �� of the tra�c carried over the Internet is TCP
tra�c ��
 ��� there has been a current consensus in various works ��
 �� that adaptation
mechanisms and congestion control approaches should be TCP�friendly� TCP�friendliness
indicates here
 that if a TCP and an adaptive �ow with similar transmission behavior
traverse the same path and thus compete at the same bottleneck
 have similar round trip
delays and face the same loss values both �ows should receive similar bandwidth shares�
Due to the di�erent natures of TCP and multimedia tra�c it is expected that a TCP�
friendly multimedia �ow would acquire the same bandwidth share as a TCP connection
only averaged over time intervals of several seconds or even only over the entire life time
of the �ow and not at every time point�

The requirements for ful�lling both the max�min fairness criteria and TCP�friendliness
are
 however
 rather contradictory� With the max�min fairness de�nition the resource
distribution depends only on the number of �ows sharing a bottleneck� Various simu�
lative ��
 ���� as well as analytical ��
 ���� studies have shown that the bandwidth a
TCP connection can utilize depends not only on the number of connections traversing
a shared link but also on the round trip delay and the number of traversed congested
hops� That is
 connections having large round trip delays or traversing a larger number of
congested hops receive a smaller bandwidth share than a connection with a smaller round
trip delay or less congested hops in its path� While the question whether connections
with di�erent round trip time delays and numbers of traversed hops and thus consuming
a di�erent amount of network resources should be treated equally is rather a philosophical
one
 there has been a common consensus ��� that this behavior is unfair� However
 due

�The ATM Forum is an international consortium whose goal is to accelerate the use of ATM products
and services through the development of interoperability speci�cations and the promotion of industry
cooperations�
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to the signi�cant share of the TCP tra�c in the Internet
 we will primarily consider the
aspect of TCP�friendliness when evaluating the fairness of adaptation schemes�

For a quantitative description of the TCP�friendliness of some scheme we use the
following equation�

F �
radapt

rTCP
�����

with radapt as the average rate achieved by a �ow controlled by some adaptation scheme
and rTCP as the average rate of a competing TCP connection� Depending on the adap�
tation scenario these values can be measured over intervals as short as a few round trip
delays or as large as the entire life time of the �ow� This is the same measure used in
other studies such as ����
 �����

������
 User Satisfaction

Users� satisfaction is in general di�cult to measure and quantify� There have already
been some proposals for assessing the QoS of multimedia contents using rating schemes
as was proposed in ����� and by the ITU ����� Other studies propose automatic assessment
approaches ����
 �����

However
 in evaluating the performance of an adaptation scheme
 users� satisfaction is
just one evaluation criteria out of many� Aspects of network performance or scalability of
the scheme are just as important� Due to the complexity of the measurement mechanisms
we refer to a simple measurement of the loss ratio of the data presented to the user� While
this might be an oversimpli�cation of the evaluation procedure
 we need to note that the
mechanisms to be developed in this work are to be compared mainly to the situation of a
multimedia communication without any adaptation involved� Studies on the transmission
of MPEG video streams over the Internet have shown that losses are the major source of
QoS degradation and that losses as low as �� might render about ��� of a video stream
unusable ����� Hence an e�ective adaptation scheme should aim at minimizing the loss
ratio observed at the users� end systems�

����� End�to�End Unicast Congestion Control Schemes

Basically
 congestion control schemes for unicast communication can be divided in two
major categories of algorithms
 window�based and rate�based mechanisms� In rate�based
adaptation
 a limit is placed on the rate at which the source can send packets� In window�
based �ow control
 at any time there is a limit to the number of packets a sender can
transmit before having to wait for an acknowledgment from the receiver
 but there is no
constraints on the rate at which packets can be sent�

The adaptation decision itself can be based on either explicit or implicit indication
about the available resources� Explicit information can be as detailed as the actual band�
width share a sender should be using to avoid network congestion or simply a single bit
indicating the congestion state of the network� Explicit indications are created by the
network and either forwarded downstream on the �ow�s path towards the destination or
sent directly back to the senders� With the forward error congestion noti�cation �FECN�
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the sender transmits special messages that collect information from all traversed routers
along the path to the receiver which echoes them back to the sender� This approach
provides the destination with a complete overall look of the congestion state along the
�ow�s path introduces
 however
 additional delay as the information needs to traverse all
the path up to the destination before being sent back to the sender� FECN also minimizes
the needed number of congestion messages compared to the backward error congestion
noti�cation �BECN�� With BECN each intermediate router creates and send a congestion
noti�cation to the source end system when congestion is observed� This can be achieved
by creating special messages to be sent to the end systems or by including the congestion
noti�cation in the messages that are sent from the receiver to the sender�

On the contrary
 the network congestion state might also be implicitly estimated using
loss and delay indications measured at the receiving end systems and carried in feedback
messages sent by the receivers� In addition to losses and round trip delays the end systems
might use the delay variations of the received packets as an indication of the bu�er lengths
in the network and hence as an estimation of the network load�

With the lack of mechanisms for collecting and distributing explicit information about
the network congestion state in the Internet most of the control schemes found in the lit�
erature refer to heuristic approaches for adjusting the transmission rate or window
 see
Sec� ������� and �������� This heuristic approach is usually based on some variation of
an increase�decrease mechanism �ID�� With ID schemes
 the bandwidth share of a �ow
is gradually increased by some amount during underload situations and reduced during
overload situations� A popular version of ID schemes is the additive increase and multiple
decrease mechanism �AIMD�� With this approach the sender can increase its resource
share by an additive amount during underload periods and reduces it by a multiplicative
factor during overload periods� The choice of additive increase and multiplicative decrease
can be brie�y justi�ed as follows� If the network is operating below the optimal point
designated by high utilization and low losses
 all users go up equally� If the network is
congested
 the multiplicative decrease makes users with higher resource shares go down
faster than those with smaller shares making the allocation more fair� In ���� Chiu and
Jain show that this approach leads to a stable adaptation behavior and an equal band�
width distribution� As in the environment we are considering here the network does not
provide for explicit noti�cation about the available resources
 our work will be mainly
based on the increase�decrease concept using information about the losses and delay val�
ues measured at the end systems� In Chapter �
 we will be considering the bene�ts of
using explicit information about the available bandwidth share�

������� Window	Based Adaptation

There has been several proposals for adaptation schemes that
 similar to the TCP adap�
tation mechanisms
 are based on the sliding window approach
 see Sec� ������

With the sliding window approach a window represents the number of packets the
sender can transmit before having to wait for an acknowledgment packet from the receiver�
In addition to the slow start and congestion avoidance mechanisms ��� described in
Sec� ������� there has been various other proposals for adapting the window size to the
network congestion state� To mention a few out of many�
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Slow start and search �Tri	S�� The Tri�S scheme ���� uses the changes in throughput
as an indication of congestion� The algorithm computes the normalized throughput
gradient and compares it to some thresholds to keep the connection at the optimal
operating point�

Dual	Window� With this algorithm ����� the sender maintains two windows
 one for
congestion control and one for �ow control� The �ow window adapts the transmis�
sion rate of the sender in accordance with the available bu�er at the receiver and
the congestion window adapts the transmission behavior in accordance with the
network congestion state�

Delay	based adaptation� Jain et al� present in ���� an approach for congestion control
based on estimating the round trip delay� The sender estimates the round trip delay
as the time passed between sending a packet and receiving an acknowledgment for
it� The window size is then adjusted based on the variations in the measured round
trip delay�

IFP� Jacobs ���� presents a scheme called the Internet�friendly protocol that uses the con�
gestion control mechanisms of TCP
 however
 without retransmitting lost packets�
In his scheme
 the sender maintains a transmission window that is advanced based
on the acknowledgments of the receiver
 which sends an acknowledgment packet for
each received one� For the case of losses the transmission window is reduced in a
similar manner to TCP� Based on the size of the window the sender can estimate
the appropriate transmission rate�

������� Rate	Based Adaptation

With window�based adaptation schemes the transmission rate of the sender is only con�
trolled indirectly by adjusting the transmission window size� On the contrary
 rate�based
adaptation schemes control the rate of the sender directly� To mention just a few out of
many schemes proposed in this area�

Scalable feedback adaptation� Bolot et al� present in ���� an approach for scalable
control of multicast media streams� The senders probe the receivers to solicit feed�
back information about the losses observed at the receiving end systems� Based on
the collected information the sender either additively increases its transmission rate
or decreases it multiplicatively�

Backward congestion noti�cation� Kanakia et al� present in ���� an approach for
adapting the transmission of real�time video� The adaptation algorithm uses feed�
back information sent by the routers about the available bu�ers to determine the
appropriate transmission rate�

Dynamic QoS control �DQoS�� Busse et al� describe in ��� an approach that uses
the loss and delay information carried in the RTP control messages as the basis for
the adaptation decision� With DQoS the sender reduces its transmission rate by a
multiplicative decrease factor after receiving an RTCP feedback from the receiver
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indicating losses above a certain threshold called the upper loss threshold ��c�� With
losses below a second threshold called the lower loss threshold ��u� the sender can
increase its transmission rate additively� For the case that the feedback information
indicates losses in between the two thresholds the sender can maintain its current
transmission level�

RAP� Rejai et al� present in ����� a congestion control scheme called rate adaptation
protocol �RAP�� Just as with TCP
 sent packets are acknowledged by the receivers
with losses indicated either by gaps in the sequence numbers of the acknowledged
packets or timeouts� Using the acknowledgment packets the sender can estimate the
round trip delay� If no losses were detected
 the sender can periodically increase its
transmission rate additively as a function of the estimated round trip delay� After
detecting a loss the rate is reduced by half in a similar manner to TCP�

TFRCP� Using the analytical model of TCP presented in Sec� ������� Padhye et al� �����
present a scheme in which the sender estimates the round trip delay and losses
based on the receiver�s acknowledgments� In case of losses
 the sender restricts its
transmission rate to the equivalent TCP rate calculated using Eqn� ��� otherwise
the transmission rate is doubled� While the scheme behaves in a TCP�friendly man�
ner during loss phases
 its increase behavior during underload situations is rather
arbitrarily chosen and might result in severe unfairness as the adapting end system
might increase its transmission rate much faster than a competing TCP connection�

����� Congestion Control for Multicast Communication

In addition to the rough classi�cation in window and rate�based congestion control in
Sec� ����� for the case of multicast we can further classify the schemes based on the entity
that actively changes the performance of the entire system� We divide the congestion
control schemes for multicast communication into three main categories� sender�based
adaptation schemes
 receiver�based adaptation schemes and hybrid schemes�

������� Sender	Based Schemes for Multicast Congestion Control

Similar to the approaches presented in Sec� ����� the sender adapts its transmission be�
havior based on feedback information generated from its receivers� However
 having each
receiver frequently reporting feedback information would result in a feedback implosion
at the sender� To avoid this situation
 congestion control schemes for multicast communi�
cation usually use special mechanisms for reducing the �ow of feedback information from
the receivers to the sender and still provide the sender with enough information about
the congestion state of the receivers� Such mechanisms can be roughly divided into the
following categories �����

Distributed� In this case the receivers periodically transmit feedback information to
the entire multicast group� Feedback implosion is avoided in this case by adjusting
the length of the periods in accordance with the number of receivers� Such an
approach is useful for small to medium group sizes� For the case of large groups
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of several thousand receivers the transmission periods get too large so that the
feedback information arrive too infrequent at the sender to be used as the basis for
an adaptation process� The control messages of the real time transport protocol
�RTP� ���� and the session announcement protocol �SAP� ���� are examples for
such an approach�

Suppression� Suppression of feedback messages indicates that a receiver suppresses the
transmission of a feedback report if it has noticed that some other receiver has al�
ready sent a similar report� For example if a receiver wants to inform the sender
about the loss of a data packet it schedules the transmission of a negative acknowl�
edgment for the lost packet after some random time �Tr�� After Tr the receiver
multicasts its report to all other session members� If the receiver noticed a negative
acknowledgment for the same packet form some other receiver before Tr expires it
suppresses the transmission of its own report ������

Representatives� While distributed feedback schemes do not scale well for large multi�
cast groups
 suppression based approaches o�er the sender with loss or congestion
information as seen by a subset of the receivers and not the entire group� To provide
the sender with information representing the state of a large part of the receivers
di�erent approaches were proposed for collecting the feedback at intermediate nodes
and presenting the sender with a summary of the gathered state information� Gao
et� al� ��� and Lee et al� ����� describe approaches where the intermediate routers
along the multicast router tree collect feedback information from the multicast leafs
or nodes connected to them and sum up the information into a single report that
is handed to a router higher in the multicast tree� Such approaches require changes
in the functions and capabilities of the installed basis of multicast routers in the
Internet� However
 as such changes can only be realized after a longer transition
period realizing such approaches is not feasible currently� Rhee et al� �����
 DeLu�
cia et al� ���� and Lin et al� ���� describe approaches with which only a subset of
the receivers called representatives is allowed to send feedback information to the
sender� This subset can be statically set as in ���� or dynamically chosen as in �����
Each representative collects feedback information for a subset of the receivers and
forwards the summarized information either directly to the sender or to a higher
representative�

Polling� Bolot et al� ���� describe a feedback approach in which the sender polls feedback
information form the receivers� This is done by having the senders and receivers
generate a �� bit random key� The sender sends a control message asking for the
feedback with the generated key with all digits marked as signi�cant� Only receivers
with a similar key are allowed to send feedback information in this case� In sub�
sequent rounds the number of signi�cant digits transmitted in the control message
is reduced and receivers with keys similar to the reduced key are allowed to send
reports�

Hybrid� Di�erent control schemes actually deploy a mixture of the here described feed�
back approaches� In �����
 only representative nodes are allowed to send feedback
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information to the senders� However
 in the single receiver subsets represented by a
representative node suppression is used to collect information from the single leafs�

Similar to our discussion in Sec� ����� we can also for the case of multicast congestion
control distinguish between window and rate�based adaptation schemes�

Window	Based Congestion Control As described in Sec� ������� window�based con�
trol schemes use a sliding window to control the amount of data the sender can transmit�
This window is updated based on the feedback information from the receivers�

MTCP ����� and RMTP ���� use a congestion window similar to that of TCP with
the main di�erence that the window is only increased if all receivers acknowledge the
reception of some packet� The increase and decrease actions of those protocols are similar
to that of TCP� As the receivers need to generate feedback information indicating the
reception or loss of data packets a combination of suppression and representatives are
used in this case to avoid feedback implosion�

Wang and Schwarz ����� describe a window�based congestion control scheme for mul�
ticast called random listening algorithm �RLA�� Similar to MTCP or RMTP the receivers
inform the sender about the lost and received data� The transmission window is only
increased if a packet was acknowledged by all receivers� In case a loss was signaled the
sender generates a uniform random number �	� and reduces the window by half only if
	 is larger than some threshold� Usually sender�based congestion control schemes adjust
the transmission rate of the sender based on the worst loss and delay values measured by
all receivers� Thereby the TCP�friendliness of the approach is determined by comparing
the throughput of the multicast session on the path connecting the sender to the receiver
that has measured the worst loss and delay values and the throughput of a TCP con�
nection under similar loss and delay values �RTCP�� On the contrary
 RLA bounds the
transmission rate of the sender so that it lays between �RTCP� and �c � RTCP� with c

determined in accordance with the number of receivers in the multicast session�
The Illinoy reliable multicast architecture �IRMA�
 see Lee et al� �����
 represents a

di�erent approach for emulating the TCP behavior for multicast communication� Instead
of using UDP as the transport protocol IRMA proposes using a modi�ed TCP that
allows using multicast addresses� Thus
 the sender and receivers connect themselves to
IRMA multicast routers using TCP� Data packets are sent along the multicast tree and
receivers send acknowledgment packets which traverse the same multicast tree but on the
opposite direction� At each IRMA router the acknowledgments form the leaf nodes or the
downstream routers are collected and summarized into one acknowledgment which is then
sent upstream� As the sender uses TCP to realize the data transmission
 the common
TCP congestion control mechanisms control the transmission behavior of the sender�

Rate	Based Adaptation Rate�based adaptation schemes adjust the transmission rate
of the sender directly based on the feedback information from the receiver�

In ��� Gao et al� present an approach called the rate congestion control scheme for
multicast �RACOOM�� In RACOOM the receivers send feedback information containing
the sequence numbers of lost and received packets and a timestamp� Intermediate routers
aggregate incoming feedback messages and send a feedback message to the upstream
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router indicating the worst loss and delay values indicated by the incoming feedback
messages� Thus
 the sender �nally receives information about the congestion state of
the path with the worst loss and delay values� The sender keeps an estimation of the
round trip delay �Trtt� towards its receivers as well as an estimation of the minimum
round trip delay �Trttmin

� towards the receivers� After receiving acknowledgment packets
indicating a no loss situation the sender uses Trttmin

to determine the number of packets
that should have been received by the end systems �Nexp� and compares this value to the
actual number of received packets �Nact� as indicated by the information carried in the
feedback messages� The sender then increases its transmission rate if �Nact � Nexp � ��
or decreases its transmission rate if �Nact�Nexp � ��� In case of losses the sender reduces
its transmission rate by half� The simulations presented in ��� suggest that the scheme�s
performance depends to a great extent on the values of � and �� As these values are set
by the user the scheme needs further re�nement to allow for dynamical setting of those
values and allow thus for a more stable and predictable behavior�

With the monitor�based �ow control �MBFC� ���� the sender polls its receivers by
sending at periods of T specially marked packets� Upon receiving a marked packet the
receivers start an observation period in which they count the number of incoming packets
until another marked packet arrives� The receivers report the number of counted packets
�Nrec� to the sender which compares this reported values to its locally maintained count
of the sent packets �Nsend�� The sender determines the number of low loss receivers using
the following inequity

Nrec

Nsend

� Llow

and high loss receivers using the following inequity

Nrec

Nsend
� Lhigh

Based on the determined number of low loss and high loss receivers the sender adjusts
its transmission rate in a similar way to TCP� That is
 the rate is reduced by half in
case of congestion� For the case of a no loss situation the sending rate is increased by
T
Trtt

� Similar to RACOOM
 MBFC uses static thresholds for determining the needed

adaptation actions� Additionally
 it does not specify the necessary approach to avoid
feedback implosion on the one hand and get an estimation of the number of congested
and non�congested receivers on the other�

Floyd et al� present in ���� a scheme in which the receivers estimate the rate the
sender should be using with Eqn� ��� based on measured round trip delay and losses� For
estimating the round trip time
 the sender includes in its packets a timestamp indicating
the transmission time of the packet� The receiver estimates the round�trip delay using
some prede�ned default value or with the help of synchronized clocks as twice the time
di�erence between the timestamp in the received packets and its local clock� The receivers
then use a suppression mechanism for reducing the number of feedback messages sent back
to the sender� As this approach relies solely on the TCP�model
 the end systems always
need to estimate some loss value� This is achieved based on the observations made over
longer time intervals�
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������� Receiver	Based Adaptation

In the adaptation approaches presented in Sec� ������� the sender actively adjusts its
transmission rate to avoid overloading the links towards its receivers� However
 due to
the heterogeneity of the Internet links
 the connections of the end systems to Internet
and the wide variety of end systems with di�erent processing and display capacities a
single sender transmission rate cannot satisfy the con�icting bandwidth requirements
at di�erent sites� Therefore
 the sender rate is usually adapted to the requirements of
the worst positioned receiver
 thereby reducing the quality of the data perceived at all
receiving sites as in ���
 ��
 ���

This limitation can be overcome using hierarchical layered transmission mechanisms�
These mechanisms use a layered coder ����
 ���� that exploits correlation across sub�
�ows to achieve better overall compression� The data stream is partitioned into a base
layer
 comprising the information needed to achieve the lowest quality representation and
a number of enhancement layers� Each higher layer provides re�nement information to
the previous layers� The receiver must listen to all lower layers up to and including the
highest one it wants to listen to
 i�e�
 if a receiver wants to listen to layer � it also has to
listen to layer � and layer ��

128 kb/s

10 Mb/s

R1, R2, R3   Receiver 1, 2, 3

S   Sender

Router

Base layer
Enhancement layer 1
Enhancement layer 2

R3

R1

S
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L3
L2

L1
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Figure ���� Example of multi�layer transmission

While MPEG�� for example supports such a layering of data some problems might
arise due to a drift problem caused by motion compensated coding if only the lower bit
rate layer can be received� Under this condition
 di�erent reference frames for motion
compensation are used at coder and decoder ����� Another problem with cumulative
layering is that of resynchronization� As the di�erent layers might actually take di�erent
routes to the receiver
 they might su�er from di�erent delays� To reconstruct a data
segment consisting of data packets sent over di�erent layers the receiver needs to wait
until all the di�erent parts are received� This incurs additional delay and thus might
reduce the overall perception quality�

Another approach for layered transmission is to simply transmit the same data stream
encoded with di�erent quality levels on di�erent multicast sessions ������ This scheme
is often called simulcast because the source transmits multiple copies of the same signal
simultaneously at di�erent rates resulting in di�erent qualities� As the streams contain all
the necessary information for decompression
 the receivers need only to join one multicast
session� This approach avoids the resynchronization and drift problems seen with hier�
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archical approaches� However
 this is reached at the cost of sending multiple replicated
streams and thus possibly congesting the network� Due to this aspect we will restrict
our discussion in this work to the hierarchical layering approach even though most of the
presented work applies to data simulcast as well�

With hierarchical data transmission approaches
 the di�erent data layers are sent
to di�erent multicast sessions� All the receivers join the basic session and based on their
requirements and capacities determine how many layers to receive� The congestion control
is achieved here using the interaction of the receivers with the multicast routing protocol�
The data of some multicast session is only forwarded to a multicast router X if at least
one receiver connected directly or through a series of other routers to X has signaled
its interest in receiving this multicast session using IGMP ����� Thus if a receiver wants
to reduce the rate of its incoming data stream it needs to send an IGMP message to
its nearest multicast router �X�� indicating it wants to leave the highest multicast layer�
Upon this
 X� checks if any other receivers or routers connected to it still want to receive
this layer and if not informs the next upstream multicast router X� to prune this multicast
layer so that the data of this layer does not get forwarded on the link connecting X� to
X� and so on� Fig� ��� shows such a situation� A sender is transmitting its data in a base
layer and two enhancement layers� Due to the limitation of its connection to the Internet
receiver R� only joins the base layer
 which gets forwarded on his link� Receiver R� has a
faster Internet connection but has a bottleneck on the path between him and the sender�
Thus
 R� subscribes only to the base layer and the �rst enhancement layer� Notice that
these actions of joining and leaving the layers and the resulting selective forwarding of the
data layers at the routers is not application speci�c and can be realized with the current
Internet multicast infrastructure�

The basic approach for receiver�based adaptation using layered data transmission is
for the sender to transmit its data in a number of hierarchically ordered layers� The
receiver joins the basic layer and if no losses were observed it can join higher layers� After
noticing some congestion the receiver needs to leave its highest joined layer� From our
brief discussion above on multicast routing we can already identify two main problems
with such a simple approach�

� Leaving a layer does only result in reducing the incoming data stream at some
congested router �X� if all receivers connected directly or indirectly to X leave this
session as well�

� A congestion state noticed after receiver Rx joins a higher layer �Ln� need not be
caused by the join action of Rx but by receiver Ry joining layer Ln	m� The join
action of Ry can cause the forwarding of the data of layer Ln	m over all or part of
the path between the sender and Rx and thus lead to the congestion situation�

To avoid these e�ects the adaptation scheme needs to deploy some kind of mechanisms
to coordinate the actions of the di�erent receivers�

In the following we present some approaches for realizing receiver�based adaptation�

RLM� With the receiver�driven layered multicast by McCanne et al� ����� each receiver
drops its current highest joined layer if it measured losses� If no losses were noticed
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the receiver can try to join a higher layer after some time period �T �� If losses
were measured after the join action the receiver leaves this layer and increases the
value of T so as to reduce the rate at which it tries to join this layer in the future�
Otherwise the layer is kept� Scalability and interference problems introduced with
the join experiments are solved by having the distributed receivers learn form each
other about the failed join actions�

LVMR� Li et al� describe in ����� a scheme called layered video multicast with retrans�
mission �LVMR�� The architecture of LVMR is based on using multiple domains
within a multicast group each represented by an intermediate agent �IA�� A domain
can be a geographical area or a corporate network� Each domain is then further
divided into subnets represented by a subnet agent �SA�� SAs collect information
about the success or failure of the join actions of the receivers in their subnet� This
information is propagated to other members of this subnet as well as to the IA
responsible for this SA� The IAs collect information from their SAs and propagate
them to their parent IA as well as to the SAs in their domain� The tight cooperation
between the SAs and IAs reduces the possibility of failed join actions
 however
 at
the cost of the higher complexity required for building the logical tree of SAs and
IAs and the additional control messages�

Thin streams� Instead of using a few distinct layers as was discussed in RLM �����
 Wu
et al� ����� propose to divide a video stream into several thin layers with only little
data� Using this approach allows for more granular adaptation and reduces the
e�ects of failed join experiments� That is
 if joining a new layer causes the amount
of transported data over some link to become larger than the available resources

the congestion level will only be small as joining a new layer results only in a slight
increase in the overall amount of forwarded data� Receivers measure the rate of the
incoming data stream and compare it to the expected value of the subscribed layers�
A di�erence larger than some threshold indicates a congestion situation and results
in dropping the highest layer� The join actions of the receivers are synchronized by
sending a clock pulse over the base layer�

RLC� With the receiver�driven layered control scheme Vicisano et al� ����� describe a
scheme in which the receivers join or leave a layer based on their measured loss
values� Using specially �agged packets the sender indicates synchronization points
at which receivers might join or leave a speci�c layer�

TDLM� There are a row of schemes we call TCP�driven layered multicast ����
 ����
that similar to ����� use Eqn� �� for determining the appropriate bandwidth share
a receiver can utilize� The sender transmits its data in layers and the receiver joins
then a number of layers that have an accumulated bandwidth close to its determined
bandwidth share� The schemes ����
 ���� are
 however
 still early studies as they do
not discuss how to accurately determine this TCP�like share at the receivers without
knowledge of the round trip delay and how the join and leave actions should be
conducted�
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PLM� The packet�pair receiver�driven layered multicast �PLM� ����� is based on layered
transmission and on the use of the packet�pair approach to infer the bandwidth
available at the bottleneck to decide which are the appropriate layers to join� To
apply the packet�pair approach for reliably estimating a �ow�s bandwidth share
 the
authors of PLM assume that all router in the network deploy some kind of a fair
queuing mechanisms that allocate each �ow a fair bandwidth share�

With PLM the sender periodically sends a pair of its data packets as a burst to infer
the bandwidth share of the �ow� The receivers use the gaps between the specially
marked packet�pairs to estimate their bandwidth share� Based on the estimated
share they determine the number of data layers they can join�

������� Hybrid Adaptation Schemes

With layered transmission approaches
 a data stream is usually divided among di�erent
layers based on encoding characteristics or possible network topologies� For example to
support users connected through ISDN
 T� and ATM links to a multicast session
 a sender
might divide its data stream into three layers with the base layer having a data rate of
�� kb�s
 a �rst enhancement layer with a few hundreds kilobits per second and the rest of
the data to be sent is then placed on the second enhancement layer� However
 with no a
priori knowledge of the traversed links
 such a static distribution might be disadvantageous
as it does not consider the actual resources of the receivers� For example
 consider the
distribution presented above for accommodating receivers connected over ISDN
 T� and
ATM links� For the case that no members are connected over ISDN links
 and some
members have enough resources to receive a data stream larger than the base layer but
smaller than the �rst enhancement layer
 they would still be restricted to the lower layer�

To better accommodate the actual heterogeneity of the network and receivers some
interaction between the senders and receivers is required� In ��� Amir et al� describe a
mechanism called SCUBA that enhances layered data transmission schemes by assignment
of signal layers to network channels based on user preferences computed by the SCUBA
scheme� Given a user preference
 each source determines its signal layer mapping� While
this approach accommodates receiver preferences in accordance with the sent data
 the
QoS of the participating receivers is still only changed with the granularity of a layer and
provides no assistance in dynamically determining the appropriate transmission rate of
each layer�

Albuquerque et al� ��� describe an approach called source adaptive multilayered mul�
ticast �SAMM�
 in which the receivers inform the sender about their desired transmission
rate� To avoid feedback implosion
 the feedback messages are not sent directly to the
sender but to a representative that aggregates the received data in the form of a vector of
the rates requested by the receivers and the number of receivers requesting each rate� The
feedback messages arriving at the receiver
 display then the actual heterogeneity of the
network and contain the number of layers the sender should be using and the size of each
layer� The receivers estimate the appropriate transmission rate for them by measuring
the losses of the incoming data stream�

Jiang et al� ���� present a scheme in which the sender transmits its data in a �xed
base layer and a variable enhancement layer� Based on their measured losses
 the receivers
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estimate their bandwidth share and report this to the sender� The transmission rate of the
variable layer is then determined as to increase the satisfaction of most of the receivers�

����� Network�Based Adaptation

Aside form various proposals for increasing the fault�tolerance of networks ����
 ��� and
adapting the transmission of routing information in accordance with network conges�
tion ����� various studies have investigated network�based mechanisms for adapting mul�
timedia streams in accordance with the network congestion state� Placing the adaptation
entities in the network has the clear advantage of solving the congestion problem at the
point of happening� However
 such an approach requires a network capable of actively
reshaping the transfered data which adds a considerable load on the network nodes and
increases the complexity and costs of building and operating such networks�

The proposals for network�based adaptation schemes range form simple bu�er manage�
ment approaches up to complicated QoS architectures� To describe just a few examples�

Available Bit Rate �ABR�� The ABR service ����� was speci�ed as an ATM service
for applications mainly handling data transfer and having the ability to reduce their
sending rate if the network requires them to do so� Likewise
 such applications may
wish to increase their sending rate if there is extra bandwidth available within the
network� Applications using the ABR service can expect the following quality of
service commitments from the network�

�� The available bandwidth is fairly distributed among all active ABR connec�
tions�

�� A minimum cell rate that is agreed upon during the connection establishment
phase�

�� Only a preset fraction of the sent data can be dropped as long as the sending
behavior of the application conforms to the negotiated values�

With the ABR service a source sends a so called resource management �RM� cell
every N sent data cells� These cells indicate the current cell rate �CCR� and the
desired one of the senders� The destination end system turns the RM cells around
and sends them back to the source� The intermediate switches determine the fair
bandwidth shares the ABR connections should use in order to avoid congestion
based on the tra�c situation in the network� These values are then written into
the backward RM cells in the explicit rate �ER� �eld� The source should then
increase or decrease its rate in accordance with the explicit rate noted in the RM
cells� Additionally
 the network switches could also just indicate their congestion
situation by a single bit indicating an over� or underload situation�

Early congestion noti�cation �ECN�� TCP relies primarily on detecting loss events
for activating its congestion avoidance mechanisms� That is
 a TCP sender only
reacts to the congestion situation when it is already too late and packets have been
lost� Floyd et al� ��� present an approach in which the network nodes indicate their
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congestion situation by setting a congestion bit in the TCP packets� As a guideline
for the sender�s reaction to the congestion bits Floyd et al� propose the following�

�� TCP�s response to ECN should be similar over longer time scales to its response
to dropped packets or timeouts�

�� Over smaller time scales TCP�s response to ECN can be less conservative than
its response to lost packets�

�� TCP should react to ECN at most once per round trip time�

�� The response to ECN does not trigger the sending or retransmitting of any
data packets�

With ECN
 TCP senders can reduce their transmission windows before packets get
dropped and thereby avoid the long recovery periods caused by data losses�

In a related approach
 Sisalem et al� ����
 ���� present a scheme called binary
congestion noti�cation �BCN� also based on congestion bits� However
 the sender
behavior is adjusted in such a manner as to ease the integration of TCP and ABR�
With BCN
 receiving an acknowledgment with the congestion bit set does not result
in reducing the transmission window by half as with ECN but by a multiplicative
decrease factor as is the case for ABR� This allows for a smooth integration of ABR
and TCP�

Explicit windows� For a better integration of TCP and ATM
 Kalampokas et al� pro�
pose in ���� to adjust the window information carried in the TCP acknowledgment
packets based on the available bandwidth share calculated by the network nodes�
This approach removes the need for the additive increase and multiplicative decrease
used by TCP for setting the transmission window size and
 hence
 leads to a better
overall performance�

PLoP� The predictive loss pattern queue management scheme ���� proposes a mecha�
nism for reducing loss burstiness of audio streams and thus allowing for more e�cient
usage of forward error correction approaches �

Video gateway� In an e�ort to reduce the bandwidth of a stream to better suite the
capacities of a receiver Amir et al� propose in ��� using gateways for transcoding
high bandwidth video streams into low bandwidth ones� These gateways can be
placed at points connecting high and low capacity links or where congestion is very
likely to happen�

Filtering� In order to overcome congestion situations and reduce the e�ects of packet
losses on the perceptual QoS of MPEG video streams
 Yeaden et al� ����� propose a
network based mechanism for discarding complete frames that are not essential for
reconstructing the original video stream� Thereby
 the amount of data transported
in the network can be reduced and congestion avoided�

Active networks� Active networks ����� also present a realization possibility of network�
based adaptation� With such an approach a network node can reshape a data stream
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based on information and procedures provided by an entity with knowledge about
the data stream�

Throttling� Floyd et al� ��� describe a mechanism in which routers identify �ows that
use more bandwidth than allowed by Eqn� �� and then throttle these �ows�

Those are just a few of many approaches
 see also the IPCSS �����
 KISS ����
 QoS�A ����
proposals for making networks more adaptive and enhancing the network�s support for
multimedia communication for a wider range of users�

��� Quality of Service Control for Multimedia Com�

munication

The packet switching architecture of the Internet provides a �exible infrastructure for
the interconnection of networks with di�erent architectures� However
 it provides only
for a best e�ort service with little control over the packet delay and loss processes at the
network nodes� This best e�ort service makes it impossible to provide guarantees for a
minimum bandwidth or a maximum delay�

One approach for providing an improved QoS control in the Internet is to augment the
current best e�ort service to include new services that provide performance guarantees
desired by the applications and users� In this section
 we brie�y describe a few of the
most current proposals for such enhanced services�

����� The Integrated Services Model �IntServ�

The integrated services framework ���� provides the ability for applications to choose
among multiple
 controlled levels of delivery service for their data packets� To support
this capability
 two things are required�

�� The individual network elements such as the subnets and IP routers along the path
traversed by an application�s data packets must support mechanisms to control the
quality of service delivered to those packets� These mechanisms can be roughly
divided into three parts�

Call admission control� This instance checks if the requested reservation level
can be supported by the router ����

Classi�cation� In order to determine the appropriate service to provide for a data
packet belonging to some �ow this packet needs �rst to be classi�ed based
on the previously made reservation for this �ow and is then inserted into the
appropriate scheduling level�

Scheduling� This instance determines when to forward a data packet based on the
reservation made for it�

�� A way to communicate the application�s requirements to the network elements along
the path and to convey QoS management information between the network elements
and the application must be provided�
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The integrated services model supports three service types�

Guaranteed load� Maximum delay and bandwidth requested by the application are
guaranteed ������

Controlled load� Only a minimum bandwidth is guaranteed� Tra�c sent above this
minimal rate is treated as best e�ort tra�c ������

Best e�ort� Data packets are sent without any guarantees�

For conveying the application�s requirements the IETF has de�ned the resource reserva�
tion protocol �RSVP� ����� With the resource reservation protocol �RSVP� Braden et
al� have proposed a QoS signaling protocol
 in which the sender informs the receivers
about the tra�c shape of the data �ow� In reaction to that
 the receivers send reservation
requests indicating the amount of required resources to support the �ow�

Each network node traversed by the control messages maintains information about
the requested resources for each �ow� Reservation requests by di�erent receivers for the
same data �ow are merged together at the network nodes� For each �ow that has made
a reservation
 the network nodes periodically send control messages to their neighboring
nodes to indicate the state of this �ow� As all the nodes need to maintain state information
for each �ow and send and receive control messages to and from neighboring nodes to
detect the state of each �ow
 RSVP incurs a signi�cant processing overhead on the network
nodes� In addition
 various problems resulting from issues like merging of reservations and
reservation updates need to be considered with RSVP�

Pang and Schulzrinne propose a sender based reservation scheme called YESSIR �����
in which the sender issues the reservation request� Each traversed router processes the
reservation request
 decides to accept or reject it and establishes some state information
for the signaling �ow in case of acceptance� After receiving a reservation message from the
sender
 the receivers issue acknowledgment packets indicating the result of the reservation�
After establishing a reservation
 the sender periodically transmits control messages to
refresh its state at the network nodes� This approach reduces the complexity of RSVP
as it does not require the routers to exchange per��ow refresh messages� However
 it still
requires per��ow state information at the routers�

����� The Di�erentiated Services Model �Di�Serv�

The need for maintaining per��ow states
 periodically refreshing this information as well
as the overhead of per�packet classi�cation and processing results in scaling problems for
the IntServ model and RSVP when handling a large number of �ows� The di�erentiated
services �Di�Serv� model ���� was designed to avoid this problem by using service level
agreements �SLA� between the network providers and the users� These SLAs describe
the QoS level the aggregated tra�c of a user can expect from the provider� Tra�c sent
in conformance with the established SLA is marked as belonging to a speci�c QoS level�
At the core routers data packets are serviced di�erently based on their marked QoS level�
As all packets with the same marks are treated equally
 the core routers need only to
maintain information describing the resources allocated for the supported QoS levels�
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As the SLAs are used for tra�c aggregates
 there is no need for per��ow states� Ad�
ditionally
 with the Di�Serv model only the edge routers need to police incoming tra�c
and take admission control procedures�

Broadly speaking
 any tra�c management or bandwidth control mechanism that treats
di�erent users di�erently �ranging from simple weighted fair queuing �WFQ� ���� to RSVP
and per�session tra�c scheduling� counts� However
 in common Internet usage the term
is coming to mean any relatively simple
 lightweight mechanism that does not depend
entirely on per��ow resource reservations�

While such an approach avoids the scalability problems of the integrated services
model it is rather rigid� SLAs are currently mainly thought to be established in a static
manner or to be changed only infrequently on the order of days or weeks� Hence
 the
Di�Serv model does not allow the user to increase or decrease the amount of its reserved
resources in accordance with its tra�c requirements� In addition to the static nature of
the SLAs specifying a QoS level for an aggregate of �ows can result in unfair distribution
of resources among the �ows belonging to the same aggregate due to the aggressiveness
of some �ows
 di�erences in round trip delays and taken paths������ Further
 the core
routers are expected to be dimensioned large enough in a manner as to provide the user
with the agreed upon QoS level on any path taken by the user at any time in accordance
with the SLA� As the exact path taken by a user�s tra�c is not known in advance the
network needs to be highly over provisioned to account for all possible cases� This is even
more pronounced for the case of multicast as the user�s tra�c might take di�erent paths
in the providers network and hence enough resources need to be available on all paths
simultaneously� To allow for dynamical establishment and changes of the resources pro�
vided for a user there are currently di�erent proposals that aim at introducing light�weight
signaling protocols ����� as well as di�erent e�orts for aggregating state information ����
to reduce the load on the network routers�

����� QoS Architectures

In addition to the above models
 various studies ��
 �� describe complete architectures
for reserving network resources and controlling the QoS of the network tra�c� While
these studies o�er a good basis for the QoS research and �rst experiences
 they are too
complicated and could
 thus
 not gain any signi�cance in the Internet�

While these approaches di�er in their scope and complexity they all have common
requirements�

� The networking infrastructure needs to be substantially enhanced in order to realize
the improved services� This involves improving the network routers by introducing
more complicated bu�er management schemes than simple FIFO for enforcing the
requested QoS levels
 admission control mechanisms to e�ectively utilize the network
resources as well de�ning signaling mechanisms for establishing the required QoS
by the users�

� Provide incentives to encourage applications to request the proper service class for
their requirements� In the absence of such incentives
 applications could request the
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highest quality level no matter what their requirements are� One way for providing
incentives is via pricing the communication service based on the requested QoS�

� In order for the users and applications to bene�t from the upgraded networking
infrastructure the applications need to be able to specify their requirements and
support the appropriate signaling protocols for doing so�

��� Adaptation versus Reservation

While reservation based schemes guarantee the required QoS level
 deploying such mecha�
nisms inclines a substantial increase in the complexity of the network due to the necessary
enhancements of the routers and introduction of billing mechanisms ����� Additionally

due to the admission control
 the user satisfaction of the network service might be reduced
due to the possibility of blocking a service request during overload periods�

On the contrary
 end�to�end congestion control schemes require no or only minimal
enhancements to the network and rely
 mainly
 on enhanced end systems� Such adaptive
mechanisms aim at improving the quality by adjusting the amount of tra�c in the net�
work and hence reducing losses on the one side and increasing utilization on the other
which is particularly bene�cial for multimedia communication� So
 at the expense of
slight degradation in user satisfaction
 it is possible to adjust the amount of network re�
sources consumed by a media stream in accordance with the network congestion state�
Additionally
 it is usually the case that due to the loss of content or the need to use
a considerable overhead for forward error correction a low bandwidth video stream
 for
example
 with no or only low losses can have a higher perceived quality than a high
bandwidth yet lossy stream ������ Further
 as the adaptive applications are better suited
to take advantage of dynamical changes in the network resource availability during a
session
 which is particularly bene�cial during long�lived sessions typical for multimedia
communications
 higher network utilization levels can be reached� Such a behavior can
be achieved by reservation�based schemes only by renegotiating the reservation ���� which
further increases the complexity of these schemes�

In an analytical study
 Breslau et al� show in ���� that by over�provisioning the capacity
of a network
 a best e�ort network can provide the same quality levels as a reservation�
based network� Thus
 for providing a network supporting a high QoS there is a clear trade
o� between the costs of introducing reservation�based schemes and the thereby required
network enhancements
 billing mechanism and admission control mechanisms on the one
hand and the costs of additional network resources required for a best e�ort network
in order to provide the same QoS level ����� For both cases
 the costs are considerably
decreased when deploying adaptive applications� For the reservation case
 the applications
require a smaller amount of network resources and less stringent control mechanisms� For
the best e�ort case
 users� satisfaction with the QoS can still be high even with a smaller
amount of resources and thus allowing for less over�provisioning of the resources�

Whether the future high quality networks will be based on strict QoS control mech�
anisms or simply be over�provisioned will be a question of costs� In any case
 e�cient
adaptation mechanisms will be required to reduce the overall costs�
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As a combination between the two approaches
 one might consider integrating adap�
tation schemes with a reservation scheme such as YESSIR ����� or RSVP� Through this
integration
 the receiver can reserve a minimal QoS using YESSIR and try to achieve a
better QoS level through utilizing free network resources using adaptation� Alternatively

an approach similar to the scalable resource reservation protocol �SRP� �� or renegotiated
constant bit rate �RCBR� ���� can be integrated with adaptation� That is
 the sender
keeps informing the network about its desired transmission rate and the routers indi�
cate the actual reserved capacity� Additionally
 the senders can still try to use a higher
transmission rate using an adaptation scheme�

Another important issue to consider is the aspect of �ow protection� That is
 protecting
adaptive �ows from unresponsive ones that do not reduce their transmission rate during
congestion states and might thus lead to the starvation of adaptive tra�c� Without
protection schemes at the routers
 a greedy connection can cause the adaptive �ows to
face losses and thus reduce their bandwidth share� Lakshman et al� ����� present an
intelligent bu�er management approach that supports the isolation of responsive from
unresponsive �ows in a simple way�
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Chapter �

TCP�Friendly Congestion Control

for Point�to�Point Communication

In order to avoid overloading the network
 sending end systems need to adapt their trans�
mission rate in accordance with the available resources in the network� This adaptation
process needs to be designed in a manner as to increase the network utilization
 reduce
losses and allow for a fair bandwidth distribution among competing �ows�

Without exact knowledge about the resource availability in the network the end sys�
tems need to adapt their transmission behavior using some variation of the decrease�inc�
rease �ID� approach� That is
 by increasing the transmission rate during underload situ�
ations and reducing it otherwise� In the end�to�end communication scenario discussed in
this chapter
 the end systems can not rely on the network routers for information� Hence

to inform the sender about the congestion state in the network
 the receiver collects in�
formation about the losses and delays as measured form the incoming data stream from
the sender and sends this information back to the sender� Instead of introducing a new
control protocol for collecting and delivering loss and delay information
 in this study we
will rely on the real time transport protocol �RTP�
 see Sec� ��������

In Sec� ���
 we �rst describe some of the implications and advantages of using RTP
for collecting and transporting feedback information about the losses and delays in the
network� In Sec� ���
 we shortly discuss the performance of adaptation schemes that
only consider loss and utilization aspects and do not take TCP�friendliness into account�
In Sec� ���
 we present an adaptation scheme called the loss�delay based adjustment
algorithm �LDA� that while still using the infrequent RTCP control information manages
to be TCP�friendly� The performance of LDA is then investigated using simulations and
measurements in Sec� ����

��� Implications of the Feedback Mechanism on the

Design of the Congestion Control Scheme

By using RTP for establishing a closed control loop between the sender and the receiver

the sender can use the loss and delay information in the RTCP messages sent by the
receivers as the decision basis for the adaptation algorithm�
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Notice
 however
 that using RTCP as the feedback mechanism not only imposes novel
challenges on the design of adaptation algorithms but also limits the achievable bene�ts
gained using adaptive end systems� Most of the algorithms presented in Sec� ����� use
feedback information arriving on short time scales of only a few milliseconds or a feedback
message for each sent packet� Hence
 the sender is able to react to rapid changes in the
network� With RTCP
 however
 the senders receive feedback information only on the
scale of a few seconds� The infrequency of the feedback messages dictates that such
an approach can not bene�t fast enough from rapid changes in the network conditions�
Thus
 the goal of RTCP based adaptation is to adjust the sender�s transmission rate to
the average available bandwidth and not react to rapid changes in the bu�er length of the
routers for example� This might be actually more appropriate in some cases than rapidly
changing the transmission rate at a high frequency� For example
 it is often the case that
a video stream with a stable yet low frame rate is more acceptable for the user than a
rapidly changing frame rate even though a high rate can be achieved for short periods�
Additionally
 multimedia applications are usually robust against low losses in contrast to
data applications�

In terms of algorithm design the sender can not use a window�based adaptation ap�
proach� Taking the example of TCP
 for a window based scheme to work e�ciently it
needs to use a maximum window �Wmax� equal to the size of the available bandwidth mul�
tiplied with the round trip delay ���� In this case
 the round trip delay indicates the time
passed between sending a packet and receiving an acknowledgment for it� In the steady
state
 the sender would be able to send a �Wmax� worth of packets before waiting for an
acknowledgment� Afterwards each arriving acknowledgment would trigger the sending of
a number of packets equal to the acknowledged number of packets�

Using RTCP
 the delay between sending a packet and receiving some kind of acknowl�
edgment for it does not only consist of the round trip propagation delay and the bu�ering
delays at the routers but consists mainly of the time interval between the transmission
of two subsequent RTCP messages by the receiver� As this delay can be in the order of
several seconds Wmax would assume a very large value� Also
 as the RTCP messages usu�
ally acknowledge the reception of a large number of packets� the sender would be allowed
to insert a large burst of packets into the network
 which might lead to losses� Based
on these observations rate�based adaptation is the preferred adaptation approach when
using infrequent feedback messages as is the case here�

��� Pitfalls of RTP�Based Adaptation Schemes

To demonstrate some of the problems that might arise when designing an adaptation
algorithm without paying close attention to the aspects of fairness
 we investigate in this
section an approach by Busse et al� ��� called dynamic QoS control �DQoS�� DQoS has
great resemblance to a variety of other schemes described in ���
 ��
 ���� With DQoS the
sender increases its transmission rate by a constant additive rate whenever the loss value
received from the receiver is below a certain threshold ��c�� Whenever the loss value is
above another threshold ��u� the sender reduces its transmission rate by a multiplicative

�Actually� the RTCP messages only indicate the highest sequence number seen at the receiver�
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factor� The sender maintains its current transmission rate in case the losses are in between
the two thresholds� In order to obtain a smooth loss indication the loss values reported
by the receiver are �ltered using an exponential moving average� DQoS uses RTCP for
establishing the control loop between the sender and the receiver�

To test the performance of DQoS in terms of network utilization and fairness we
simulated a simple network topology consisting of three DQoS �ows �m � �� n � k � ��
sharing a bottleneck of bandwidth �R� of � Mb�sec with a round trip time �	� of �� msec
and a bu�er size of �� packets
 see Fig� ��� The router is a random early drop �RED�
gateway as was proposed by Floyd and Jacobson �� which has the major e�ect here of
avoiding synchronization and ensuring that all �ows have a similar packet loss probability�

In Fig� ����a� all senders are RTP senders using the DQoS algorithmwith the minimum
loss threshold ��c� set to �� and the maximum one ��u� to ��� The �lter parameter was
set to ���
 the additive increase rate to � kb�s and the multiplicative decrease factor to
����� Those values were suggested in ��� to be most appropriate based on measurements�

The results depicted in Fig� ����a� show that the scheme achieves around ��� band�
width utilization with all the �ows receiving similar bandwidth shares�

Fig� ����b� shows the results of using the same test topology but with two RTP �ows
competing with a TCP connection �n � �� m � �� k � ��� While still having a high
bandwidth utilization of more than ���
 the bandwidth is
 however
 unequally distributed
among the �ows� Actually
 the TCP connection receives on the average less than �� of
the available bandwidth� Based on the fairness de�nition of Sec� ������� we would expect
the TCP connection to receive around ��� of the available bandwidth� We also notice
that in this test the bandwidth is not equally distributed among the two RTP �ows�
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Figure ���� Bandwidth distribution using DQoS

As the increase and decrease phases of the scheme do not consider the fairness issues
towards TCP connections
 the observed unequal bandwidth distribution was to be antici�
pated with this scheme� The used increase and decrease parameters were adjusted for the
tested environment and would probably lead to di�erent results for di�erent test cases�
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Additionally
 choosing a minimum acceptable loss value contradicts the behavior of TCP
which reacts to every loss indication� Hence
 we see that the TCP �ow in Fig� ����b� is
nearly starved compared to the DQoS �ows�

��� The Loss�Delay Based Adjustment Algorithm �

�LDA�

The loss�delay based adjustment algorithm �LDA� is a sender�based adaptation scheme

that adjusts the transmission rate of UDP�based multimedia �ows to the congestion situa�
tion in the network in a TCP�friendly manner� Basically
 LDA regulates the transmission
rate of a sender based on end�to�end feedback information about losses
 delays and the
bandwidth capacity measured by the receiver� With no observed losses
 the sender can
increase its transmission rate additively otherwise it needs to reduce it multiplicatively�
The increase and decrease behavior should result on the average in a TCP�friendly band�
width share� That is the sender should not increase its transmission rate during a loss free
period faster than a TCP connection� During loss periods the sender needs not to reduce
its transmission rate lower than an equivalent TCP connection as indicated by Eqn� ����

In Sec� ����� the issue of determining and transporting information about the network
congestion state are presented� In Sec� ����� various possible approaches for realizing
additive increase and multiplicative decrease rate control are investigated in terms of
their TCP�friendliness and �exibility� Due to the restrictions of most of the investigated
schemes we present novel ways to be used with LDA for increasing and decreasing the
transmission rate in a �exible and TCP�friendly manner�

����� Measurement of Path Characteristics

From Eqn� ��� it is obvious that for determining a TCP�friendly bandwidth share losses
as well as delays on the links between the sender and the receiver need to be taken
into account� Additionally
 the sender should not increase its transmission rate above
the bottleneck rate of the link
 i�e�
 the bandwidth of the smallest router on the path
connecting the sender to the receiver�

LDA uses the real time control protocol �RTCP� for transporting control information
between the sender and the receiver� RTCP messages already include information about
the losses and delays noticed in the network
 see Sec� ��������

In addition
 we enhanced RTP with the ability to estimate the bottleneck bandwidth
of a �ow based on the packet�pair approach described by Bolot ���
 see Sec� ������

We added to the RTCP packets an application de�ned part �APP� including the source
sequence number
 the sequence number �SEQ� of a data packet that will start a stream of
probe packets and the number �n� of probe packets that will be sent� Then
 n data packets
starting with packet numbered SEQ are sent at the access speed of the end system� At
the receiver side
 the bottleneck bandwidth �R� is calculated as�

R �
probe packet size

gap between � probe packets
�����
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Note
 that by using data packets as probe packets the additional bandwidth required for
the bottleneck probing is restricted to the increased size of the RTCP packets� Sending
data packets as probe packets is appropriate when transmitting video streams as one
can send a few packets belonging to the same video frame together without considerably
altering the tra�c characteristics� Also
 video packets tend to be large which increases
their probability of being queued at the routers� For the case of audio streams with small
packets and stringent timing requirements another solution might need to be considered�

����� Investigation of Design Options for Specifying Adaptation
Schemes

Without detailed information about the bandwidth share a data �ow can consume in the
network
 congestion control schemes usually refer to probing the network� That is
 during
underload situations indicated by low losses or delays
 the sender of a �ow can gradually
increase its transmission rate� After a loss or delay indication the sender needs to reduce
it bandwidth share again�

In the context of TCP�friendly congestion control
 the increase and decrease actions
of a sender should not result in the starvation of competing TCP connections� Further

in the context of multimedia communication
 the increase and decrease actions should be
designed in a manner as to allow for smooth and stable reactions to the network congestion
state without leading to an oscillatory behavior that reduces the perceived QoS by the
user� Additionally
 as congestion control schemes need to operate over a wide variety
of networks with di�erent loss
 delay and bandwidth values
 the increase and decrease
actions should be dynamically adapted to the environment they are used in�

In Sec� ������� and Sec �������
 we present some of the proposals for designing the
increase and decrease phases of control algorithms and investigate their performance in
terms of TCP�friendliness
 stability and applicability in di�erent environments� Addi�
tionally
 we specify novel approaches that allow for TCP�friendly congestion control in
di�erent networks with di�erent parameters�

������� Options for Designing the Increase Phase

The increase and decrease phases are the major blocks in�uencing an algorithm�s perfor�
mance in terms of bandwidth utilization
 loss ratio and fairness�

To achieve a high and stable perceived QoS at the end systems the resource share some
end system is utilizing needs to converge to a stable value� However
 with no information
about the explicit share to use
 increase�decrease �ID� schemes do not converge to a
single steady state� Instead
 the system reaches an equilibrium �steady state� in which
it oscillates around the optimal state ����� The time it takes to reach this equilibrium
�responsiveness or transient state� and the size of the oscillations �smoothness� jointly
determine the convergence of the scheme� Ideally
 the time as well as the oscillation
should be small
 see Fig� ��� �����

Constant Additive Increase Rate
With this approach the sender increases its transmission rate during underload periods by
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Figure ���� Responsiveness and smoothness of increase�decrease schemes

a constant amount� While this approach is rather simple to implement its performance in
terms of smoothness and responsiveness depends to a great extent on the chosen increase
value�

For the case of a single end system trying to utilize the maximum possible resource
share �Xgoal�
 the number of observation intervals �n� required for achieving the �Xgoal� is

n �
Xgoal �X�

Rai

�����

with X� as the initial resource share of the system and Rai as the additive increase rate�
After converging to Xgoal there will be a maximum overshoot �o� of

o � jRaij �����

That is
 o indicates the transmission rate above Xgoal�
From Eqn� ��� and Eqn� ��� it is evident that choosing a large value of Rai results in

a short transient period but also in a decrease in the smoothness and in higher oscilla�
tions ���� due to the increased overshoot�

Constant increase rate values have actually been successfully used in various schemes
���
 ����� However
 these schemes adapt the transmission rate of the sender in short
intervals in the range of a few milliseconds ����� or are even triggered by acknowledgment
packets sent in response to each transmitted one ����� This allows using a small additive
increase rate which results in a good degree of smoothness� As the adaptation process
is triggered on short time intervals the responsiveness of the system does not su�er from
using small increase values� However
 such an approach requires using a special protocol
and the acknowledgments introduce additional load to the network� Using RTCP for
collecting the information about the congestion state in the network
 the receivers send
RTCP packets around every �ve seconds� Thus
 using a small Rai results in long transient
periods� On the other hand
 using a large value would result in a reduced smoothness with
oscillations of high amplitudes which can result in high packet losses during the overshoot
periods�

An additional problem here is the appropriate de�nition of small and large Rai values�
Depending on the available resources and the share a �ow can use
 the appropriate value of
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Rai might change� For example
 consider the case of a � Mb�s link shared between � �ows�
An ideal sharing would be if each �ow received �� kb�s� For this case
 measurements
conducted in ��� suggest that an appropriate Rai value that allows small convergence
periods and only small oscillations would be � kb�s� This value would
 however
 be
inappropriate if the link was being shared among ��� �ows for example or the link capacity
was only �� kb�s�

Dynamic Additive Increase Rate
To Avoid the problems of using a constant additive increase rate and to adapt the be�
havior of an end system in accordance with the available resources
 the senders need to
dynamically choose the appropriate Rai value �����

To achieve short transient periods
 a high degree of smoothness and allow for fair
bandwidth distribution the mechanisms for determining the additive increase rate need
to

� lead to a large rate increase during the transient period


� only result in a small rate variations during the steady state


� allow �ows with a lower bandwidth share to faster increase their shares than �ows
with already a high share


� not to allow the sender to increase its transmission rate higher than the bottleneck
rate of the path connecting the sender and the receiver and

� not to lead to a share increase more than a competing TCP connection would grab
under similar loss and delay conditions�

Instead of taking constant values for the increase value
 we propose in the study a
novel solution that ful�lls these requirements by scaling the increase rate in an inverse
relation to the already acquired bandwidth share compared to the maximum possible one�
The maximum possible bandwidth share indicates the smallest bandwidth of all routers
on the path traversed by the �ow� This value
 termed bottleneck bandwidth value can
be measured using the packet�pair probing approach as was described in Sec� ������ For
all the simulations conducted here and the analysis we will consider the bottleneck value
�R� to be �xed and a priory known to the sender�

We consider here two possible algorithms for realizing such a relation
 linear and expo�
nential relation� For a maximal possible bandwidth share R
 i�e�
 bottleneck bandwidth

and a current transmission rate of �ri� the sender can increase its transmission rate linearly
by

Raii � ��� ri��

R
�� ri�� �����

or exponentially by

Raii � ��� exp�
��
ri��
R

��� ri�� ����
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and set its transmission rate to

ri � ri�� �Raii �����

Fig� ����a� depicts the adaptive behavior of a sender increasing its transmission rate
using Eqn� ��� and Eqn� �� in intervals of  seconds� The sender starts with a transmission
rate of �� kb�s and manages to reach the bottleneck bandwidth of � Mb�s in around
� seconds for the case of linear increase and � seconds with the exponential increase�

Fig� ����b� depicts the rate increase behavior when simulating an RTP sender altering
its transmission behavior after receiving an RTCP feedback message from a receiver� The
sender and receiver are connected through a link of � Mb�s bandwidth with a round trip
delay of ��� msec� We notice a slight di�erence between the calculated and simulated
behavior� This results from the fact that the interval between sending two RTCP messages
is not exactly �ve seconds but might vary� However this has no great e�ect on the
performance of the scheme� While Eqn� �� and Eqn� ��� are ideal for the case of a single
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Figure ���� Dynamical additive increase rate �linear and exponential case�

�ow passing a bottleneck router
 the actual challenge is estimating the fair bandwidth
share when several �ows compete for the available bandwidth simultaneously� While a
single �ow will not lead to an over�ow of the bottleneck router
 this is possible for the
case of several �ows increasing their transmission rate simultaneously� The highest overall
increase in the load is achieved when all competing �ows increase their rate simultaneously�
In this case the additional load �L� introduced to the link is�

L �
nX
i�

ri � ��� ri

R
� �����

for the linear case and

L �
nX
i�

ri � ��� exp�
��
ri
R
�� �����
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for the exponential increase�
For the case of n �ows and considering that the bandwidth is equally distributed each

�ow would be getting a share of R
n
� Substituting this value in Eqn� ��� and Eqn� ���

L � n� R

n
� ���

R
n

R
� �����

for the linear case with L having a maximum value for �n���

lim
n��

L � R ������

and

L � n� R

n
� ��� exp�
��

R
n

R
�� ������

for the exponential increase with L having a maximum value for �n���

lim
n��

L � R� ��� exp��� ������

Fig� ��� depicts the maximum possible overload value scaled by the maximum available
rate �R� calculated for both the linear and exponential increase� We notice that while the
exponential increase shown in Fig� ��� shows a longer transient phase it resulted here in
a lower maximum overload and thus is preferable for avoiding congestion in the network�
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Figure ���� Overload caused by all senders increasing their rate simultaneously

Both linear and exponential increase approaches ful�ll the requirements of fast in�
crease during the transient phase and only minimal rate changes during the steady state�
However
 they fail to provide the third requirement of higher increase rates for �ows with
lower rates� That is
 while the percentage of the rate increase is lower for �ows with higher
rates
 the actual increase value might be larger� This might result in unfair bandwidth
distribution for �ows starting with a lower transmission rate� To avoid this situation we
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propose to use a constant initial increase value �Rai as the basis for the rate increase which
is then increased inversely proportional to the current transmission rate� That is


Rai� � �Rai � ��� r�

R
�� �Rai ������

Rain � Rain�� � ��� rn��

R
�� Rain�� ������

and the rate �r� is increased as follows

rn � rn�� �Rain �����

With this approach
 for the case of two �ows having di�erent transmission rates and
starting the increase phase simultaneously
 the �ow with the lower staring rate would
increase its rate faster� �Rai should be chosen small enough to prevent high oscillations�
In this work
 we will be looking at the e�ects of �Rai values in between � and �� kb�s�

However
 Rai does not converge to � in this case which might result in high maximum
overload situations� Fig� �� depicts the overload calculated for the case of di�erent
numbers of senders increasing their transmission rate using Eqn� ���� and starting at the
same time with an initial transmission rate of � b�s and an initial additive increase rate
� �Rai� of � kb�s and �� kb�s� The overload is calculated as the di�erence between the �rst
transmission rate �ri� that is larger than the theoretically fair share �

R
n
� when distributing

the available bandwidth among n �ows and R
n
� Figures ���a� and ���b� show that the

maximum overload varies with the number of competing �ows and the initial increase
rate � �Rai�� For the case of a large number of senders the overload increases linearly with
the number of �ows�
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Figure ��� Overload caused by increasing the rate using Eqn� ����

To avoid the high overload problem calculated with Eqn� ���� but maintain its ad�
vantages in terms of fairness we combine it with Eqn� �� to give an increase behavior as
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follows�

Rain � min�Rai addn � Rai expn� ������

with

Rai addn � ��� rn��

R
�� Rain��and Rai expn � ��� exp�
��

rn��
R

��� rn�� ������

Combining both approaches results in an increase behavior that combines the positive
convergence feature of the exponential increase in Eqn� �� and the fairness of Eqn� �����

Fig� ����a� depicts the increase behavior calculated for a sender using Eqn� ���� for
increasing its transmission behavior� The sender starts with a transmission rate of �� kb�s
and an initial additive increase rate of �� kb�s� The sender manages to fully utilize the
entire link of � Mb�s in around � seconds� We notice that the increase behavior is
very similar to the increase behavior depicted in Fig� ����a�� The overload depicted in
Fig� ����b� shows now a maximum overload value of ��� which is equal to the overload
calculated using Eqn� ���
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Figure ���� Overload caused by increasing the rate using Eqn� ����

To ensure an algorithm�s fairness towards competing TCP connections
 the RTP sender
should not send more packets in between the reception of two RTCP messages than a TCP
connection sharing the same link and having a similar round trip time would� So for an
average period of T seconds in between the reception of two RTCP messages and a round
trip delay of �	� the TCP connection would increase its transmission window by P packets
during a period of T seconds with no observed losses with P determined as

P �
T��X
i�

i �
�T
�
� ��� T

�

�
������
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with the window size being increased by one packet of size �M� each round trip delay� The
round trip delay �	� can be estimated by the sender using the RTCP timing information�
The packet size �M� can be assumed to be known for the sender who generates those
packets� Averaged over T 
 the RTP sender should maximally increase its transmission
rate by

Rai �M � P

T
�M �

T
�
� �

�� 	
������

������� Options for Designing the Reduction Phase

While the choice of the increase behavior determines the ability of an adaptation scheme to
bene�t from the available resources it is the reduction behavior that governs the scheme�s
ability to avoid overload situations and network congestion�

In this section
 we present a few possible options for designing the reduction phase and
introduce a novel TCP�friendly reduction approach� In this context
 we mainly consider
the fairness of the discussed approaches
 their smoothness in the steady state and the
network performance in terms of bandwidth utilization and losses�

Constant Multiplicative Decrease Factor
With this approach the transmission rate is reduced by multiplying it by a constant
factor when congestion is indicated� The work done in ���� shows analytically
 that using
a constant multiplicative decrease factor results in equal bandwidth distribution among
competing �ows� As �ows with a higher bandwidth share reduce their share faster during
the decrease phase
 the bandwidth shares of all �ows will �nally converge to the same
value�
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Figure ���� Bandwidth distribution for adaptive �ows with a multiplicative reduction
factor of ��

Adaptation schemes using a constant reduction factor usually use either a multiplica�
tive reduction factor of ���� ���
 ���
 �� or �� ���
 ���� ���� is often chosen because
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it can be represented as ��� ���� and the multiplication can thus be performed without
�oating point hardware by simple logical shift instructions� Algorithms using �� as a re�
duction factor aim to be TCP�friendly by using the same reduction factor as TCP which
halves its transmission window after discovering packet losses�
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Figure ���� Bandwidth distribution for adaptive �ows with a multiplicative reduction
factor of ����

To test the e�ects of using constant multiplicative decrease factors we simulated the
case of three RTP �ows sharing a � Mb�s link with the router using RED for bu�er
management
 see Fig� �� with �m � �� n � k � ��� The adaptive RTP �ows used a
dynamical increase rate approach as was described by Eqn� ���� and a constant reduction
factor �Fmr�� Here
 the RTP senders used the RTCP feedback mechanisms for determining
the loss and delay situation in the network� Additionally
 the bottleneck bandwidth �R�
was assumed to be measurable and known for the senders� The round trip delay was set to
��� msec and the gateway was a RED router to ensure that all �ows receive the same loss
rate and avoid synchronization among them� Fig� ��� and Fig� ��� depict the adaptation
behavior when using a reduction factor of �� and ����� Note
 that in contrast to ���
 ��
we did not use a minimum loss threshold below which the sender does not need to consider
losses� As TCP connections react to any losses by reducing their transmission window

non�TCP connections should do the same� Otherwise
 the adaptation scheme can not be
TCP�friendly as the simulations in Sec� ��� suggest� In both cases
 see Fig� ����a� and
Fig� ����a�
 the bandwidth is fairly distributed with each �ow receiving around ��� of
the available link bandwidth�

The major drawback of using constant reduction factors is the inability of the adapta�
tion schemes to correctly consider the actual congestion level in the network when reducing
the transmission rate� Thus
 even for small losses the transmission rate is considerably
reduced� For the case of TCP
 the sender can rapidly recover from loss situations and
start increasing its transmission rate after a time interval in the scale of a few round trip
delays� For the case of RTCP�based adaptation the recovery process can only start after
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a period in the range of a few up to several seconds� This allows the TCP connection
to grab a larger share of the bandwidth than the RTP �ows as depicted in Fig� ����b��
Using larger reduction factors results in reduced oscillations of the adapting �ows as they
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Figure ���� Bandwidth distribution for adaptive �ows with a multiplicative reduction
factor of ���

react less severely to the loss noti�cations� Further
 better bandwidth distribution among
the competing TCP and RTP �ows is achieved
 see Fig� ���� However
 this also results in
lower convergence between �ows with a high bandwidth share and �ows just starting to
transmit data� In Fig� �����b� a link is shared between two �ows for ��� seconds� After�
wards a new �ow starts transmitting data� However
 for the case of a reduction factor of
��� the new �ow can only increase its transmission rate very slowly as the other two �ows
release their bandwidth share at a very low rate�

TCP	Based Reduction

To test the e�ects of using Eqn� ��� as the basis for rate reduction
 as was suggested
by ����� we simulated the con�guration presented in Fig� �� with � RTP senders com�
peting with a TCP connection �m � � and n � ��� Based on the RTCP feedback the
senders calculate the round trip delay and loss fraction of their transmitted data� For
the case of no losses
 the senders can increase their transmission rates using the dynamic
increase approach based on Eqn� ����� For the case of losses
 the senders estimate the
round trip delay and timeout value similar to TCP
 see Sec� �������� Using those values
and by setting D to one which indicates that TCP acknowledges each packet
 the senders
can now estimate the TCP throughput under similar loss and delay conditions� The round
trip delay is set initially to �� ms and the timeout value �tout� to � seconds�

Fig� ���� shows the behavior of two of the RTP �ows over a simulation period of ���
seconds� In tables ��� and ��� the average bandwidth and standard deviation for all the
competing �ows are presented� The RTP �ows receive an equal bandwidth share with a
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variance of around ��� and the transmission rate oscillates over a wide range of around
�� of the average value� The TCP connection receives a bandwidth share of around
three times as high as the RTP �ows�
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The TCP connection uses the same transmission rate as the RTP �ows for the same
losses� However
 due to its short adaptation intervals it manages to grab a larger band�
width share during underload situations� Thereby
 the average rate of the TCP connection
is much higher than that of an RTP �ow� Additionally
 the rather oscillative behavior
indicated by the large standard deviation values is inappropriate for multimedia commu�
nication� Taking the example of video communication the oscillative transmission rate
would result in a rapidly changing frame rate at the receiver which is in general rather
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Table ���� Bandwidth distribution and standard deviation for TCP�based adaptation with
�R � � Mb�s�
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Table ���� Bandwidth distribution and standard deviation for TCP�based adaptation with
�R � �� Mb�s�

annoying�

TCP	Similar Reduction Approach
On the one hand
 using a constant reduction factor does not take the actual congestion
level into account and results thus in a bandwidth share for the RTP �ows lower than a
TCP connection would get� On the other hand
 using the TCP�based reduction approach
does not take the characteristics of the real time stream into account and results in a
highly oscillative behavior� As a combination between the two approaches we present in
this section another approach with which the sender reduces its rate multiplicatively but
still takes the TCP model into account�

From Eqn� ��� and Eqn� �� it is evident that the overall TCP throughput is inversely
proportional to the square root of the loss values� Hence
 we propose to reduce the rate
of the RTP �ows in a similar manner to TCP instead of using the exact model� Thus

after receiving a loss noti�cation from the receiver
 the sender can reduce its transmission
rate as follows�

rn � rn�� � ���
p
l� ������

Taking Eqn� ��� into account the sender needs only to reduce its transmission rate during
loss phases if its current transmission rate is higher than the TCP�rate determined by
Eqn� ����

To test this reduction behavior we repeat the simulations of Sec� ������� with � RTP
senders sharing a bottleneck link with a TCP connection� The results depicted in Fig� ����
and Tab� ��� and ��� reveal that while the TCP �ow still receives a higher bandwidth share
than the RTP �ows
 the di�erence between the share of the TCP connection and an RTP
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�ow is much lower than in Tab� ��� and ���� Of even more signi�cance is the considerably
reduced variance of the achieved transmission rate of the RTP senders which is reduced
by more than ���� compared to the results presented in Tab� ��� and ���� Both e�ects
of better fairness and lower variance result from the slower reduction behavior which
partially compensates for the slower increase behavior of the RTP �ows�
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Figure ����� Bandwidth distribution with the TCP�similar approach
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Table ���� Bandwidth distribution and standard deviation for TCP�similar adaptation
with �R � � Mb�s�

����� Rate Adjustment with LDA

To conclude the results of the rate adaptation behavior investigated in Sec� ����� this
section summarizes the rate adaptation with LDA�

The sender starts transmitting data with an initial transmission rate of �R and an
initial additive increase rate � �Rai�� After receiving an RTCP message from the receiver
indicating a no loss situation the sender calculates an additive increase rate �Rain� as was
described in Sec� ������� as

Rain � min�Rai addn� Rai expnRai TCPn� ������
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Table ���� Bandwidth distribution and standard deviation for TCP�similar adaptation
with �R � �� Mb�s�
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Rai TCPn � M �
T
�
� �
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with rn�� as the current transmission rate
 Rain�� as the current additive increase rate

R as the bottleneck bandwidth
 M as the packet size
 T as the length of the adaptation
interval and 	 as the estimated round trip delay�

If losses �l� were indicated in the RTCP messages with �ri�� � rTCP� then the trans�
mission rate is reduced to�

rn � max�rn�� � ���
p
l�� rTCP� �����

with rTCP as the rate calculated using Eqn� ���� Raii is reset to �Rai� For the case of
�rn�� � rTCP� the sender calculates a new Rain as described in Eqn� ���� and increase its
transmission rate to

rn � min�rn�� �Rain � rTCP� ������

��� Performance of the Loss�Delay Based Adjustment

Algorithm

When designing an adaptive control scheme
 following goals need to be considered�

� the scheme should result in a low packet loss ratio


� achieve high overall bandwidth utilization


� fairly distribute bandwidth between competing �ows


� and scale for large multicast groups�
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In this section
 we investigate the performance of the LDA algorithm with regard to those
di�erent requirements using both simulations as well as measurements on a real network�
Scalability issues will be discussed in chapter � when considering the aspect of adaptation
for multicast communication�

For testing the performance of LDA we used the dumb�bell topology described in
Sec� ������

In Sec� �����
 we �rst look at the performance of LDA in terms of fairness of LDA
�ows among each other and the e�ects of the initial adaptation parameters such as the
initial additive increase rate � �Rai� and the initial transmission rate � �R�� Additionally
 we
investigate the e�ects of errors in the bottleneck bandwidth estimation and di�erences
in the round trip propagation delays on the fairness of LDA� In Sec� ����� the TCP�
friendliness of LDA under di�erent simulation parameters and bu�er management schemes
is investigated� To test the performance and TCP�friendliness of LDA when deployed over
the Internet
 the results of a wide range of measurements are presented in Sec� ��� Finally

in Sec� ���
 the performance of LDA is compared to a number of recently proposed schemes
for TCP�friendly congestion control�

����� Fairness and Convergence of the LDA Algorithm

In this section
 we tested the inter�protocol performance of LDA� That is
 the fairness and
performance of competing LDA streams� As a test topology we used the con�guration
depicted in Fig� �� with �k � n � �� andm senders using LDA to control the transmission
rate of unicast data �ows� We tested the performance of LDA in terms of fairness and
link bandwidth utilization under di�erent conditions of varying round trip delays
 di�erent
link bandwidths and adaptation parameters such as initial transmission rate of the senders
and the initial additive increase rate�

To make sure that all streams are treated similarly in terms of drop probability and
avoid the e�ects of synchronization that might arise when using drop tail bu�er manage�
ment at the bottlenecked router we used a random early drop based router
 see Sec� ��������
The e�ects of using a drop tail router are presented in Sec� ��������

������� General Performance Tests of LDA

In this part
 we tested the performance of LDA in terms of mean sending rate of each �ow
�r� in kb�s
 the mean loss value �l� and the standard deviation ��� of the average rate of
the single �ows from the value �r� obtained by averaging over the average rates of all �ows�
The performance of LDA was investigated with varying round trip propagation delays �	�

bu�ering delays �	q�
 bottleneck bandwidths �R� and number of RTP �ows �m�� All �ows
had the same values for the round trip propagation delay �	�
 initial additive increase rate
� �Rai� of  kb�s and an initial transmission rate � �R� of �� kb�s�

The results presented in Tab� �� up to ���� suggest the e�ciency of LDA in achieving
a high network utilization level and a mean transmission rate close to the theoretically
calculated one �R

m
�� The deviation values ��� of less than ��� from the overall average

rate �r� indicates that the bandwidth is distributed in a similar way among the competing
�ows� We notice that for both increasing the round trip propagation delay as well as
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Table ����� Performance of LDA with ��� LDA competing �ows and 	q set to ���

increasing the maximum bu�ering delay
 the average transmission rate decreases as would
be expected from a TCP connection
 due to the longer recovery period� For the case of
a high number of �ows �m � ��� and a small bottleneck bandwidth �R � �� Mb�s� the
senders actually use a transmission rate higher than the theoretical value of ��� kb�s
which results in high loss values of around ���� This
 however
 resulted in part from the
chosen packet size of ���� bits and the initial increase rate of  kb�s� Thus
 losing one
packet at a rate of � packets�s would result in a loss value of ���� Additionally
 using
an Rai with an initial value of  kb�s in this case leads to relatively large changes in the
transmission rate and hence to high losses and an average transmission rate higher than
the theoretically appropriate one�

������� E�ects of the Accuracy of the Bottleneck Bandwidth Estimation on
the Performance of LDA

The primary goal of the bottleneck measurement with LDA is to make sure that the
sender does not transmit data at a rate higher than the capacity of the smallest link
along the path to the receiver� Additionally
 the bottleneck rate is used for determining the
additive increase rate� Due to the usage of di�erent measurement and �ltering approaches

�ows competing for the same resources might estimate di�erent values for the bottleneck
bandwidth� Hence
 in this case the competing �ows would use di�erent increase factors�

To test the e�ects of inaccurate bottleneck estimations on the inter��ow fairness of
LDA
 we used the simulation topology of Fig� �� with R set to � Mb�s
 	 set to ���
seconds
 	q set to ��� seconds and m set to three� Each �ow used a di�erent value of
the bottleneck rate estimation �B�� Fig� ���� depicts the transmission rates of the three
�ows� We can observe that the bandwidth share of the di�erent �ows is a�ected by
their estimation of the bottleneck bandwidth� Hence
 the �ow with an estimation of
twice the actual bandwidth receives the highest share� Note however
 that the di�erences
are not directly proportional to the estimation� That is
 the share of the �ow with an
estimation of �B � � Mb�s� does not receive four times as much as the �ow with �B � ��
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Figure ����� E�ects of bottleneck estimations on the inter��ow fairness of LDA

Mb�s�� Testing for small variations in the bandwidth estimation did not show a signi�cant
di�erence between the competing �ows� Actually for higher numbers of competing �ows
the e�ect shown in Fig� ���� was further reduced� So
 while it is important to get an
accurate estimation of the bottleneck in order to avoid overloading the smallest traversed
connection
 small inaccuracies in the estimation do not have signi�cant e�ects on the
performance of LDA�

������� E�ects of the RTCP Intervals on the Performance of LDA

With most of the adaptation schemes presented in Sec� ����� the senders adapt their
transmission behavior based on feedback from the receivers sent in short intervals in the
range of one or a few round trip delays� This is particularly important for the case
of reliable transport where the sender needs to retransmit lost packets� Additionally

with frequent feedback messages the sender can obtain up�to�date information about the
round trip delay and hence use an increase in the round trip delay as an early indication
of possible congestion�

With RTP
 the interval between sending two RTCP messages is usually around �ve
seconds� To investigate the possible bene�ts of using smaller intervals we simulated the
topology depicted in Fig� �� with �� LDA �ows competing for a bottleneck of �� Mb�s�
As background tra�c we used �� WWW servers� The round trip propagation delay 	 was
set to ��� seconds and the maximum queuing delay �	q� to ��� seconds� Each simulation
was run for �� seconds and the presented results are the average values of �� simulation
runs with di�erent seed values�

Congestion in packet switched networks is manifested by bu�er over�ows at the
routers� That is
 a constantly �lled bu�er is a good indication of a highly congested
network� Network underutilization is on the other hand indicated by empty bu�ers� To
investigate the e�ects of changing the RTCP interval on the network congestion state

in our simulations we measured the time the bu�er was observed to be occupied to a
certain percentage of the maximum bu�er
 see Fig� ����� That is
 for the case of RED
bu�er management
 the results depicted in Fig� ���� reveal that � to ��� of the bu�er
was occupied for ��� of the simulation time for the case of an RTCP sending interval
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of  seconds and the range between ��� and ��� of the bu�er was occupied ��� of the
time� Fig� ���� suggests that for both cases of FIFO and RED bu�er management
 using
larger RTCP intervals results in reduced network congestion as indicated by the lower
occupancy times of the higher ranges of the bu�er� So for the case of an RTCP interval
of one second
 the bu�er was ���� of the simulation time above ��� occupied
 whereas
for intervals of �ve seconds this value is reduced to ����� It is also interesting to see that
with RED the bu�er occupancy in the high region of above ��� is much lower than that
of FIFO
 indicating a more balanced load situation�
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Figure ����� E�ects of the RTCP intervals on the bu�er occupancy

Tab� ���� presents the average bandwidth share of the �ows �r� as well as the average
utilization of the router �u� for both cases of using FIFO and RED for bu�er management�
The rather equal utilization and rate results suggest that reducing the RTCP interval does
not improve the performance of LDA signi�cantly� Actually
 the reduced bu�er occupancy
values indicate that with larger RTCP values LDA is more conservative in its adaptation
behavior and hence less a�ected by network instabilities and tra�c burstiness�
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Table ����� Performance of LDA for di�erent RTCP intervals

������� E�ects of the Initial Additive Increase Rate � �Rai� Value on the Per	
formance of LDA

In contrast to various other schemes such as ��
 ���
 LDA dynamically determines the
increase rate to use during underload situations� However
 an initial value � �Rai� still needs
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to be de�ned as the starting point�
For testing the e�ects of the choice of �Rai on the performance of LDA we used the

simulation topology of Fig� �� with R set to �� Mb�s
 	 set to ��� seconds
 	q set to ���
seconds and m set to �� and ��� In each case a third of the �ows used a di�erent value of
�Rai� Fig� ��� depicts the transmission rates of three arbitrarily chosen �ows each using
a di�erent �Rai�
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Figure ���� E�ects of �Rai on the bandwidth distribution achieved with LDA

The results presented in Fig� ����a� show that for the case of �m � ���
 �ows with a
larger value of �Rai receive a higher bandwidth share� However
 the larger �Rai also results
in larger oscillations�

In the rest of the study
 we will be using a �Rai of  kb�s which resulted in an acceptable
bandwidth share
 lower oscillations and was still small enough to accommodate the case
of highly loaded networks�

������
 E�ects of the Initial Transmission Rate � �R� on the Performance of
LDA

To test the e�ects of the initial transmission rate the senders use when starting to send
data
 we used the simulation topology of Fig� �� with R set to �� Mb�s
 	 set to ���
seconds
 	q set to ��� seconds and m set to �� and ��� In each case a third of the �ows
used a di�erent value of �R� Fig� ���� depicts the transmission rates of three arbitrarily
chosen �ows each using a di�erent �R�

The presented results in Fig� ���� show that using a large �R only results in a short
transitional period of unfair bandwidth distribution� For the case of �m � ���
 see
Fig� �����a�
 the di�erent �ows converge to similar shares after a period of �� seconds�
For the case of �m � ���
 see Fig� �����b�
 the transitional period is even reduced to
less than �� seconds which is about the time needed for the sender to receive an RTCP
message with loss indication from the receiver�
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Figure ����� E�ects of �R on the bandwidth distribution achieved with LDA

������� E�ects of the Round Trip Propagation Delay on the Performance of
LDA

Various simulative ����
 �� as well as analytical ����� studies show TCP�s performance
to depend on the round trip delays� A TCP sender increases its transmission window
based on the acknowledgment packets from the receiver� Receiving an acknowledgment
takes about one round trip delay� Thus
 for longer round trip delays the sender increases
its transmission window and hence its bandwidth share more slowly than a �ow with a
smaller round trip delay� The same applies for receiving loss noti�cations and recovery
from losses�

To investigate the case of similar competing LDA �ows with similar adaptation pa�
rameters of � �R � �� kb�s� and � �Rai �  kb�s� but with di�erent round trip delays
 we
used the simulation topology of Fig� �� with R set to �� Mb�s
 	q set to ��� seconds
and m set to �� and ��� In each case a third of the �ows used a di�erent value of 	 �
Fig� ���� depicts the transmission rates of three arbitrarily chosen �ows each having a
di�erent 	 � For the case of the less congested network with �m � ���
 see �����a�
 the
adaptation behavior of LDA is in�uenced more by the lower limit determined by Eqn� ���
for the TCP rate under similar loss and delay values� With more competing �ows with
�m � ��� the limit determined by Eqn� ��� is more conservative than the transmission rate
calculated by LDA� Thus
 in this case the round trip delay plays a less important role in
determining the transmission rates and in contrast to the results observed in Fig� �����a�
LDA achieves an equal distribution
 see �����b��

������� Performance of LDA for the Case of Late Joiners

An important evaluation criteria of any adaptation scheme is not just its e�ciency in
utilizing freely available network resources
 but also its reaction to changes in the amount
of available resources�
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Figure ����� E�ects of the propagation delay �	� on the bandwidth distribution achieved
with LDA

Using the simulation topology of Fig� �� with R set to �� Mb�s
 	q set to ��� seconds

	 set to ��� seconds and all senders using the adaptation parameters of � �R � �� kb�s� and
� �Rai �  kb�s� we simulated the case of a network with a changing number of competing
�ows� Fig� ���� shows the transmission rates of three senders starting at di�erent time
points over the entire simulation time of ���� seconds� At time �T � � seconds� the �rst
nine senders start transmitting data and manage to fully utilize the available �� Mb�s in
less than ��� seconds� At �T � ��� seconds� additional nine senders start transmitting
data� At that time the �rst nine senders start decreasing their transmission rate until all
competing �ows receive an equal share� The same behavior can be observed at time point
�T � �� seconds�
 when the last nine senders start transmitting data�
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Figure ����� Performance of LDA in the case of late joiners

We notice that the start of new �ows results in a transient period in which the band�
width is unequally distributed� With LDA this transient period in the simulated scenario
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is less than ��� seconds long which allows for smooth reduction of the transmission rate
of the �ows at the high rate but still allows the new �ows to rapidly increase their trans�
mission rates�

����� Investigation of the TCP�Friendliness of LDA

To test the TCP�friendliness of LDA we used the topology depicted in Fig� �� with
di�erent values for the round trip propagation delay �	�
 bu�ering delay �	q�
 bottleneck
bandwidth �R� and number of competing �ows �n � m � N�� Additionally
 we simulated
the cases of the bottleneck router using FIFO as well as RED for the bu�er management�

������� Competing LDA and TCP Flows with a RED Router

Using RED for the bu�er management prevents synchronization of the competing �ows
and ensures more evenly distributed losses� Similar to the simulations in Sec� ����� the
minimum bu�er threshold was set to ��� of the available bu�er and the maximum thresh�
old was set to ���� The queuing weight �wq� was set to ����� and the maximum drop
probability �Pa� was set to ����� The bottleneck bandwidth �R� was set to �� Mb�s�

Tables ���� up to ���� depict the results of the simulations in terms of achieved uti�
lization �u�
 friendliness �F �
 average standard deviation ��� of the average bandwidth
shares of the LDA �ows from the overall average rate value as well as the average loss �l�
and average transmission rate �r� of all the LDA �ows� The presented results show that
under all con�gurations a high bandwidth utilization level of more than ��� is achieved
and the average loss is between ���� and ���
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Table ����� Achieved average rate and fairness for LDA with � TCP and � LDA competing
�ows and R set to �� Mb�s
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Table ����� Achieved average rate and fairness for LDA with �� TCP and �� LDA com�
peting �ows and R set to �� Mb�s

The friendliness factor �F � is determined as the ratio of the average LDA goodput
to the average TCP goodput as was described in Eqn� ���� F varies depending on the
chosen simulation parameters between ��� and ����� In general
 for most of the simulated
con�gurations
 LDA achieves a friendliness factor of ���� � F � ���� which is rather close
to the optimal value of �F � ��� We can notice
 however
 that in general F increases
with increased round trip delay� This is especially obvious for the case of a large bu�ering
delay �	q� of �� seconds and a large propagation delay of �	 � � second�� In this case

F may get up to ��
 indicating that the LDA controlled senders transmit at a rate more
than four times higher than the competing TCP connections� Looking in more detail at
simulation traces for the case of large round trip delays �	 � � second� we discovered
di�erent aspects that contributed to this unfairness�

� The �rst problem stems from the design of the RTCP protocol� For example consider
the con�guration with N set to �
 	 set to one second
 	q set to ��� seconds and
R set to �� Mb�s
 in this case with each �ow receiving an equal share the fair
bandwidth share would be � kb�s� Using Eqn� ��� with D set to one
 tout set to
one second and tRTT set to one second the TCP connection needs to have an average
loss of maximally ����� to achieve an average bandwidth share equal to the fair
one� Actually
 as we did not consider the queuing delay and that the timeout value
should be higher than the round trip delay
 the actual loss value should be even
smaller� However
 the RTCP packets only include a �eld of � bits for the loss value�
That is
 the minimum loss value that can be reported is around ����� Losses lower
than this value are ignored and the LDA controlled sender would thus assume a no
loss situation and further increase its transmission rate�

Using larger �elds for representing the loss values in the RTCP messages would
reduce the e�ects of this problem� We have tested such a situation by repeating
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the same simulation with nine TCP and nine LDA �ows competing over a link
of �� Mb�s
 	 set to � second and the queuing delay �	q� set to ��� seconds� For the
case of the limited loss �elds the TCP connections only received a bandwidth share
of ��� Mb�s of the available bandwidth� With loss �elds of �� bits instead of � bits
the TCP tra�c received a share of ��� Mb�s�

An alternative approach for the �ner grained loss values in the RTCP messages
would be to use the value of the cumulative number of lost packets �lcum� included
in the RTCP packets instead of the loss fraction� This value indicates the number
of packets lost since the beginning of reception� While this leads to more accurate
loss indications it also increases the complexity of the scheme as the sender needs
to maintain more state information to actually bene�t from lcum�

� The second aspect that contributes to the unfair distribution is the behavior of
TCP itself� Due to the large round trip delay the TCP connections can open their
transmission windows to large values and thus keep more than � or �� packets on
the �y
 i�e�
 packets sent but not acknowledged yet� In the case of losses several
packets can get lost from the same window� In the case of Reno�TCP which was
used in this study
 this results in repeated rate reductions or timeouts at the TCP
senders� As all the TCP connections have the same round trip delay this behavior
is observed at several TCP connections at rather close time points� That is
 the
TCP connections get synchronized in their behavior� The synchronization and the
multiple losses per round trip delay prevent the TCP connections from reaching
their fair share�

Replacing the LDA �ows with TCP connections we simulated the case of �� com�
peting TCP connections over a link of �� Mb�s
 	 of � second and 	q of ��� seconds�
Fig� �����a� shows the bandwidth share utilized by the �� competing connections�
We notice that this share oscillates and that the TCP connections can only utilize an
average share of ��� Mb�s even though there are �� Mb�s available� Under the same
simulation parameters but replacing the TCP connections with LDA �ows
 �� LDA
�ows manage to utilize ��� of the available bandwidth� The LDA �ows su�er much
less from synchronization e�ects than TCP due to the asynchronity of the RTCP
messages that prevents the �ows from reacting to the same loss simultaneously as
is the case with TCP�

Thereby
 the actual share of nine TCP connections in this simulation scenario should
be set to ��� Mb�s and not  Mb�s�

Taking the aspects of loss presentation
 multiple losses per round trip delay and syn�
chronization into account
 we can conclude that while LDA still shows some unfairness
towards TCP connections for the case of large round trip delays
 this unfriendliness is

however
 not as severe as the results in Tab� ���� to Tab� ���� suggest� Note additionally

that the situation described here presents an extreme case in the Internet� On the basis
of data traveling at the speed of light
 a round trip delay of � second represents a phys�
ical distance of around ������ km which exceeds the length of almost all Internet links
currently available� Such a value would
 hence
 usually indicate severe congestion on the
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Figure ����� Bandwidth utilized by �� competing �ows

traversed path� Additionally
 in general it is considered that delay values of more than
�� seconds can not be tolerated for interactive multimedia communication� Thus
 the
simulation parameters which resulted in this unfair behavior are rather unlikely in real
networks�

In contrast to the general tendency of increased values of F with increased round trip
delay
 for the case of small bu�ering delays of �	q � ����
 large numbers of competing
connections and small propagation delays some unfairness towards TCP connections can
be observed as well� With ��� competing �ows as in the case of Tab� ����
 a bu�er
delay of ��� seconds translates on the average into a bu�er space of one packet for each
�ow� The unfair bandwidth distribution in this case stems from the insu�cient bu�er
space which causes bursty losses and the short round trip delays that cause TCP to be
aggressive� This can be seen in Fig� ���� which shows the temporal behavior of the rate
of a TCP connection for both cases of �	 � ��� and ��� seconds� and �	q � ����� The
rate values were measured over intervals of one seconds� We can see that for the case of
�	 � ��� seconds� the rate of the TCP connection is more often reduced to zero and hence
the overall average value is lower than for the case of �	 � ��� seconds�� Note
 that even
though the TCP connections show a much more bursty behavior for �	 � ��� seconds�
their average bandwidth share is actually higher for the case of �	 � ��� seconds��

������� Competing LDA and TCP Flows with a FIFO Router

While there is an increasing number of modern routers that support RED bu�er man�
agement
 most of the installed basis in the Internet supports only FIFO queuing� To test
the performance of LDA in the presence of FIFO�routers
 we repeated the simulations of
Sec� ������� but with the bottleneck router using FIFO instead of RED� Tables ���� up
to ���� depict the results of the simulations in terms of achieved utilization �u�
 friend�
liness �F �
 average standard deviation ��� of the average bandwidth shares of the LDA
�ows from the overall average rate value �r� as well as the average loss �l�� Again here
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Figure ����� E�ects of the round trip delay on the behavior of TCP

the presented results suggest that under varying bottleneck rates �R�
 queuing delays �	q�

propagation delays �	� and number of competing �ows �n � m � N� a link utilization of
more than ��� is achieved� The results of losses and friendliness are comparable to those
reported in Sec� ��������
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Table ����� Achieved average rate and fairness for LDA with � TCP and � LDA competing
�ows and R set to �� Mb�s for a FIFO queue
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Table ����� Achieved average rate and fairness for LDA with �� TCP and �� LDA com�
peting �ows and R set to �� Mb�s for a FIFO queue

������� Performance of LDA in the Presence of WWW Tra�c

The simulations in the previous sections assumed senders with an in�nite amount of data
for transmission� However
 as described in Sec� ��� a considerable amount of the tra�c in
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Table ����� Achieved average rate and fairness for LDA with � TCP and � LDA com�
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Table ����� Achieved average rate and fairness for LDA with �� TCP and �� LDA com�
peting �ows and R set to �� Mb�s for a FIFO queue

the Internet currently consists of small bursty WWW connections� To test the e�ects of
the presence of bursty tra�c on the performance of LDA we used the topology depicted
in Fig� �� with �m � n � k � ��� and the bottleneck bandwidth set to �� Mb�s� The
router used RED bu�er management�

Tab� ���� presents the simulation results with varying round trip delays �	� and bu�er�
ing delays �	q�� LDA achieves acceptable friendliness values except for the case of �	 � �
second� which is a result of the coarse granularity of the RTCP loss presentation� We
notice
 however
 that the average utilization value is lower than that achieved for the case
of persistent tra�c only� The short bursts of the WWW tra�c result in high loss peaks
and thus large rate reductions on behalf of the TCP and LDA �ows� This oscillatory
behavior has then the e�ect of a reduced utilization�
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Table ����� Achieved average rate and fairness for LDA with �� TCP
 �� LDA and ��
WWW servers competing �ows and R set to �� Mb�s

Fig� ���� describe the bandwidth share obtained by the LDA �ows with the maximum
and minimum standard deviation ���� � indicates the deviation of the temporal rate
values of those �ows from the average rate of the �ow over the entire simulation time
minus the transient time which was approximated in this study to ��� seconds� The
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temporal values were measured over intervals of one second� We notice that while the
LDA �ows show some oscillations
 these oscillations are only around 	��� of the average
values and occur on a slow time scale�
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Figure ����� Temporal behavior of LDA

In the previous sections
 see Sec� ������� and �������
 we only considered the interaction
between LDA �ows and long lived TCP connections� That is
 TCP connections running
over the entire simulation time� For the case of long lived connections we aimed at
achieving an equal bandwidth distribution among the LDA and TCP tra�c� For the case
of short lived connections
 however
 those performance metrics can not be used� Short
lived connections do not carry enough data in order to fully utilize a bandwidth share
similar to that of a long lived TCP connection� With the WWW server model we are
using as described in Sec� ��� the average connection carries about �� packets� Hence

those short lived TCP connections will usually send their data in a few round trip times�
To test the e�ects of introducing LDA �ows to a network inhibited by short lived TCP
connections we compare the bandwidth share those short lived connections can assume
when competing with the LDA �ows on the one hand and when competing with long
lived TCP connections on the other� In this case
 we expect that the bandwidth share of
the short lived TCP connections should be in both cases rather similar�

For the simulation topology depicted in Fig� �� with a RED router
 round trip prop�
agation delay �	� of ��� seconds
 queuing delay of ��� seconds and a link bandwidth of
�� Mb�s we ran two simulations with �� FTP connections and �� WWW servers in the
�rst case and �� LDA �ow and �� WWW servers in the second� As described in Sec� ���

the WWW servers were modeled as on�o� processes with the on period lasting for the
time needed by a TCP sender to transmit a number of packets drawn from a Pareto
distribution with the factor of ��� and a mean of �� packets and the o� period lasting for
a time drawn from a Pareto distribution with a factor of ��� and a mean of �� seconds�

Fig� ���� shows the bandwidth distribution for the case of WWW tra�c competing
with LDA �ows on the one hand and with long lived TCP connections
 i�e�
 FTP con�
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Figure ����� Bandwidth sharing for the case of WWW tra�c competing with FTP or
LDA �ows

nections on the other� While the LDA �ows receive a much higher bandwidth share than
the WWW tra�c
 the LDA share is similar to that of the TCP share under the same
conditions� This suggests that adding LDA �ows to the network does not a�ect the per�
formance of the WWW tra�c under the simulated situation any di�erent than long lived
TCP connections do�

��� Measuring the Performance of LDA over the In�

ternet

The simulation results in Sec� ����� suggest the e�ciency of LDA in reducing network
congestion while maintaining a high network utilization level as well as its friendliness
towards competing TCP connections over a wide range of parameters� In this part of the
work
 we investigate the performance of LDA when used over the wide area Internet�

For the purpose of testing LDA we conducted several measurements on di�erent parts
of the Internet� Each measurement consisted of a host sending data packets over a TCP
connection to some other destination as fast as it could� Simultaneously
 the host sent
UDP packets to the same destination with the transmission rate determined using LDA�
Each measurement was done several times over di�erent times of the day�

The host names and domains as well as their operating systems and locations are listed
in Tab� ����� Each measurement consisted of sending ����� packets on both the TCP and
UDP �ows� The packet size was held constant to ���� bytes which is a size often used in
video conferencing applications� The initial additive increase rate � �Rai� was set to  kb�s
and the initial transmission rate of the UDP �ows was set to �� packets�s� For the case of
transmitting data over high�capacity links with no observable losses LDA would increase
the transmission rate up to the link capacity� As sending at a very high rate might lead
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Host name Domain Operating System Location
donald fokus�gmd�de SunOS � Berlin
verba stu�neva�ru SunOS �� St� Petersburg
systems seas�upenn�edu SunOS � U� Pennsylvania
ale icsi�berkeley�edu SunOS �� Berkeley
 CA�

Table ����� Hosts used in the experimental tests

to over utilizing the processing power of the host
 the maximum transmission rate of the
UDP �ow was limited to ��� kb�s� The friendliness factor �F � of LDA is determined
here as in Eqn� ���� To obtain a detailed view of the performance of LDA we collected
information about the sent and received RTP and TCP data in intervals of one second�
Additionally
 we collected the loss
 round trip delay and bottleneck bandwidth information
carried by the RTCP protocol� To estimate the average bottleneck bandwidth we relied
on an approach similar to that used in the BPROBE tool ���� for �ltering out incorrect
estimates� That is
 similar bottleneck bandwidth values estimated by the receiver using
Eqn� ���� were clustered into intervals and the average of the interval with the highest
number of estimates was chosen� The estimated value was then sent back to the sender
with the receiver reports�

Obviously
 this approach has lots of drawbacks� We did not include the time between
the transmission of two probe packets� But
 as we sent the probe packets at the sender�s
network access speed which in our case was �� Mb�s we can usually ignore this time� Also

we did not consider packet drops or competing tra�c� However
 testing this approach
on di�erent Internet connections we achieved results comparable to those estimated by a
more complicated tool such as the PATHCHAR tool �����

Fig� ���� show the friendliness results as measured over di�erent links in Europe and
the States� Fig� ���� depict the average loss values observed during these measurements�

The fairness results depicted in Fig� ���� show great variations among the di�erent
�ows and even on the di�erent directions of the same �ow� The links between St� Pe�
tersburg and Berlin as well as St� Petersburg and U� Penn� are rather lossy in both
directions� Under these conditions the measured friendliness index �F � varies between
��� and ��� with most of the measured values in the range of ��� and ���� These results
are rather similar to the results achieved using the simulation model in Sec� ����� and
indicate the TCP�friendliness of LDA� The results depicted in Fig� �����d� are
 however

contradictory� In the direction form Berlin to U� Penn� we have a friendliness factor of
around ��� on the average which means that the LDA controlled �ow actually receives
a smaller share of the bandwidth than the competing TCP connection� The measure�
ments on the opposite direction indicate
 however
 that the LDA controlled �ow receives
four times as much bandwidth as the competing TCP connection� Actually
 the LDA
controlled �ow manages to achieve the maximum transmission rate and to stay at this
level� While these results sound contradictory on the �rst sight
 they actually resulted
from the asymmetry of the Internet link between Europe and the States� Looking at the
loss results depicted in Fig� �����d� reveals that while the tra�c from Berlin to U� Penn�
su�ered on the average from losses below ��
 the tra�c sent in the other direction had an
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Figure ����� TCP friendliness measured over di�erent Internet paths

average loss of more than ���� Fig� ��� shows a detailed snapshot of the measurement
labeled � in Fig� �����d� and displays the transmission rate of both the TCP connection
and the LDA controlled �ow and the losses measured over intervals of one second in both
directions on the link connecting U� Penn� and Berlin� In Fig� ����b� we notice that
while in the direction from Berlin to U� Penn� no losses were observed during the entire
measurement period the tra�c from U� Penn� to Berlin faced losses ranging from � up
to �� during the same period� This asymmetry leads to the well known ack compression

problem ����
 ���� On symmetric links TCP acknowledgment packets arrive at the sender
with a similar rate to the arrival rate of the data packets at the receiver� During the
congestion avoidance phase
 each arriving acknowledgment clocks one or two new packets
out at the sender and leads to an increase in the congestion window �CWND� by �

CWND
each round trip delay� For the case of a slower or lossy back link
 acknowledgments might
arrive in clusters or might get lost� In the worst case
 loosing several acknowledgment
packets in a row might cause a timeout at the sender which leads to a severe reduction of
the congestion window and the sender retransmitting packets that have already reached
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Figure ����� Losses measured over di�erent Internet paths

the receiver� In any case
 the clustering or loss of acknowledgments can result in idle states
at the sender� That is
 after sending a complete window worth of packets
 for example
from packet �P�� up to packet �Py�
 the sender needs to wait for an acknowledgment for
packet �P��� If the acknowledgment for this packet was lost the sender will only be able
to start sending data after receiving the acknowledgment for packet �Px � y � x � ���
Further
 after receiving the acknowledgment for �Px� the sender can send up to x packets
instead of one or two at once at the access speed of the sending station� Sending a large
burst of back to back data packets increases the probability of one of those packets being
dropped as the speed of the transmission and the number of packets might exceed the
capacities of some router on the path to the receiver�

So while the transmission rate of UDP �ows is adapted only to the losses on the way
from the sender to the receiver
 the TCP connections� transmission behavior is a�ected by
the loss conditions on the direction from the receiver to the sender as well� Thus
 in this
situation setting the transmission rate of the UDP senders exactly to the equivalent TCP
rate would be ine�ective� The transmission rate of the UDP sender would be arti�cially
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restricted to a level that actually leads to underutilization of the network and might not
ful�ll the needs of the user�
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to U� Penn�

Adaptation schemes that adjust the transmission rate based on acknowledgment pack�
ets from the receivers such as ����
 ���
 ��� have the same problem as TCP and can not
bene�t from the available network resources appropriately� Additionally
 note that dur�
ing the entire observation period in Fig� ���� no losses were measured on the link from
the sender to the receiver� Thus
 in such a situation relying solely on the TCP model
of Eqn� ��� is not appropriate for determining the transmission rate and the approach
discussed in ���� needs
 hence
 to be extended to handle this situation�

Fig� ���� shows the goodput
 measured in intervals of � seconds
 of the competing TCP
and LDA streams during a period of ��� seconds of the measurement shown as point ��
in Fig� �����b�� LDA shows here a less oscillatory behavior than TCP and has in general
a comparable rate to that of TCP�
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Figure ����� Temporal behavior of competing TCP and LDA streams
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��	 Comparison of the Performance of LDA to Other

Congestion control Schemes

In this part of the work
 we compare between the performance of LDA and a row of
recent proposals for TCP�friendly congestion control� In order to cover a wide range of
possible approaches for TCP�friendly adaptation we compare LDA to a rate�based scheme
and a scheme based on an analytical model of TCP� For comparing the schemes
 we
picked out some representative test cases as were described in the papers presenting those
algorithms� We re�simulated those cases in our simulation environment and compared
the achieved results using LDA with the results achieved by the other schemes as were
reported by their authors� This approach reduces possible errors in the comparisons due
to misinterpretations or wrong implementation of the algorithms�

��	�� Comparison of LDA with a Rate�Based TCP�Friendly Adap�
tation Scheme

With the rate adaptation protocol �RAP� �����
 already brie�y described in Sec� �������

the receiver acknowledges the reception of each incoming packet� Based on those acknowl�
edgments the sender can estimate the round trip delay and losses� In the absence of packet
losses the sender increases its transmission rate by an additive amount determined using
the estimated round trip delay� Additionally
 the transmission rate is subject to �ne grain
adaptation related to variations of the short�term average round trip delay compared to
the long�term average round trip delay� After detecting a packet loss
 the rate is reduced
by half in a similar manner to TCP�

For testing the performance of RAP Rejai et al� used in ����� a simulation topology
similar to that depicted in Fig� �� with N TCP connections sharing a single bottleneck
with N UDP �ows� The round trip delay �	� was set to ���� seconds and the bottleneck
bandwidth �R� was set to ���N � �� kb�s�� The router used FIFO bu�er management
with the bu�er length set to �R � 	 � ��� The packet size was set to ��� bytes� To
avoid synchronization among the �ows
 each transmitted packet was delayed randomly
by an amount varying between � and the bottleneck service time� In ����� SACK�TCP
connections were used� As our simulation environment does not support SACK TCP we
referred to using Reno�TCP which delivers similar results in general but might show a
lower performance for the case of bursty losses�

Fig� ���� depicts the results of the average bandwidth share for the adaptive �ows
and the TCP connections� We can observe that even though RAP requires a higher
control overhead due to the frequent acknowledgments
 equal bandwidth shares are only
reached for higher numbers of competing �ows� For a low number of competing �ows the
RAP �ows actually receive a �� higher bandwidth share than the TCP connections�
Additionally
 note that Fig� �����a� describes the results reached with SACK�TCP which
is more robust to multiple losses than Reno�TCP which we have used� Actually
 the
authors of ����� report that with Reno�TCP the fairness results of RAP are slightly
worse� With LDA
 the TCP connections receive on the average a bandwidth share of
around �� kbytes�s compared to �� kbytes�s for the LDA �ows� Hence
 LDA is under
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this con�guration more conservative than TCP�

��	�� Comparison of LDA with an Equation�Based TCP�Friendly
Adaptation Scheme

Using the analytical model of TCP in Eqn� ��� Padhye et al� present in ����� a scheme
called TCP�friendly rate control protocol �TFRCP�� With TFRCP the sender estimates
the round trip delay and losses based on the receiver�s acknowledgments� In the case of
losses
 the sender restricts its transmission rate to the equivalent TCP rate calculated
using Eqn� ��� otherwise the transmission rate is doubled� The sender updates its rate
periodically in intervals of M � In ����� di�erent results were reported for adaptation
intervals between two and �ve seconds�

Similar to our previous investigations a simple test topology was used in ����� with N
TCP connections sharing a single bottleneck with N UDP �ows� The round trip delay
�	� was set to ���� seconds and the packet size was set to ��� bytes� The router used
FIFO bu�er management with the bu�er length set to ���R � 	��

Fig� ���� depicts the fairness results of a test setting with the bottleneck bandwidth
set to ���N��� kb�s� for a varying number of �ows� The fairness index is determined as
the average goodput of the adaptive �ows to the average goodput of the TCP connections�
Both LDA and TFRCP achieve in this case a fairness index of around one indicating a high
degree of TCP�friendliness� With TFRCP this is especially evident when an adaptation
interval �M� of two seconds is used� For higher values of M TFRCP is especially for the
case of fewer competing �ows more aggressive than TCP�

Fig� ���� depicts the fairness results for the case of a constant bottleneck bandwidth
of �� Mb�s� Depending on the chosen adaptation interval
 TFRCP achieves di�erent
fairness values ranging from ��� to around one� For higher numbers of competing �ows

LDA achieves a fairness index of around one as well indicating its TCP�friendliness in
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Figure ����� Fairness index with TFRCP and LDA for a constant bandwidth share per
�ow

cases of higher network loads� However
 for the case of a lower number of competing �ows
a fairness factor higher than one is achieved� This is especially evident for the case of six
LDA �ows competing with six TCP connections� In this case
 a fairness index of ��� is
achieved indicating that the LDA �ows receive on the average twice as much bandwidth
as the TCP connections� However
 this is not caused by the adaptation algorithm itself
but by the way the loss information are transported in RTP� The receiver reports use an
eight bit �eld for the loss information and hence the smallest loss information that can
be indicated is approximately ������ However
 under the used topology with ���� seconds
round trip delay and a bottleneck of �� Mb�s to be divided among �� competing �ows

using Eqn� ��� indicates that the average loss rate each �ow needs to su�er in order for
it to get a bandwidth share of ����

��
� ���� Mb�s� is around ������ In this case
 the

RTP receivers approximate the loss value down to � and the RTP �ows can increase
their transmission rate in situations where they are supposed to reduce it� Fig� �����b�
depicts the fairness results achieved when using a �� bit �eld in the receiver reports for
loss indication instead of eight bits� In this case
 we can observe that LDA is rather
conservative and achieves for the case of smaller numbers of competing �ows a fairness
index of less than one� For the case of higher numbers of competing �ows the behavior of
LDA is identical for both loss representations�

��
 Summary

In this chapter
 we �rst investigated di�erent possibilities for realizing adaptive TCP�
friendly congestion control and presented an algorithm called the loss�delay based adap�
tation algorithm �LDA� for estimating the TCP�friendly bandwidth share a �ow can
consume� The estimation is based on information collected by the receiver about the loss

delay and bottleneck bandwidth of the path traversed by the data �ow� The collected
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Figure ����� Fairness index with TFRCP and LDA for a constant bottleneck bandwidth

information are then sent back to the sender using the control part of RTP� Performance
results obtained by conducting simulations and measurements over di�erent topologies
with varying parameters suggest the TCP�friendliness of LDA over a wide range param�
eters� Additionally
 comparing LDA to other currently proposed TCP�friendly schemes
reveals that even though LDA uses a low control overhead of one control message every
a few seconds it still displays comparable if not superior behavior to those schemes which
exchange control information in short periods of around one round trip delay� Actually

this infrequency of the control messages
 allows LDA to display a more robust behavior
for the case of asynchronous links where lossy links might lead to high delays and losses
of feedback information� While the infrequency of the RTP control information does not
impose signi�cant constraints on the behavior of LDA in terms of TCP�friendliness the
simulation results presented in Sec� ��� suggest that the granularity of the loss information
carried with RTP might lead to unfair bandwidth distribution between LDA and TCP
�ows� This is especially evident for the case of large round trip delays and low losses� In
this case
 losses are often approximated down to zero allowing an LDA sender to increase
its transmission rate at a time when a competing TCP connection actually reduces its�
Hence
 to further improve the behavior of LDA
 RTP needs to be enhanced to allow for
a more granular loss representation�
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Constrained Congestion Control for

Multimedia Communication

Up till now we assumed that the sender can adjust its transmission rate in accordance
with the values determined by the congestion control scheme with arbitrary granularity
and with no boundaries as to the maximum or minimum bandwidth values� However
 in
reality multimedia encoders often impose strict limitations as to the possible adaptation
steps or the minimum bandwidth requirements below which the sent data is meaningless
to the receiver� Additionally
 there are some restrictions arising from the user himself
with regard to the acceptable variations in the perceived QoS over a time interval�

To investigate the e�ects of such restrictions on the adaptation process we present
in Sec� �� a model of a generic multimedia source and describe some constraints such
a model might impose on the adaptation process� While this model does not represent
a speci�c audio or video compression style
 a communication scenario or particular user
preferences
 the model can be tuned through di�erent parameters to describe a wide
range of possible characteristics of multimedia sources and user preferences� Based on
this model
 we describe in Sec� �� a general framework called constrained TCP�friendly
adaptation framework �CTFAF� for assisting rate adaptation algorithms in incorporating
various constraints in the adaptation process on the one hand and retaining fair bandwidth
distribution characteristics required from the algorithms on the other� The e�ects of en�
hancing an adaptation algorithm such as LDA to accommodate user and media constraints
is then investigated in terms of bandwidth utilization
 stability and TCP�friendliness in
Sec� ���

��� A Generic Model for Multimedia Communica�

tion

In designing an adaptation algorithm
 we need to take the constraints imposed by speci�c
characteristics of the user and transmitted multimedia content into account� In this
section
 we present a generic model that describes possible constraints imposed by the
user
 compression algorithm and data content on the adaptation process� This model
considers the following constraints�
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Fixed limits� The quality of a multimedia stream can usually be improved by increas�
ing the bandwidth share of the stream� However
 above a certain limit �rmax� no
noticeable improvements in the QoS will be observed anymore� Additionally
 re�
ducing the bandwidth share of the stream below some minimal rate �rmin� would
redeem the transported data useless by the receiver� The values of those maximum
and minimum values depend highly on the used compression styles
 the users and
the data content� While transmitting a talking heads kind of video conference at a
frame rate of only a few frames per second might be acceptable
 transmitting a live
sports event requires obviously a high frame rate in order to be able to keep track
of all instantaneous and rapid changes in the play �eld�

Granular adaptation� Depending on the used compression scheme and data content
 a
data source might only be able to change its transmission rate in steps of Sadaptation�
Taking the example of an MPEG video stream
 changing the transmission rate can
be achieved by either changing the transmission frame rate or the quantization
level� In this case
 the adaptation can only be realized in steps of �Sadaptation� at the
granularity of the discrete quantization steps or the size of a video frame� For the
case of audio communication
 adaptation can often only be realized by changing the
used compression style which yields �xed adaptation steps as well�

Stable presentation� With TCP the transmission rate is changed in the order of once
every round trip time in possibly large steps� Applying such an adaptation behavior
to multimedia �ows would result in a highly �uctuating perceived quality that can
be annoying to the user� This can be observed for example when rapidly changing
the frame rate for the case of video communication or continuously changing the
used audio compression scheme�

To provide the user with a stable perceived quality
 the adaptation scheme needs to
limit the maximum changes ��adaptation� as well the rate of changes of the transmission
rate of a multimedia stream� This allows for smooth changes in the transmission
rate and a stable perceived QoS�

Loss tolerance� Depending on the transferred content
 the user and the used compres�
sion schemes
 some data losses might be tolerated during a multimedia communica�
tion session� For example some compressions schemes already include loss recovery
mechanisms for hiding data losses form the user� As another example
 while users
listening to an audio stream carrying music would require a very low loss rate
 users
involved in an interactive audio conference would be more tolerant to losses� Again
here
 the tolerated loss depends not only on the loss rate and distribution pattern
but also on the �uency of the users in the used communication language for example�

Note
 that this model only presents a subset of all the possible constraints that need
to be considered when designing an adaptation scheme� Another example for such a con�
straint results from the case that changing some compression parameters must be followed
by a recovery period to allow the senders and receivers to synchronize the encoding and
decoding process in accordance with the new parameters�
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��� A General Framework for Rate Adaptation for

Constrained Multimedia Flows

When adapting the rate of a multimedia source in accordance with the network congestion
state
 one has to take the constraints imposed by this source as described by the generic
model of Sec� �� into account and at the same time achieve TCP�friendly congestion
control�

In this section
 we present a general framework for adapting the transmission rate
of constrained multimedia sources� With this framework
 called the constrained TCP�
friendly adaptation framework �CTFAF�
 the source uses a TCP�friendly adaptation al�
gorithm for determining the bandwidth share of the multimedia �ow� However
 instead
of adjusting the transmission rate of the source solely based on the rate determined by
the control algorithm
 the constraints imposed by the speci�c characteristics of the mul�
timedia source are taken into account as well� This means that at some time points

the sender has to reduce its transmission rate by an amount less than determined by the
adaptation scheme� To take such divergence from the TCP�friendly behavior into account
the sender sums the di�erence between the change in bandwidth values as determined by
the adaptation scheme and the changes allowed by the multimedia source into a variable
called virtual bandwidth �Bvirtual�� A negative value of Bvirtual indicates that the source
was too aggressive in the past� Therefore
 to compensate this aggressive behavior the
sender should reduce its rate by the maximum allowed value by the multimedia model
every time a rate reduction is requested by the adaptation scheme� Finally
 to avoid the
case where an extreme value of Bvirtual a�ects the adaptation behavior of the multimedia
source over long time intervals
 Bvirtual is periodically reset to zero and the transmission
rate is adjusted by an averaged value of Bvirtual�

Considering all the possible constraints imposed by multimedia compression styles
and contents as well as the users in the adaptation process requires deep knowledge of the
compression style as well as the content to be transmitted� Additionally
 the minimum and
maximum acceptable transmission rates result from the content and the communication
scenario� Finally
 the acceptable rate of changing the QoS depends also on the content as
well as the user himself�

As a simpli�cation of this problem we consider in this part of the work a generic
encoder with the following characteristics�

� A minimum bandwidth requirement of rmin and a maximum one of rmax�

� The adaptation itself can only be realized in steps of �m� Sadaptation��

� To accommodate the requirement of a stable perceived QoS the changing rate
��adaptation �

�r
�t
� of the transmission rate of a sender should not be increased or de�

creased by more than �n�Sadaptation � �adaptation� during a time interval �Tadaptation�

whereas Tadaptation can be considered as the time between two adaptation points
 i�e�

the time points at which the sender executes the adaptation algorithm and adapts
its transmission rate�
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� A sender does not need to adjust its transmission rate if losses were below lallowed or
its transmission rate would go beneath rmin or above rmax�

As a generic adaptation algorithm we consider here a scheme that reduces the trans�
mission rate of the sender by an amount Xr during congestion periods and increases it
by an amount of Xi during network underload situations� The adaptation actions are
triggered every Tadaptation�

Now imposing constraints on the adaptation process means that during some time
intervals the transmission rate of some �ow can not be reduced even though losses are
measured or the rate can not be increased even though the network is underloaded� To be
able to integrate these constraints with the adaptation algorithm and still allow for a fair
bandwidth distribution we incorporate the concept of virtual bandwidth share �Bvirtual�
with the adaptation process� A positive Bvirtual represents the amount of bandwidth
the �ow should have acquired based on the calculations of some adaptation scheme but
did not use due to the constraints of the multimedia source� As the unused resources
were consumed by competing �ows an average equal bandwidth distribution can then
be achieved if
 in the future
 the �ow consumed a bandwidth share larger than the rate
calculated by the adaptation algorithm �rcalculated�� A negative value indicates the amount
of bandwidth used in excess of the amount calculated by the adaptation scheme and hence
that the �ow was too aggressive in the past and should use a transmission rate lower
than rcalculated when possible� While this approach does not guarantee fair bandwidth
distribution at all times it allows for a fair distribution over long time periods�

With such an enhancement to an adaptation algorithm
 the increase and decrease
behavior of the control algorithm is in�uenced by the value of Bvirtual in addition to the
limitations imposed by the user or the data source as well as the network congestion state�

Bvirtual is initialized to � at the beginning of the transmission process and then adjusted
as follows�

� If the sender is allowed to increase its transmission rate by an amount fXi � Xi �

�adaptationg then the sender increases its transmission rate by �adaptation and Bvirtual

is set to

Bvirtual � Bvirtual �Xi � �adaptation ����

� If the sender needs to reduce its transmission rate by fXr � Xr � �adaptationg then he
only reduces its transmission rate by �adaptation and Bvirtual is set to

Bvirtual � Bvirtual �Xr � �adaptation ����

� If the sender needs to reduce its transmission rate by an amount Xr due to a loss
�l� lower than the allowed loss value the �ow can ignore or repair by himself fl � l �
lallowedg or the reduction would lead to a transmission rate fr � r � rming then he
does not reduce its transmission rate and Bvirtual is set to

Bvirtual � Bvirtual �Xr ����
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An optimal adaptation behavior is realized with Bvirtual 
 �� To achieve such a
behavior
 in CTFAF
 we additionally adjust the decrease and increase behavior of the
adaptation algorithm to consider Bvirtual and hence reduce the e�ects of temporarily unfair
distribution as fast as possible�

Overload situation� For the case of network congestion the sender should reduce its
current transmission rate by Xr�

Depending on the value of Bvirtual the sender behavior is adjusted as follows�

Bvirtual � �� A positive Bvirtual indicates that this sender was too conservative in the
past� As a compensation the sender can ignore the loss situation and maintain
its current transmission rate� Bvirtual is then reduced by the amount the rate
should have been reduced by�

Bvirtual � Bvirtual �Xr ����

Bvirtual � �� A negative virtual bandwidth indicates on the contrary that the sender
has been too aggressive in the past� Therefore
 for the case of Xr � �adaptation
the rate is reduced by �adaptation and Bvirtual can be increased as follows�

Bvirtual � Bvirtual � �adaptation �Xr ���

Underload situation� For the case of network underload the sender would be allowed
to increase its transmission rate by Xi� To compensate a negative virtual bandwidth
the sender maintains in this case its current transmission rate� Thereby Bvirtual is
changed as follows�

Bvirtual � Bvirtual �Xi ����

Recent values of Bvirtual bear more signi�cance in terms of characterizing the friendli�
ness or aggressiveness of a �ow towards competing tra�c� Hence
 to avoid having some
value of Bvirtual propagating over long time periods and in�uencing the behavior of the
adaptation scheme even though the network situation that has resulted in this value has
changed considerably
 we refer to resetting Bvirtual in periods of Treset� Treset is several times
as large as the adaptation interval �Tadaptation�
 i�e�
 the time between two adaptation ac�
tions� At the end of each resetting period �Treset� the sender changes its transmission rate
by an averaged Bvirtual �Bvirtual� and resets Bvirtual down to zero� The averaged Bvirtual is
determined as

Bvirtual � Bvirtual � Tadaptation

Treset
����

As Bvirtual is changed at each adaptation point
 Bvirtual represents an averaged value
of all additions and subtractions done during Treset�

Using a �Bvirtual � Bvirtual � �adaptation� contradicts the requirement of limiting the max�
imum changes in the transmission rate to �adaptation� However
 we found this approach to
be necessary in order to adjust the performance of a �ow in accordance with the available
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resources� Without this resetting behavior
 a sender transmitting data at a rate higher
than the capacity of some link on the path towards the receiver and specifying a small
�adaptation compared to the needed change in the transmission rate would cause high and
long lasting congestion� For the case that the �ow is using a bandwidth share close to the
average share calculated with the adaptation scheme
 Bvirtual would have a small value
and would not have considerable e�ects on the adaptation behavior�

Without prior knowledge of the available resources a sender might start transmitting
data at a rate much higher than its fair share� If the sender additionally speci�ed a slow
maximum changing rate ��adaptation� the sent �ow would lead to an overload situation
lasting at least till the end of the �rst resetting period �Treset�� As Treset might be in the
range of one or more minutes
 relying solely on the resetting actions would take too long�
To overcome this situation we specify that for a transient phase lasting for a maximum
period of Tinit the sender applies the adaptation scheme restricted only by the encoder�s
limitations and not the user speci�cations� That is
 for the �rst Tinit seconds the sender
can adapt its transmission rate by any number of adaptation steps �Sadaptation� as dictated
by the adaptation scheme without regard to �adaptation�

Note that the proposed guidelines here are only one option for accommodating user and
media constraints into the adaptation process� For example
 resetting Bvirtual periodically
is only one possible approach for preventing Bvirtual accumulated during past periods
to have long lasting e�ects on the adaptation process� Other options might be to use
weighted moving averages or requiring that �ows having a negative Bvirtual value higher
than some maximum value must reduce their rate more often and by larger amounts than
indicated by the adaptation algorithm and user preferences� The exact strategies to use
as well as their parameters will depend on the communication scenario�

��� Performance Investigation of CTFAF

In this part of the work
 we investigated the e�ects of imposing user� or encoder�based
restrictions on the adaptation process in terms of bu�er occupancy and bandwidth uti�
lization� For this purpose we compared the performance of LDA without any restrictions

i�e�
 ��adaptation ��� and its performance when the rate adjustments were controlled not
only by network conditions but by the CTFAF guidelines described in Sec� �� as well�

For investigating the performance of CTFAF we used the simulation topology depicted
in Fig� �� with FTP
 WWW and multimedia �ows competing for a bottleneck router
of �� Mb�s and �m � n � k � ����

The routers used random early packet discard �RED� �� bu�er management with
the minimum drop threshold set to ��� of the router bu�er and the maximum to ���� The
maximum queuing delay �	q� was set to ��� seconds�

Unless otherwise stated
 the round trip propagation delay was set to ��� seconds� The
initialization period �Tinit� was set to �� seconds� The performance of CTFAF was tested
in terms of achieved average rate �r�
 fairness factor �F �
 average standard deviation ���
and average utilization value �u�� The average rate �r� was determined over the entire
simulation time minus a transient time which was approximated in this case to the �rst
��� seconds� The fairness index �F � was determined as the ratio of the bandwidth share of
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the CTFAF �ows to the bandwidth share consumed by the TCP connections� � indicates
the average of the deviation value of the temporal rate values of each CTFAF �ow from
the average rate of that �ow and is used here as an indication of the stability of the
estimated transmission rate� The temporal values were measured over intervals of one
second�


���� E�ects of the Length of the Adaptation Steps �Sadaptation�
on the Performance of CTFAF

As an example for a multimedia �ow we simulated the case of video �ows with constant
quantization steps of � kbits
 packet sizes of �� kbits and frame sizes of �� kbits� We
tested the case of coarse and �ne granularity adaptation� Using �Sadaptation � �� kb�s�
resembles the case of changing the transmission rate by varying the number of sent video
frames when using JPEG compression for example� We set �adaptation in this case to � and
� frames�s
 i�e�
 �� and �� kb�s� With �Sadaptation � � kb�s� the adaptation is more
granular and simulates the case of varying the quantization or quality factor� �adaptation is
set in this case to � kb�s� As a minimum transmission rate we used a value of �� kb�s�
The parameter settings for the video coder were chosen based on observations made
during a talking heads conference with JPEG as the compression style� For another
communication scenario or a di�erent compression style we would most likely have to
use a di�erent set of parameters� Re�ning the video model and choosing the appropriate
parameters requires detailed knowledge of the used compression style and communication
scenario� Additionally
 to account for the user preferences extensive subjective testing is
needed� The resetting period �Treset� was set to �� seconds� From Tab� �� we can observe

�adaptation �kb�s� r �kb�s� � �kb�s� F u

� 
�� �� ��� ���

�� 
�� � ���� ����
�� 
�� �� ���� ����
� 
�� �� ��� ���


Table ��� Achieved average rate and fairness of CTFAF with di�erent values of �adaptation

that while the standard deviation which indicates the level of oscillations of the �ows is
reduced for �ner settings of �adaptation the utilization and fairness levels are hardly changed
compared to the case of no restrictions on the adaptation ��adaptation ����

The reduction of oscillations is particularly evident in Fig� �� which shows the tem�
poral behavior of the �ows with the largest and smallest standard deviation ��� values�
For the case of ��adaptation � � kb�s� the �ows have a much smoother shape compared to
the other cases�

The fairness results presented in this section suggest that while CTFAF maintains
the TCP�friendliness of LDA
 it can successfully take various constraints imposed by the
multimedia �ow into account�
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Figure ��� Temporal behavior of CTFAF �ows with the maximum and minimum standard
deviation values for di�erent values of �adaptation
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���� E�ects of the Length of the Resetting Period �Treset� on
the Performance of CTFAF

The length of the resetting period �Treset� determines the interval in which Bvirtual is reset
and the bandwidth share of the �ow is corrected possibly faster than the user speci�ed
adaptation rate ��adaptation�� Setting Treset too small would mean that this correction is
done rather often and would
 thus
 defy our goal of restricting the adaptation rate to
�adaptation� Using too large values of Treset would on the other hand mean that the �ow
can not adapt rapidly enough to large changes in the network conditions�

Here
 we simulated the case of competing WWW
 FTP and CTFAF �ows over a link
of �� Mb�s with a round trip propagation delay of ��� seconds and a maximum queuing
delay of ��� seconds� The CTFAF �ows used adaptation steps �Sadaptation� of � kb�s and
the maximum possible rate change at each adaptation point ��adaptation� was set to � kb�s�
These adaptation values impose rather strict constraints on the adaptation process and a
better distinction to the case of adapting the transmission rate without any restrictions
��adaptation ����

Treset �sec� r �kb�s� � �kb�s� F u

�� 
�� �� ���
 ����
�� 
�� �� ��� ���


�� 
�� �� ���� ���

��� 
�� � ���� ����

Table ��� Achieved average rate and fairness of CTFAF with di�erent values of Treset

The fairness and utilization results in Tab� �� show little variance with varying values
of Treset� The average standard deviation values ��� presented in Tab� �� as well as
the temporal behavior of the �ows with the best and worst deviation values in Fig� ��
suggest that with increased values of Treset the �ows display a lower degree of oscillations�
However
 with large values of Treset the �ows can not react to large and sudden changes
in the network conditions such as when several new �ows start sending data on the same
link as the CTFAF �ows� Hence
 setting Treset to �� or ��� seconds presents a better
compromise between stability and fast reaction than a value of ��� seconds for example�


���� E�ects of Delays and Flow Numbers on the Performance
of CTFAF

In this part
 we investigated the performance of CTFAF in terms of bandwidth utilization
�u�
 average bandwidth share of the single CTFAF �ows �r� and its fairness towards
competing TCP connections �F � under di�erent test settings with varying numbers of
competing �ows and delays� As a simulation topology we used the one described in
Fig� �� with a varying number of �ows competing for a bottleneck of �� Mb�s� In
addition to n FTP and m CTFAF �ows
 �� WWW servers continuously generated short
TCP connections�

Tab� �� presents the simulation results for the case of varying numbers of competing
�ows �m � n � N� and round trip propagation delays �	�� From Tab� �� we can observe
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Figure ��� Temporal behavior of CTFAF �ows with the maximum and minimum of �
for di�erent values of Treset
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that the average standard deviation of the �ows ��� is less than ��� of the average
bandwidth of the �ows� Additionally
 the deviation ��� in the average rate values of the
single �ows from the average bandwidth share of all the �ows is rather negligible indicating
a high degree of inter��ow fairness with all the �ows receiving similar bandwidth shares�
Except for the case of large propagation delays of one second
 the fairness index �F � is
in an acceptable range between ��� and ��� indicating similar bandwidth shares for the
TCP and CTFAF �ows�

N �� � �

� �sec� r � � F u r � � F u r � � F u

��
 
�� �� ��� ���� ���� �� �� � 
�
� ���
 � 
� � 
�� ����
��� 
�� �� �� ���
 ���� �� �� ��� ���� ��� �� 
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 ��
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 ��
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��� 
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�
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� ���� ���� 
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Table ��� Achieved average rate �r� in kb�s
 deviation ��� �� in kb�s
 utilization �u� and
fairness of CTFAF with N TCP and N CTFAF competing �ows
 R set to �� Mb�s and
	q set to ��� seconds

Fig� �� describes the bandwidth share obtained by the CTFAF �ows with the max�
imum and minimum standard deviation ���� Comparing the behavior of the CTFAF
�ows to the LDA �ows under the same conditions as depicted in Fig� ���� we can ob�
serve that using CTFAF shows a considerable improvement in terms of �ow stability as
requested by the small value of �adaptation while maintaining similar performance in terms
of TCP�friendly bandwidth distribution�
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Figure ��� Temporal behavior of CTFAF
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��� Summary

In this chapter
 we presented a framework called CTFAF that integrates the congestion
control process with possible constraints imposed by the compression algorithm or the
communication scenario and at the same time maintains a TCP�friendly bandwidth dis�
tribution� For characterizing multimedia sources a generic model was described in Sec� ��
that encompasses various aspects of multimedia communication� In Sec� ��
 a framework
for integrating such a model in the congestion control process is presented� Simulating
the case of deploying LDA for controlling such a generic model under the framework of
CTFAF resulted in reduced oscillations and increased stability of the bandwidth shares
of the competing �ows and hence improved perceived QoS� To further assess the actual
bene�ts of CTFAF the generic multimedia source model needs to be further enhanced
to describe real compression styles and user preferences and objective tests need to be
conducted to judge the improvements in the perceived QoS of the multimedia content�



Chapter �

TCP�Friendly Congestion Control

for Multicast Communication

As described in chapter �
 adjusting the behavior of a point�to�point data �ow in accor�
dance with the network congestion state in a TCP�friendly manner can be realized by
adjusting the transmission rate of the sender in accordance with the loss and delay values
measured at the receiver�

Achieving TCP�friendly rate adaptation for the case of point�to�multipoint �multicast�
communication is by far more complicated� For the case of n receivers the sender would
need to consider possibly contradicting values of losses and delays measured on the paths
towards the di�erent receivers� Actually
 one might determine a set of �r�� r�� � � � � rn� rates
the sender needs to adjust its transmission rate simultaneously to
 to satisfy the needs of
all receivers�

For any congestion control mechanism for multicast communication to be e�cient and
applicable under a varying range of conditions it needs to consider the following aspects�

� Rate adaptation� Similar to the case of unicast congestion control
 multicast con�
gestion control should be TCP�friendly� Here
 TCP�friendliness indicates that the
bandwidth share consumed by the multicast �ow on any traversed path resembles
the bandwidth share of a TCP connection traversing the same path�

As the bandwidth share of a TCP connection depends on its round trip delay and
losses
 calculating a TCP�friendly bandwidth share involves determining losses and
round trip times on all paths traversed by the multicast session� Hence
 multicast
congestion control schemes need to support scalable and accurate loss and delay
measurement approaches�

� Scalability� The performance of the control scheme should not deteriorate with
increasing numbers of receivers� Additionally
 the amount of data gathered at the
end systems or transmitted between the end systems should be sustainable within
the available resources�

� Heterogeneity� Internet links as well as the end systems connected to the Internet
vary greatly in their capabilities and resources� Multicast congestion control schemes
need to take this heterogeneity into account and aim at satisfying the requirements
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of a large part if not all possible receivers� So
 for the case of n receivers one
might actually determine a set of �r�� r�� � � � � rn� rates the sender needs to adjust
its transmission rate simultaneously to
 to satisfy the needs of all receivers� This
might be achieved by simulcasting the same content at the di�erent rates ����� or
referring to hierarchical data transmission ����
 ���� by dividing a data stream into
a base layer representing the transmitted data content in a basic quality and several
enhancement layers that combined with the base layer improve the overall perceived
quality of the data stream� Each layer is then sent on a di�erent multicast group�
As multicast routers only forward data requested by the receivers
 the receivers
can determine how many sessions to join and thereby adjust their QoS in respect to
their own requirements and capacities� For the case of n receivers with �r�� r�� � � � � rn�
possible rates with ri as an increasing value
 the sender might set the rate of the lower
layer to r�
 the �rst enhancement layer to r� � r� and so on� Each receiver would
then join up to n layers based on its capacity� Such approaches are particularly
suitable for video communication using layered compression ������

In Sec� ���
 we �rst look at some of the problems that might arise when extending a
unicast congestion control scheme such as LDA for realizing multicast congestion control�
In Sec� ���
 we present a general framework for achieving TCP�friendly congestion con�
trol called the multicast enhanced loss�delay based adaptation framework �MLDA�� Using
MLDA
 multimedia senders adjust their transmission rate in accordance with the network
congestion state� For taking the heterogeneity of the Internet and the end systems into ac�
count
 MLDA supports layered data transmission where the shape and number of the lay�
ers is determined dynamically based on feedback information generated by the receivers�
Further
 we discuss a measurement approach that allows receivers in large multicast ses�
sions to estimate the round trip delay to the sender in a scalable way� For exchanging
control information between the sender and the receivers we investigate the possibility of
using the real time transport protocol �RTP� and discuss the required changes in order
for RTP to support a more scalable and timely �ow of feedback information from the
receivers to the sender� The performance of MLDA is investigated under di�erent test
topologies in Sec� ���� Finally
 in Sec� �� the e�ciency of MLDA is compared to that of
other congestion control schemes proposed in the literature�

	�� Multicast Enhancement for LDA

For LDA to support multicast communication the simplest enhancement would be for the
sender to collect the RTCP messages from all receivers and determine the appropriate
transmission rate towards each receiver� At speci�c time points the sender would then
set its transmission rate based on the rates determined for the di�erent receivers�

With each received RTCP packet from a member i the sender calculates a transmission
rate �ri� it would use if member i was the only member of the multicast session� ri is then
saved into a data base� So
 if no losses were indicated the sender calculates Raii as was
described in Eqn� ���� and ri is then set to

ri � r �Raii
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with r as the transmission rate the sender is currently using for the entire session� In
the case of a loss indication
 ri is reduced as in Eqn� ��� using the loss and delay values
reported by receiver i�

Instead of reacting to each RTCP packet as some adaptation schemes suggest ���
 we
enhance LDA to activate the adaptation process
 i�e
 increase or decrease the transmission
rate
 at certain adaptation points� At each adaptation point
 the sender searches the
transmission rate data base for the minimum value �rmin� and sets r to rmin� A rmin smaller
than the current transmission rate �r� indicates that at least one member has reported
losses� In this case
 Rai which is used for determining the single Raii is reinitialized to the
initial value of �Rai� If rmin was higher than the current transmission rate �r�
 then Rai is
set to the di�erence between rmin and r�

We have used a period of  seconds between two adaptation points which is also the
average value between generating two RTCP packets at the same source� As the time
between two RTCP packets might actually be larger than  seconds
 choosing this �xed
value has the disadvantage that the adaptation decision might be taken based on the
reports of only a subset of the session members and not all of them� However
 the other
alternative would be to wait for the reports from all members before adapting� While
this might work for small groups
 for larger groups the interval between two sent RTCP
packets increases and thereby the adaptation decision will be taken less frequently and

thus
 be less e�ective�
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Figure ���� Scalability testing topology

To test the scalability of the here presented extension to LDA we used a simple topol�
ogy of a congested link shared between a TCP and an LDA �ow� The topology had a
bottleneck bandwidth of � Mb�s
 a round trip propagation delay of ��� seconds and a
maximum bu�ering delay of ���� seconds� Both senders were greedy sources and always
had data to send� To avoid synchronization e�ects and ensure equal loss probabilities
for both �ows random early drop was used for bu�er management as was described in
Sec� ������� with the maximum and minimum thresholds set to ��� and ��� of the available
bu�ers� The number of multicast receivers �n� was varied between � and ���� The senders
and receivers were connected to the bottleneck router through links of � Mb�s capacity
and with random propagation delays between � and ���� seconds� The random delays
were added to avoid synchronization among the receivers�

Fig� ��� depicts the bandwidth share taken by the RTP �ow controlled using LDA
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Figure ���� Scalability performance of multicast enhancements of LDA

enhanced for the multicast situation� While for the case of only one or four receivers the
RTP �ow achieves more than ��� kb�s on the average for larger numbers of receivers the
average bandwidth share gets reduced below ��� kb�s�

Receivers � � �� ���
Bandwidth �kb�s� ��� ��� ��� ���

Table ���� Bandwidth share of the RTP �ow for di�erent multicast groups with LDA

The multicast enhancement of LDA we presented here su�ers from di�erent problems�
In addition to the fact that the amount of state information the sender needs to maintain
increases linearly with the number of receivers
 with such an approach a �race to the
bottom� can occur� While we have used homogeneous receivers in the presented simulation
for the case of heterogeneous receivers one poorly connected receiver would determine the
quality for the much larger number of well�connected receivers�

The actual cause for the reduction in the transmission rate of the LDA sender when
increasing the number of receivers relates to the RTCP interval calculation and scaling
algorithm� The RTCP messages are usually sent in intervals of �TRTCP���	���� seconds
with TRTCP as the period between two successive RTCP messages sent by some receiver
and is set minimally to  seconds� The receivers determine the loss as the average value
over the entire period between sending two RTCP reports� Thus taking an adaptation
interval of  seconds might not su�ce to collect all the feedback messages from all receivers�
This would then cause the sender to react to reports about the same losses di�erent times
in a row� As an example
 consider the case described in Fig� ���� Between the �rst two
adaptation points we measure a loss rate of ��� over a time period of � seconds� Assume

that the RTCP intervals of two members are �� seconds long and are overlapping with
one receiver�s RTCP message arriving before the second adaptation point and the RTCP
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report of the other member arriving only before the third adaptation point� As the
loss is averaged over the entire �� seconds the �rst member would report a loss of ���
Thereupon
 the sender would decrease its transmission rate� However
 the second member
will still report a loss of �� even though no losses can be measured anymore�

Loss

Adaptation Points

0% 10% 0%

RTCP 1

RTCP   2

Time 0 5 10

Figure ���� Time�line of adaptation points and RTCP report intervals

Increasing the adaptation interval might reduce the e�ects of this problem� However

as TRTCP is increased with increasing numbers of receivers
 the adaptation interval needs
to be increased as well� Increasing the adaptation interval beyond a few seconds would
reduce the �exibility of the adaptation interval and its e�ectiveness in reacting to network
congestion�

The problem described here is relevant to most sender�based adaptation schemes for
multicast communication that reduce the transmission rate of the sender whenever a loss
indication is received and is another form of the loss multiplicity problem �LMP� �����
LMP indicates that a sender reduces its transmission rate several times possibly down to
zero as a result of independent loss indications from di�erent receivers�

	�� Multicast Enhanced Loss�Delay Based Adapta�

tion Framework

To avoid having to collect state information about all receivers at the sender and avoid
the loss multiplicity problem we describe in this section a general TCP�friendly congestion
control approach for handling the case of heterogeneous multicast groups called multicast
enhanced loss�delay based adaptation framework �MLDA�� With MLDA the receivers
collect information about the losses
 delays and bottleneck bandwidths on the paths con�
necting them to the sender and determine a bandwidth share that would be utilized by
a competing TCP connection traversing the same path under the same loss and delay
conditions� To satisfy the needs and capabilities of heterogeneous receivers
 MLDA in�
corporates the concept of layered data transmission in its architecture� Adaptive schemes
using layered data transmission usually assume statically set layer sizes� However
 to bet�
ter accommodate the actual heterogeneity of the receivers
 MLDA senders periodically
collect information about the determined bandwidth shares at the receivers
 adjust the
sizes of the transmitted layers based on these information and inform the receivers about
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the sizes and addresses of the di�erent layers� The receivers can then determine the num�
ber of layers to join based on the information announced by the sender and their own
estimation of the TCP�friendly rate they could be using�

MLDA is a hybrid sender and receiver�based adaptation scheme that combines on the
one hand various well known concepts for multicast congestion control such as receiver�
based rate calculation presented by Handley et al� ���� and layered transmission �����
into a uni�ed congestion control architecture� On the other hand
 MLDA provides novel
solutions for round trip delay measurements
 scalable feedback collection
 dynamic layer�
ing ����� and a general framework for the cooperation between the sender and the receivers
that enables a seamless integration of these di�erent concepts�

To allow for scalable feedback and yet provide the sender with enough information
about the actual heterogeneity of the receivers we introduce a novel feedback approach
called �partial suppression� that allows the exchange of control messages in a timely
manner and to suppress the transmission of receiver information of similar content� Addi�
tionally
 to get an estimation of the round trip delay between the sender and the receivers
we propose a scalable measurement approach based on a combination of one�way delay es�
timation using timestamps of non�synchronized hosts connected by possibly asymmetrical
links and end�to�end measurements of the delay�

The basic message exchange of MLDA is as follows�

�� The sender periodically transmits reports containing information about the sent
layers�

�� After receiving a sender report each receiver �j � j � �� �� � � � � n� measures the loss
and delay of the incoming data for a period of time and determines a TCP�friendly
bandwidth share �rj� the sender could utilize on the path connecting the sender and
the receiver�

�� Based on the calculated share and the rates of the layers as reported in the sender
reports the receivers decide to join a higher layer
 stay at or leave the current one�

�� Further
 the receivers schedule the transmission of reports indicating their calculated
bandwidth share after a random period of Twait� If a report form another receiver
with rate indication similar to rj was seen before Twait expires the receiver suppresses
the transmission of its report�

� Based on the receiver reports
 the sender adjusts the sizes of the di�erent layers�

In Sec� ����� and Sec� ����� the behavior of the sender and receivers is described�
Sec� ����� presents di�erent mechanisms for estimating the loss
 delay and capacity char�
acteristics of Internet links� Note
 that while the sender and receiver behavior description
constitutes an integral part of the MLDA framework
 the algorithms for estimating the
network characteristics and the TCP�friendly bandwidth share are more generic in na�
ture and can be easily replaced by other algorithms without altering the functionality of
MLDA�
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	���� Sender Behavior

WithMLDA the sender is responsible for adjusting its transmission behavior in accordance
with the bandwidth available for the multicast session as estimated and reported by
the receivers� The sender periodically polls feedback information from the receivers by
generating sender reports at intervals of �Tcontrol�p�� p is a uniformly distributed random
variable that assures that the reports from senders that start at the same time do not get
synchronized� The sender includes in its reports information about the number of layers
�y� it is transmitting
 the rate �RLk � k � �� �� � � � � y� of each layer �Lk� and the address
on which each layer can be received at�

The receiver reports indicate the TCP�friendly bandwidth share estimated by the
receivers to be available on the paths connecting the sender to them� The collected
reports in between the sending of two sender reports are then used to adapt the sizes of
the transmitted layers before sending the next sender report� To allow for fast reactions to
changes in the network conditions the sender reduces the rate of the base layer whenever
it receives a feedback message indicating a rate request lower than that used for the base
layer�

������� Data Layering

Ideally
 the sender would partition its data stream into a number of layers that satis�es the
needs of all receivers� In a communication scenario with n receivers reporting transmission
rates of �r�� � � � � rn � ri�� � ri � ri	�� the sender would then need to partition its data
stream into sub�streams of �r� � r�� r� � r�� � � � � rn � rn���� Each receiver determining
rj as its available bandwidth share would then join x layers with �rj �

Px
i�RLi� for

�RL� � r� andRLi � ri � ri����

However
 using a large number of layers might result in drift problems ����
 increased
delays due to the need to synchronize the di�erent layers and higher complexity at the
receivers� Therefore
 as an approximation usually only a few layers are used�

An example for an approach for determining the appropriate number and sizes of the
layers would be to use data mining and clustering techniques ��� that allow the sender to
summarize the receiver reports into a smaller set of representative values�

Note
 that any approach for dividing the data in di�erent layers could be used instead�
The layers could be chosen based on the coding used or the number of receivers requesting
a certain rate if such information is available ���� The only precondition for using such
a dynamic layering approach is the availability of coders that can dynamically shape the
number and sizes of layers ������

When dividing data into layers
 each layer should use its own ranges of sequence
numbers� That is
 while packets belonging to the same layer should have consecutive
sequence numbers to allow the receivers to determine the loss rates of each layer
 this is
not needed among packets belonging to di�erent layers� However
 the receivers still need
some means for resynchronizing the di�erent layers into one data stream�
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	���� Receiver Behavior

Within the MLDA architecture
 the receivers measure the characteristics of the paths
connecting the sender to them
 estimate the TCP�friendly bandwidth share they could
consume
 join the appropriate number of layers in accordance with their estimated band�
width share and inform the sender about their estimated shares� In this section
 the
rules governing the join and leave actions of MLDA receivers are presented� Proposals for
solving the issues of bandwidth estimation
 path measurements and scalable feedback are
presented in the next sections�

The join and leave actions of the receivers are triggered by the sender reports which
are generated periodically in intervals of Tcontrol by the sender�

After receiving a sender report the receivers measure the losses of the incoming data
stream for a period of �To � x� with To as the minimum measurement time needed to
obtain usable loss information� x indicates the number of layers the receiver is already
tuned to� After the measurement period each receiver �j� calculates the rate �rj� that
would be appropriate to use on the link connecting the sender to him�

With RLk as the transmission rate on layer Lk the receiver can now take one of the
following actions�

� rj � Px	�
k�RLk � The determined TCP�friendly rate is higher than the rate of the

incoming data stream in addition to the rate of the next higher layer� The receiver
joins the next higher layer and starts an observation time of To to measure the loss
values of the now increased incoming stream� After the measurement period a new
transmission rate is determined and the receiver can again join a higher layer
 leave
the just joined layer or stay at the higher layer�

� rj �
Px

k�RLk � In this case
 the rate of the incoming data stream is higher than the
theoretically TCP�friendly share determined by some adaptation algorithm� The re�
ceiver must
 thus
 leave the highest layers it is currently receiving until the inequality
�rj � Px

k�RLk� is satis�ed�

� Px
k�RLk � rj �

Px	�
k�RLk � The receiver stays at the current level�

Finally
 the receiver schedules the transmission of a report carrying the value of rj�
The time passing between issuing a join request for a multicast layer and receiving the

data for that layer is usually only the time needed for extending the multicast distribution
tree towards the receiver� Hence
 joining a multicast session can be thought of as increasing
the bandwidth consumed by the receiver instantaneously through the addition of a new
layer� However
 leaving a session results in a reduction in the rate as measured at a
receiver only after a period of time� This stems from the way multicast routing entries
are deleted at the routers� After receiving a leave request
 the network routers that
forward the multicast data to the receiver that has issued the leave request need to make
sure that the session is no longer requested by any other receiver
 which in general means
waiting a while before stopping forwarding the data on the links towards that receiver�

MLDA receivers directly determine the number of layers they can listen to� Hence

there is no need for observing the network situation after dropping a layer and taking the
leave latency into account� Note also
 that losses caused by a failed join operation by a
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receiver do not have any e�ects on the loss estimation of other receivers� That is
 if some
receivers are listening to x layers and share a part of the multicast tree they would have
an observation period of �To � x�� Only after the period of �To � x� would the receivers
be allowed to join a higher layer� In case one of the receivers tried to join the next higher
layer �x � �� and failed
 the losses caused by the failed operation would not be included
in the loss estimations of the other receivers who would have already completed their
observation period�

	���� Scalable Feedback

In order to take the heterogeneity of the network and receivers into account in its adap�
tation decision the sender needs to collect feedback information representing all receivers�

Therefore
 we propose a mechanism we call partial suppression with which all pos�
sible rates a receiver can calculate are divided into S intervals� That is
 if the possible
rates a receiver could calculate might vary between Rmin and Rmax we divide this range
into subintervals �Rmin� R��� �R�� R��� � � � � �RS��� Rmax� with Rmin and Rmax as pre�de�ned
constants� After �nishing the observation period each receiver �j� calculates a theoret�
ically TCP�friendly rate �rj� and determines in which subinterval this rate is found in�
The receiver schedules now the transmission of the receiver report after some time period
�Twait�� If a report form another receiver indicating a rate in the same subinterval was
seen during this period the receiver suppresses the transmission of its own report�

For realizing e�cient suppression
 Nonnenmacher et al� ����� suggest using a truncated
exponentially distributed timer in the interval ��� Trand� with the density of

Twait �

��
�

�
exp���

� �
Trand

exp
�

Trand
z

� � z � Trand

� otherwise
�����

For �� � ��� and �Trand � c� with c as the delay between two receivers ����� shows
analytically that for ����� receivers less then �� feedback messages are generated for each
event the receivers are reporting on�

For dividing the possible rates into S subintervals we suggest using the following
equation�

R� � Rmin � �� � �� �����

Rs � Rs�� � �� � �� �����

with � as the di�erence in percentage between two subsequent subintervals and �s �
�� �� � � � � S��

The total number of subintervals �S� can then be determined as follows�

Rmax � Rmin � �� � ��S �����

For a possible rate range from � kb�s to ��� Mb�s
 �� � ���� and the additional restriction
that the di�erence between two subsequent subintervals should at least be  kb�s the
number of subintervals is ��� For the case of partial suppression we would then expect
around �S � ��� receiver reports as a reaction to each sender report� Thus
 if for each
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subinterval �Rs� Rs	�� there were a few thousand receivers that determine a rate �r � Rs �
r � Rs	�� we would theoretically have around ��� feedback messages every Tcontrol for
�� � ��� and �Trand � c��

Finally
 while the sender reports are important for all receivers
 the receiver reports
are only of meaning to the sender and receivers of similar capacities
 i�e�
 receivers that
determine similar theoretical rates� Hence
 the sender reports are sent on the base layer
only� The receivers
 however
 should send their reports only on the highest layer they are
currently listening to� This avoids overloading receivers listening to the lower layers with
the reports of the receivers listening also to higher layers�

	���� Receiver�Based Measurement of Path Characteristics

From Eqn� ��� we can see that for determining a TCP�friendly bandwidth share we need
to take losses as well as delays on the links between the sender and the receivers into
account� Additionally
 the receiver should never ask for a bandwidth share higher than
the bottleneck rate
 i�e�
 the capacity of the smallest router
 on the path connecting the
sender to the receiver�

In this part of the work
 we present how the loss can be determined for the case of
layered transmission as well as a novel approach for measuring the round trip delay�

������� Loss Estimation

By requesting that data packets carry sequence numbers the loss of packets can be rec�
ognized at the receivers by gaps in those numbers� Hence
 the receivers can estimate the
loss as the percentage of lost data packets to the number of packets sent by the sender
during an observation period� The number of sent packets can be approximated as the
di�erence of the highest and lowest sequence numbers seen during the observation period�

To estimate an overall loss value �l� over all received layers the receiver measures the
losses over each layer� For the case of listening to x layers l is determined as follows�

l �
lL� � RL� � � � �� lLx � RLxPx

k�RLk

����

with lLk as the loss measured over layer k and RLk as the rate of layer k as indicated in
the latest sender report�

������� Bottleneck Bandwidth Measurement

To estimate the maximum possible bandwidth share a �ow can utilize one can refer to
the packet�pair approach as was described in Sec� ������

������� Round Trip Delay Estimation

The simplest approach for estimating the round trip delay between two systems is by
sending a request message from one system to the other and having the other system
acknowledging the request right away� The round trip delay can then be estimated as
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the time di�erence between sending the request and receiving the acknowledgment for
it� While this end�to�end approach works �ne for unicast communication
 it does not
scale for the case of multicast communication� For the case of multicast with a large
number of receivers
 having each receiver sending a request would overload the sender
and the acknowledgments would also increase the load in the network� We therefore
present in this section a novel approach that combines end�to�end measurements with
one�way measurements�

With this approach the sender transmits in periods of Tcontrol control messages contain�
ing timestamps �Tsender� indicating when these messages were sent� To avoid overloading
the network and the sender with receiver control messages
 the receivers might use sup�
pression or some other approach for reducing the number of control messages� Hence

each receiver sends on the average a control message every �T� � Tcontrol � T� �� The
combination of receiver control messages and sender messages can then be used by the
receivers to accurately estimate the round trip delay� In addition to this end�to�end mea�
surement approach the receivers can update their estimation of the round trip delay �	�
every Tcontrol using the sender�s timestamps �Tsender�� With this one�way measurement
approach the receivers estimate the round trip delay to the sender as twice the di�erence
between the timestamp of an incoming sender report �Tsender� and the time the report
arrived at the receiver as indicated by the receiver�s local clock �Treceiver��

	

�
� Treceiver � Tsender �����

A smoothed round trip delay �tRTT� can then be estimated similar to the approach used
with TCP �����

tRTT � tRTT � ����� �	 � tRTT� �����

However
 for this one�way measurement approach to deliver accurate delay estimations
some kind of synchronization of the clocks among the receivers and the sender is required�
Additionally
 Paxon ����� shows through extensive measurements in the Internet
 that the
delay between two points might di�er greatly in both directions� Thus
 Eqn���� should
be reformulated as

	

�
� � � Treceiver � Tsender � � �����

with � as the di�erence between �
�
and the actual one�way delay between the sender and

the receiver and is in the range of �� �
�
� � � �

�
�� � is the o�set between the clocks of the

sender and the receiver due to their asynchronous behavior�
For the end�to�end measurements the receivers include in their control messages times�

tamps � �Treceiver� indicating when those messages were sent and the sender includes in its
reports its timestamp �Tsender�� Additionally
 the sender reports include for each seen re�
ceiver message an entry indicating the identity of the reporting receiver
 the time passed
in between receiving the report and sending the sender report �TDLSR� as well as the times�
tamp included in the receiver report � �Treceiver�� The receivers indicated in the receiver list
of the sender message can get an accurate value of 	 and an estimation � �  � � � �� of
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the link asymmetry and of the o�set between the clocks�  can then be determined from
the following equations�

	 � Treceiver � �Treceiver � TDLSR �����

 � Treceiver � Tsender � 	

�
������

 is then updated with each end�to�end measurement� In between two end�to�end mea�
surements
 the receiver updates its estimation of 	 using  and the timestamps of the
periodically arriving sender reports as in Eqn� ����

����
����
����

�
���
���
���
���
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Figure ���� Delay measurement with MLDA

We have tested the accuracy of this delay measurement approach by running several
measurements between Berlin and Berkeley� The results depicted in Fig� ������� show
the estimated smoothed round trip delay �tRTT� when using an end�to�end round trip
delay measurement every one second �T� � �� and for the case of running an end�to�end
measurement every �� seconds �T� � ��� and updating tRTT using one�way measurements
every  seconds �Tcontrol � �� The initial round trip delay was set to �� seconds� In
general using our estimation mechanism resulted in values very close to those determined
by running an end�to�end measurement every second� However
 in Fig� ������� we could
identify three sources of problems�

�� As the system clocks of the di�erent hosts run at di�erent speeds
 a skew in the
one�way delay measurement exists that leads to an error in the calculation�

�� Due to some irregularities in the network or the end systems the end�to�end mea�
surement might be wrong which would lead to wrong estimates of  followed by
wrong estimates of tRTT� For example
 the measurement done at time ��� seconds
resulted in a high round trip delay� As this value was used for updating  this lead
to negative one�way delay estimations and negative values of tRTT�

�� Due to their inaccuracy
 system clocks of computers are usually adjusted using a
more accurate clock that is otherwise not directly accessible by the user�� This

�This adjustment occurs on the tested Solaris systems� when the system clock di�ers by more than

 second from the more accurate clock�
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resulted in large jumps in the order of one second in the measured one�way delay
and in false 	 values� This e�ect can be seen in the sudden increase in tRTT at the
���th� second�

To �lter out such irregularities we used the following approach�

� End	to	end measurement� For the case that an end�to�end measurement resulted
in a 	 with

j	 � tRTTj � tRTT � � ������

then we save the value of the last calculated  to old and 	 to 	old and determine a
new  as in Eqn� �����

If using the newly calculated  with the next N one�way delay measurements delivers
estimations of 	 that are in the range of �	old � �� 	 ��� then the newly calculated
value of  is used until the next end�to�end measurement� Otherwise
 the receiver
uses old until the next measurement after which a new  is determined�

� One	way measurement� For each one�way measurement a value � is calculated
as

� � Treceiver � Tsender ������

For the case that the determined 	 after a one�way delay measurement ful�lls the
following inequality

j	 � tRTTj � tRTT � � ������

we save the newly determined 	 to 	tmp and determine a value � as the di�erence
between the value of � calculated during the last one�way delay measurement that
did not ful�ll Eqn� ���� and the � determined for the �rst measurement that ful�lled
Eqn� �����

If the next N one�way delay measurements deliver estimations of 	 in the range
of �	tmp � �� 	 ��� then  is increased by � otherwise the measurement that has
delivered 	tmp is assumed to be wrong and is ignored�

Applying these �ltering rules to the measurement results in Fig� ������� with N set
to �
 � set to �� and � set to �� leads to a smoothed round trip estimation with an error
of maximally ��� from the one achieved with an end�to�end measurement every second�

Finally
 note that the skew of the clocks plays a minor role here as its e�ects are o�set
by the end�to�end measurements� However
 when increasing the interval between two
end�to�end measurements
 i�e�
 using larger values of T� 
 an approach for estimating the
skew such as in ����� should additionally be used�

Having each receiver sending a report every T� would result in scalability problems
even for the case of large values of T� on the order of a few minutes� On the other hand

using a suppression mechanism might cause some receivers to never send a report and
thus not be able to do an end�to�end measurement� Therefore we extend the scheme with
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the notion of local representatives� That is
 receivers that send a report and make an
end�to�end measurement announce to their neighboring receivers the determined � This
is done by sending a special packet to the basic multicast layer with the time to live set
to a small value to ensure that the packet will only reach geographically close members
of the session� While we can assume that all neighboring receivers su�er from the same
asymmetry to the sender
 their clock o�sets from the sender still di�er� Thus
 in the
announced  only the � term is valid for the neighboring receivers� To get an estimation
of the synchronization term ��� of each receiver to the sender
 the receivers start an end�to�
end measurement of the round trip delay and a local  �local� to the announcing receiver�
This is done similarly to the end�to�end measurement to the sender and calculation in
Eqn� ���� but with the announcing receiver taking the role of the sender� Adding local to
the  announced by that receiver all receivers get a valid estimation of their own  with
the sender�

	���
 Synchronous Join and Leave Actions

For the case of multicast
 a data stream traverses a network node as long as at least one
receiver behind this node is listening to this layer� Thus
 the action of leaving a layer
results in an overall rate reduction at this node only if all receivers behind this node leave
this layer as well� Additionally
 if two receivers joined di�erent layers at the same time

the receiver joining the lower layer might observe losses that were not caused by the rate
increase due to his join action but by the other receiver joining a higher layer�

To coordinate the actions of the di�erent receivers we use the end of the observation
periods as implicit synchronization points� That is
 receivers can try to join the �rst en�
hancement layer after the end of the observation period of the basic layer �To��� Receivers
listening also to the �rst enhancement layer can join the second one or leave the �rst
enhancement layer at the end of the observation period for the �rst enhancement layer

i�e�
 �To� � To�� after receiving the sender report�

Using synchronization points in itself is not novel� Vicisano et al� ����� already use this
approach based on specially �agged packets� Note
 however
 that due to the heterogeneity
of the network the sender reports �or the specially �agged packets� arrive at the receivers
at di�erent time points depending on the delay between the sender and the receiver� To
reduce the e�ects of this delay variation we extend the observation period for the basic

layer by �Tsync �
�max�tRTTi

�
� with 	max as the maximum seen round trip delay between

the sender and the receivers in the multicast session and tRTTi as the estimated round
trip delay at receiver i� For estimating 	max the receivers include their estimation of the
round trip delay �tRTTi� to the sender in the receiver reports� The sender determines
then based on the receiver reports the maximum round trip delay �	max� and includes this
value in its reports� Note that as not all receivers send reports
 the 	max estimation at the
sender might not be completely correct� Additionally
 as the tRTTi of the receivers are only
estimations and the round trip delay tends to vary on short time scales this approach does
not guarantee a perfect synchronization among the receivers but still manages to improve
it compared to simply relying on the sender indications�
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	���	 Reliability Issues

The dependency on the sender reports for initiating the adaptation actions of the receivers
might lead to a deadlock situation� During overload periods the sender reports might get
lost� However
 without these reports the receivers do not start the observation periods
and then leave the higher layers in case of losses� Hence
 in this case the congestion
situation prevails and more sender reports might get lost� To avoid this situation
 the
receivers schedule a new observation period after a timeout of �� � Tcontrol � � � �� with
Tcontrol as the time period between sending two reports at the sender� Thus
 if the sender
report was lost
 the receiver would start an observation period maximally �Tcontrol � ��
seconds after receiving the last sender report� After the observation period
 the receiver
can join or leave a layer and schedule a receiver report as was described above� In case a
sender report was received before the timeout expires the scheduled actions are canceled
and new ones are scheduled�

	���� Parameter Settings

In the description of MLDA we have used several parameters that control the temporal
behavior of the algorithm� The sender transmits a report every �Tcontrol�p�
 the receivers
measure the behavior of a layer for To and schedule the transmission of a report in a
period of ��� Trand��

Further
 we need to consider observation periods for di�erent layers and accommodate
possible delays in the leave actions� We therefore set Tcontrol to �� seconds and p arbitrarily
to �� seconds� To allow for a good degree of suppression we set Trand to �� seconds which
is  times a typical half of the round trip delay between Europe and the States as measured
between Berlin and Berkeley� Finally
 note that for taking the adaptation decision based
on the rates determined by all receivers
 the receiver reports triggered by a sender report
need to arrive at the sender before sending the next report� Therefore
 the time left for
the observation periods for all layers �Toall� can be determined as�

Toall � Tcontrol � p� Trand � Treturn � Tsync ������

with Treturn as the time it takes the receiver reports to arrive at the sender and should be
set at least to half the maximum round trip delay� With Treturn and Tsync set arbitrarily to
�� seconds Toall has a value of � seconds� After several simulations we decided to use an
observation period of at least �� seconds as using smaller values resulted in inaccurate loss
values and a highly oscillative adaptation behavior� This means that the scheme supports
only up to around  layers� While this naturally presents a limitation
 using a larger
number of layers would
 however
 increase the complexity of the receivers as they need to
resynchronize the data from di�erent layers� As the di�erent layers might actually take
di�erent routes to the receiver
 they might su�er from di�erent delays� To reconstruct a
data segment consisting of data packets sent over di�erent layers the receiver would need
to wait until all the di�erent parts are received� This incurs additional delay and thus
might reduce the overall perceived quality�
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	�� Integration of RTP and MLDA

To allow for the cooperation of the sender and receivers in the MLDA framework di�erent
control information need to be exchanged� The sender periodically transmits a report with
a description of the transmitted layers and some timing information� The receivers need
also to send feedback information to the sender with timing and bandwidth information�
The data packets themselves need to have sequence numbers in order for the receivers to
detect losses as well some information that allow the receivers to resynchronize data of
di�erent layers into one data �ow�

A protocol that already supports a large part of those requirements is the real time
transport protocol �RTP� ���� widely used for multimedia communication in the Internet
for carrying control information between the senders and receivers� RTP ���� de�nes a
data and a control part� For the data part RTP speci�es an additional header to be added
to the data stream to identify the sender and type of data� With the control part �RTCP�

each member of a multicast session periodically sends control reports to all other members
containing information about sent and received data� Additionally
 the end systems might
include in their reports an application speci�c part �APP� intended for experimental use�
For more details see Sec� ��������

RTP already includes sequence numbers in the data packet headers allowing the re�
ceivers to detect losses� Additionally
 RTP includes timestamps in the data packets that
enable the receivers to reestablish a timely sequence of the received data from di�erent
layers and hence to resynchronize di�erent layers into one data stream�

However
 to accommodate the di�erent needs of MLDA some further additions are
required for the integration of MLDA and RTP�

Time measurements� For the time measurements
 the session members already include
in the RTCP reports timestamps indicating the report generation time� Addition�
ally
 each receiver indicates in its reports the timestamps of all sender reports seen
since sending the last report
 the identities of the senders and the time passed
between receiving those reports and sending the receiver report� This allows the
senders to estimate their round trip delay to the receivers�

For the case of MLDA the receivers need to estimate their round trip delay to the
sender as well� Hence
 in this case
 the senders need to include in their reports
the timestamps of the received receiver reports since sending the last sender report

the identities of the reporting receivers and the time passed between receiving each
report and generating the sender report�

Bottleneck measurement� As already described in Sec� �����
 in order to estimate
the bottleneck bandwidth the sender needs to transmit a row of back�to�back data
packets� To inform the receivers which data packets should be considered as probe
packets
 the RTCP sender can add to its reports an application de�ned part �APP�
including the source sequence number
 the sequence number �SEQ� of a data packet
that will start a stream of probe packets and the number �n� of probe packets that
will be sent� Then
 n data packets starting with the packet numbered SEQ are sent
at the access speed of the end system� The receiver can then use the time gaps
between those packets for estimating the bottleneck�
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Control information� The MLDA sender needs to inform the receivers about the sizes

addresses and number of transmitted layers as well as the maximum seen round
trip delay� This information can be included in the sender RTCP reports as an
application speci�c part� To allow the sender to dynamically change the adaptation
parameters the timing information such as To and Trand should be included in the
sender reports as well� Similarly
 the receivers can include in their RTCP reports
their estimated bandwidth shares as application speci�c parts�

Control periods� As already mentioned in Sec� ��� the sender transmits its reports in
�xed periods� After receiving a sender report each receiver schedules a feedback
report and uses the partial suppression approach for reducing the total number of
reports�

The RTCP tra�c is
 however
 scaled with the data tra�c so that it makes up
a certain percentage of the data rate �usually �� with a minimum interval of 
seconds between sending two RTCP messages� For large sessions this might result
in very scarce reports not enough for achieving e�cient adjustment of the sender
behavior� Hence
 this part of the RTCP speci�cation needs to be adjusted to allow
for a more scalable and timely �ow of feedback information from the receivers to
the sender�

If some receivers of the multicast data do not support MLDA
 the APP parts can be
ignored� These receivers can still join the multicast session and receive the data of the
basic layer� A receiver driven adaptation scheme such as ����� can be used to join higher
layers�

	�� Performance Investigation of MLDA

In this part of the work
 we study the behavior of MLDA using simulations� Here
 we
mainly concentrate on the TCP�friendliness of MLDA and its ability to accommodate the
needs of heterogeneous receivers�

	���� Simulation Model of MLDA

For the rate estimation part of MLDA we used in this study the loss�delay adaptation
algorithm �LDA� ����� as described in Sec� ���� However
 in contrast to the approach
presented in Sec� ��� where the sender calculated the bandwidth share of the �ow based
on the loss and delay information from the receiver
 here the receivers determined the
TCP�friendly rate by themselves and informed the sender about this value�

For dividing the data into K layers we referred here to a simple approach� The sender
determined the minimum �rmin� and maximum �rmax� reported rates and set the rate for

the basic layer to rmin� The enhancement layers were then set to �

��rmax��rmin

K��
�� �� � � �

�� was used as a dampening factor that reduced the e�ects of a possible overestimation
of the available resources by the receivers� To avoid establishing layers with a negligible
content
 the minimum size of a layer was set to �� kb�s� In the simulations presented
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here
 we set � to ��� and K to �� Note that while the chosen layering approach might have
some impact on the fairness and stability of MLDA
 the actual performance of MLDA
does not depend on using a particular layering scheme�

The exchange of signaling information was realized in the simulation model using a
model of RTP with the extensions described in Sec� ���� As a simpli�cation
 an accurate
estimation of the bottleneck bandwidth was available at the receivers right after the start
of the simulation� We additionally assumed that the clocks of the sender and receivers
were synchronized and that the round trip delay was measured accurately� This allowed us
to better investigate the aspects of TCP�friendliness and stability of the scheme without
having to consider possible side e�ects of measurement errors�

Finally
 we assumed that the time passing between sending a leave request and this
leave action actually taking e�ect to be constant and was set to one second�

	���� Performance of MLDA in Heterogeneous Multicast Envi�
ronments

To test the performance of MLDA in heterogeneous multicast environments we used
the topology depicted in Fig� �� with a multicast session consisting of a sender and
� receivers connected to the sender over routers with di�erent capacities� Each router was
shared between an MLDA stream and m TCP connections that had the same end�to�end
propagation delay as that of the MLDA sender�receiver pair� The TCP connections were
modeled as FTP �ows that always had data to send and lasted for the entire simulation
time� A TCP�Reno ����� model was used for simulating the congestion control behavior
of TCP� The sender transmitted packets of � kbytes and each router was a random early
drop �RED� �� router� Here we used a maximum queuing delay of ��� seconds and set
the maximum and minimum thresholds to ��� and ��� of the maximum bu�er size� The
router R� worked only as a distributer of data and incurred no losses or delays to the
data� In our simulations
 we set the round trip propagation delay between the sender and
the receivers to ��� msec�
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Fig� ��� shows the distribution of bandwidth among the di�erent layers for the case
when each router is shared between an MLDA �ow and a TCP connection� We can
observe that the rate of the basic layer
 see Fig� ����a�
 is adjusted in accordance with the
capacity of receiver n��
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Figure ���� Bandwidth distribution of the layers

Fig� ��� displays the bandwidth distribution between the competing MLDA and TCP
�ows at the di�erent routers�

For the case of di�erent numbers of competing TCP connections �m� Tab� ��� indicates
that the ratio of the average bandwidth share of the MLDA receivers to the average
bandwidth share of the competing TCP connections at each router �Fn� varies around one�
Both the results in Fig� ��� and Tab� ��� indicate that MLDA is in general fair towards the
competing TCP connections and manages to satisfy the capabilities of the heterogeneous
receivers� While the bandwidth shares of the receivers with the lower bandwidth �n� and
n�� is restricted by the adaptation scheme
 receivers that have a TCP�friendly bandwidth
share that is larger than the sum of the �rst x layers but below the sum of the x�� layers
will oscillate between layer x and x� �� Depending on the chosen layering approach and
number of layers this might result in temporary unfair bandwidth distribution� Improved
fairness and smaller oscillations can only be reached using a larger number of layers ����
which
 however
 increases the complexity of the scheme as the end systems need to manage
and resynchronize a larger number of layers�

Flows �m� F� F� F� F� F� F�

 ���� ���� 
��� 
��� 
� ���
� ��� ���� ��� 
��� ���� 
���

Table ���� Ratio of average bandwidth share of the MLDA �ow to the average share of
competing TCP connections
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Figure ���� Bandwidth distribution between TCP and MLDA at the di�erent routers

	���� Performance of MLDA in Dynamical Environments

In this section
 we investigated the behavior of MLDA in a dynamical receiver setting
 i�e�

a setting with the receivers joining and leaving the multicast session during the simulation
time�

For this purpose
 we used the simulation topology of Fig� �� but with receiver �n��
joining the multicast session at time ��� seconds and leaving it at time ��� seconds� Each
router was shared between the MLDA �ow and uncorrelated background tra�c which
consumed maximally half of the router�s capacity� The background tra�c was modeled
as the aggregate of ��� on�o� processes with the on period lasting for the time needed to
carry a number of packets drawn from a Pareto distribution with the factor of ��� and a
mean of �� packets at a rate of � R

���
� with R as the rate of the router traversed by this

tra�c� The o� periods lasted for a time drawn from a Pareto distribution with a factor
of ��� and a mean of �� seconds ������

As Fig� ��� depicts
 during the �rst ��� seconds the bandwidth share of the lowest
layer is increased up to around ��� Mb�s which is the bandwidth share of receiver n�
constituting the worst receiver in this case� After receiver n� joins the session the size
of the base layer is reduced down to the appropriate level of the new worst receiver

i�e�
 ��� kb�s� The sizes of the upper layers is increased to compensate the reduction in
the base layer� Thus the receivers listening to the higher layers are not a�ected by the
reduction in the base layer� The share of receiver �n�� as depicted in Fig� ����f� is not
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Figure ���� Bandwidth distribution of the layers

changed due to the join and leave actions and is comparable to the results achieved in
Sec� �����
 see Fig� ����f�� After receiver n� leaves the session at ��� seconds the size of the
base layer is increased again and
 hence
 improving the bandwidth share of the receivers
listening only to the lower layer�

	���� Performance of MLDA in Multicast Environments with
Shared Links

In the previous sections
 see Sec� ����� and Sec� �����
 we only considered multicast dis�
tribution trees without any shared links among the receivers� This was bene�cial for
investigating the TCP�friendliness of MLDA and its ability to accommodate heteroge�
neous receivers without having to consider the e�ects of interactions between di�erent
receivers
 traversing multiple routers and di�erent round trip delays among the receivers�

Fig� ���� depicts another con�guration of a multicast tree that is shared among di�er�
ent receivers with each link of the tree having a di�erent capacity� Similar to Fig� ��
 RED
routers are used� Each router is shared between the MLDA �ow and the uncorrelated
background tra�c which consumes maximally half of the router�s capacity�

The bandwidth distribution among the layers
 see Fig� ����
 accommodates in this case
the capacities of the receivers such that receiver n� manages to get a bandwidth share
of around ��� kb�s and the receivers connected to the �rst router �R�� get a bandwidth
share of �� kb�s�

Fig� ���� suggests that receivers connected to the same router over links with similar
bandwidth capacities but with di�erent round trip delays receive identical bandwidth
shares and stay synchronized throughout the simulation time� Also
 notice that receiver n�
oscillates between the �rst two layers which might cause losses in the stream forwarded
further towards receiver n�� However
 due to the synchronization mechanisms of MLDA
those losses are ignored at receiver n� which does not include the losses caused of the
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Figure ���� Bandwidth share of MLDA at the di�erent routers

failed join operations of receiver n� into its loss estimations�

	���
 Scalability Performance of MLDA

As the actual rate calculation procedure is done at the receivers
 the sender needs only to
collect the rate values indicated in the receiver reports and use these values for determining
the number and size of layers to use� Thus
 with increasing number of receivers the
amount of data and processing overhead at the sender does not increase considerably� For
the scalability tests we repeated the simulation done in Sec� ��� with an MLDA and a
TCP �ow sharing a bottleneck link
 see Fig� ���� Unlike the results depicted in Fig� ���
the bandwidth share of the MLDA controlled �ow does not change considerably with
changing the number of receivers
 see Tab� ����

Receivers � � �� ���
Bandwidth �kb�s� ��� ��� ��� ���

Table ���� Bandwidth share of the MLDA �ow for multicast groups of di�erent sizes
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	�� Comparison of the Performance of MLDA to Other

Congestion Control Schemes

In this part of the work
 we compare between the performance of MLDA and a row of
recent proposals for TCP�friendly congestion control schemes for multicast communica�
tion� Due to the large number of such proposals we restrict our comparisons to only a few
that combine TCP�friendly adaptation with layered data transmission� For comparing
the schemes
 we picked out some representative test cases as were described in the papers
presenting those algorithms� We re�simulated those cases in our simulation environment
and compared the achieved results using MLDA with the results achieved by the other
schemes as were reported by their authors� This approach reduces possible errors in the
comparisons due to misinterpretations or wrong implementations of the algorithms�
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	�
�� Comparison of MLDA and PLM

The packet�pair receiver�driven layered multicast �PLM� ����� is based on layered trans�
mission and on the use of the packet�pair approach to infer the bandwidth available at
the bottleneck to decide which are the appropriate layers to join� PLM is receiver driven

i�e�
 congestion control is achieved through the join and leave actions of the receivers�
The packet�pair approach is used usually to estimate the bandwidth of the bottleneck
router on the path between the sender and the receiver and not the bandwidth share of
the transmitted �ow� To apply the packet�pair approach for reliably estimating a �ow�s
bandwidth share
 the authors of PLM assume that all routers in the network deploy some
kind of a fair queuing mechanism that allocates each �ow a fair bandwidth share� Only
under this assumption
 which is currently invalid in the Internet
 is it possible to use PLM
for congestion control�

With PLM the sender periodically sends a pair of its data packets as a burst to
infer the bandwidth share of the �ow� The receivers use the gaps between the specially
marked packet�pairs to estimate their bandwidth share� Based on the estimated share
they determine the number of data layers they can receive�

For comparing the TCP�friendliness of PLM and MLDA we used the topology depicted
in Fig� ���� with a bottleneck link shared between two TCP �m � �� connections and an
MLDA �ow �n � ��� The bottleneck link had a bandwidth of ��� kb�s and a delay of
���� seconds� For reducing the e�ects of synchronization and ensuring a fair distribution
of the losses we used a RED router with a maximum bu�ering delay of ��� seconds and
the maximum and minimum thresholds set to ��� and ���� The initial transmission rate
of the MLDA �ow was set to ��� kb�s and the packet size was set to �� bytes� The
�rst TCP connection started at time � seconds and the second one �� seconds later� The
adaptive �ow started at time �� seconds� For PLM
 a packet�pair was sent each second
and each �ow had a queue size of �� packets� Additionally
 the sender transmitted ��
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layers each of �� kb�s� This topology was taken from ����� Fig���� whereas in ����� a
router with fair queuing was used�

The results presented in Fig� ��� describe the bandwidth distribution between the
TCP and MLDA �ows when using PLM and MLDA� Measured over the entire simulation
time
 both approaches achieve similar average bandwidth distributions with the adap�
tive �ow receiving around �� kb�s and the TCP �ows having a share of ��� kb�s each�
However
 looking at the temporal behavior of the �ows in Fig� ��� it can be observed
that with PLM the �ows show hardly any oscillations and have rather constant band�
width shares� With MLDA on the contrary
 the TCP �ows oscillate between � kb�s and
�� kb�s� While the MLDA �ow itself shows a less oscillatory behavior than TCP it still
shows a variance of 	�� of its average bandwidth share� With PLM the receivers always
know their exact bandwidth share and as the number of �ows in the network is constant
the bandwidth shares of the �ows is constant as well� Hence
 this stable behavior of the
�ows with PLM was to be expected�
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Note that PLM not only assumes a fair queuing network but also that the packet�pair
approach always results in correct estimations of the bandwidth share� However
 even in
a fair queuing network
 the packet�pair approach might result in under or overestimation
of the bandwidth share� That is
 due to losses of probe packets
 network congestion
or interference of other tra�c this approach might result in wrong estimations of the
bandwidth� Hence
 the receivers need to deploy mechanisms such as ���
 ���
 ��� to �lter
out wrong estimates� As such e�ects are di�cult to simulate
 the results presented in �����
for PLM are to be considered rather optimistic� Due to the e�ects of losses and tra�c
interference a higher degree of oscillations can be expected in a more realistic environment�

Finally
 For the case of fair queuing networks deploying the packet�pair approach with
MLDA for the bandwidth estimation part would improve the performance of MLDA in
terms of stability and maintain its �exibility in heterogeneous multicast environments�

	�
�� Comparison of MLDA and RLC

Vicisano et al� present in ����� a scheme called receiver�driven layered control �RLC�
for realizing TCP�friendly congestion control� With RLC
 the sender divides its data
into layers and sends them on di�erent multicast sessions� To test the availability of
resources
 the sender periodically generates short bursts of packets followed by an equally
long relaxation period in which no packets are sent� For the duration of the bursts the
consumed bandwidth by the �ow is doubled� Hence
 if the packets of a burst are not
lost then this indicates the availability of resources� After receiving a packet burst
 the
receivers can join a higher layer if the burst was lossless otherwise they remain at their
current subscription level� The receivers might leave a layer at any time if losses were
measured�

In ����� a simulation topology is used similar to Fig� ���� but with the round trip
delay �	� set to ���� seconds and the bottleneck bandwidth �R� set to �� Mb�s� The
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link is shared between � TCP connections and � adaptive �ows and the packet size is
set to ���� bytes� Fig� �����a� suggests that RLC shows a very conservative behavior
under these conditions and the RLC �ows receive only around ��� of the bandwidth
share consumed by the TCP connections� The behavior of MLDA in this case resembles
the behavior of TCP to a greater extent with the MLDA �ows receiving around ��� of
the bandwidth consumed by the TCP connections
 see Fig� �����b��
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In a second test
 we compared the behavior of RLC and MLDA in a multicast tree
with shared links
 see Fig� ����� This topology was similar to that described in Sec� �����
but with di�erent delay and bandwidth parameters� Also in this case
 the routers were
shared between the adaptive �ow and uncorrelated tra�c�
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Figure ����� Testing topology of shared multicast trees

As Fig� ���� describes
 receivers connected to the same bottleneck receive identical
shares and stay synchronized throughout the simulation time with both RLC and MLDA�
However
 with RLC the maximum bandwidth share of the receivers �n�� n�� n�� is restricted
by the static nature of the transmitted layers� That is
 while the background tra�c only
consumes half of the �� Mb�s
 the receivers �n�� n�� n�� can only utilize up to �� kb�s
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instead of �� kb�s� With MLDA the sizes of the layers is shaped in accordance with
the available resources and the receivers �n�� n�� n�� receive on the average a bandwidth
share of around �� kb�s� Hence
 while MLDA introduces a higher complexity due to the
exchange of control messages between the sender and the receivers it is more capable of
accommodating the needs of heterogeneous receivers than RLC�

	�
�� Comparison of MLDA and IRFMC

Jiang et al� ���� present a scheme called inter�receiver fair multicast communication in
which the sender transmits its data in a �xed base layer and a variable enhancement
layer� Based on their measured losses
 the receivers estimate their bandwidth share and
report this to the sender� The transmission rate of the variable layer is then determined
as to increase the satisfaction of most of the receivers�

Receivers determine their appropriate bandwidth share by measuring the losses of the
incoming �ow� In case no losses were observed the receivers increase their estimations
of their bandwidth share by � rcurrent

ltol
� with rcurrent as the current transmission rate of the

session and ltol as the loss that can be tolerated by the receiver� In case of losses
 the
receivers reduce their bandwidth estimation by a reduction factor intended to be similar
to TCP�s rate reduction in face of losses�

To compare the behavior of IRFMC with MLDA we chose a test topology depicted in
Fig� ���� as was described in �����

The TCP connection was modeled as a Tahoe�TCP ����� connection and started at
�� seconds and stopped transmitting data at �� seconds� The routers in the topology
used the drop tail bu�er management and had a bu�er of �� packets� The multicast �ow
started transmitting data with a rate of ��� kb�s�

As Fig� �����b� depicts
 with MLDA the sender starts increasing the transmission
rate of its base layer until it reaches the capacity of router R�� To further utilize the
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resources still available at router R�
 the sender starts increasing the transmission rate of
the enhancement layers� When the TCP connection starts transmitting data
 the sender
reduces the transmission rate of the base layer to allow for fair bandwidth distribution
between the TCP connection and the slow receivers with each of the TCP and MLDA
�ows receiving a bandwidth share of �� kb�s at router R�� Receivers connected to the
faster router get a bandwidth share of around ��� kb�s during the active time of the TCP
connection�

With IRFMC
 the TCP connection achieves an average bandwidth share of ��� kb�s �����
However
 from Fig� �����a� we can see that the TCP connection receives a bandwidth
share of around ��� kb�s in the �rst half of its life time� In the second half its share
is reduced considerably and it only receives a share of the bandwidth when the slower
receivers temporarily leave the higher layer�

	�	 Summary

To accommodate the case of multicast communication in heterogeneous environments a
general congestion control scheme called MLDA was presented in this chapter� With
MLDA the receivers determine the appropriate TCP�friendly bandwidth share on the
path connecting them to the sender and inform the sender abut this value� The sender
uses this information to periodically adjust its transmission rate in accordance with the
network congestion state� To take the requirements and capabilities of heterogeneous
receivers into account MLDA senders use layered data transmission with the size and
number of layers determined dynamically in accordance with the receiver reports� In ad�
dition to the general architecture for regulating the behavior of the receivers and senders

this chapter described an approach for scalable round trip delay measurements as well
as a feedback scheme that avoids the feedback explosion problem on the one hand but
provides the sender with information about the di�erent capacities of the receivers on
the other� To use RTP for exchanging control information between the sender and the
receivers various enhancements to RTP had to be introduced in terms of the transported
control information as well as the method for setting the transmission frequency and pe�
riods of the control messages� This was necessary due to the poor results achieved with
the current speci�cation of RTP in terms of timely and accurate information exchange
between the sender and the receivers for the case of large multicast groups as described
in Sec� ���� Results obtained by simulating MLDA over di�erent test topologies as well
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as by comparing it to a number of other schemes suggest the e�ciency of MLDA in
terms of TCP�friendly bandwidth distribution and accommodating the needs of large and
heterogeneous multicast groups�



Chapter 	

Network�Assisted Congestion

Control

In the previous chapters
 we presented adaptation schemes in which the end systems
measure and estimate the performance of the network and determine the appropriate
bandwidth share to use based on these estimations� However
 such mechanisms can only
deliver estimations of the network load state and not the actual available resources� As
information about the actual availability of network resource is only available at the
network nodes
 we present in this part of the work
 an approach in which the network
nodes inform the end systems about the available resources� With this approach called
adaptive load service �ALS�
 the sender transmits control messages including its desired
transmission rate to use� The intermediate routers adjust this value in accordance with
their available resources and forward the control messages to the next network node
until they reach the receiver� The receiver in its turn transmits the updated information
back to the sender who needs to adjust its transmission behavior in accordance with
the received information� As network routers have more detailed information about the
resource availability
 with ALS we achieve a smoother adaptation behavior and realize
max�min fair bandwidth distribution�

Like MLDA
 ALS can use the RTP�RTCP ���� protocol for carrying the control
information� To accommodate the needs of multicast communication in heterogeneous
environments
 ALS supports layered transmission with the sizes and numbers of layers
determined using the information collected from the network nodes and receivers involved
in the communication� In this case
 ALS provides the receivers with exact information
about the number and sizes of layers to join in order to receive the QoS level that corre�
sponds with the network capacities�

In Sec� ���
 we discuss some of the problems related to end�to�end adaptation� ALS is
then described in Sec� ���� Sec� ��� discusses some of the issues related to using ALS in
the Internet like processing overhead and control protocol� In Sec� ���
 we investigate the
performance of ALS and its behavior under di�erent network topologies�
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�� Motivation

With the loss�delay based adjustment scheme �LDA�
 we presented in chapter � an ap�
proach for adapting the transmission rate of a sender based on the feedback information
from the receiver about the congestion situation in the network� In chapter �
 we presented
a general framework for TCP�friendly congestion control for multicast communication in
heterogeneous environments� With this framework
 called MLDA
 the sender transmits
its data in layers� The size and number of layers is determined by the receivers� esti�
mation of the congestion situation on the paths connecting them to the sender and the
appropriate transmission rates to use on those paths� The congestion avoidance is realized
with MLDA by the join and leave actions of the receivers who change the number of the
layers they want to listen to based on their estimation of the congestion situation in the
network� As the number of layers transmitted towards a receiver determines the amount
of data carried in the network
 joining a new layer increases the load in the network and
leaving a layer usually results in a load reduction�

With end�to�end adaptation schemes
 the end systems
 i�e�
 the sender and the re�
ceivers
 cooperate in collecting information about the network congestion state
 estimat�
ing the available resources and adapting the amount of data entering the network� In
this end�to�end scenario the network plays only a passive role of transporting the data
between the sender and the receivers�

End�to�end approaches have the clear advantage of simplicity� As they require no
changes to the network
 they can be introduced instantaneously and hence be gradually
deployed without having to wait for support from the network providers� However
 with
end�to�end measurements end systems can only get an estimation of the characteristics
of the network
 i�e�
 the bottleneck bandwidth
 delay and losses between the end systems
and not the actual available resources for a �ow� Based on the measured characteristics
the end systems can probe the network in order to estimate the available resources for the
data �ows� That is
 if the measured characteristics indicated an underload state
 the �ow�s
bandwidth share can be increased� However
 as the end systems have no knowledge about
the available resources
 they might increase the �ow�s bandwidth share beyond the actual
available resources and hence cause congestion� On the other hand
 network overload can
only be indicated by data losses or increased delays� That is
 the end systems react to the
overload situation when it is already too late� Also with no knowledge about the actual
available network resources the end systems might reduce their consumed bandwidth to
a level that is still too high for the network and hence still causes losses or to a level that
is too small and thus underutilizes the network�

In addition to the probing problem
 adaptation schemes based on end�to�end mea�
surements and bandwidth share estimations show severe fairness problems in terms of the
max�min fairness de�nition as was presented in Sec� �������� For �ows having the same
requirements and characteristics but traversing a di�erent number of links TCP ��
 ����
and older ABR schemes based on bit marking ����� show severe unfairness towards �ows
traversing a higher number of links� This is due to the beat�down problem ����� that
arises as a result of the increase in the loss probability with each additional traversed
link� Hence
 the �ows traversing a larger number of links face higher loss values than
those going over shorter distances� Hence
 those long distance �ows decrease their send�
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ing rates more often and with higher values than the short distance ones� Until now
 no
viable solution has been proposed for solving this problem in TCP� In the case of ABR

several solutions requiring the network switches to calculate the fair share and sending
this value to the sources were introduced ����
 see App� A�
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Figure ���� Chain topology for testing max�min fairness

To test the e�ects of the beat down problem on LDA we use a chain topology with
�ve routers and � sources each generating and sending an LDA controlled �ow towards a
receiver
 see Fig� ���� The distance between two neighboring routers is ���� km and the
distance from a source to a switch is ��� km� All the links have a bandwidth of � Mb�s�
The sending sources use an initial additive increase rate � �Rai� of  kb�s
 Depending on
the number of routers they have to pass
 three kinds of tra�c can be distinguished�

� Long distance �ows� The �ow starting from source � traverses all four links� This
�ow will be denoted as C��

� Medium distance �ows� The �ows starting from sources � and � traverse two links�
These �ows will be denoted as C� and C��

� Short distance �ows� The �ows starting from sources �
 �
  and � traverse only one
link� These �ows will be denoted as C�� C�
 C� and C��

Connections C� C� C� C� C� C� C�

fair share �kb�s� �� �� �� �� �� �� ��
achieved share �kb�s� � �� ��� ��� ��� ��� ���

Table ���� Expected and achieved bandwidth shares for the single �ows using LDA

Tab� ��� presents the bandwidth shares we would expect using the max�min fairness
de�nition for bandwidth distribution
 see Sec� �������
 and the actual average transmission
rates of the di�erent senders� We observe that the �ows traversing more than one router

receive a much smaller bandwidth share than �ows traversing only one� Using Eqn� ���
we get a fairness index of ���� which is a rather bad fairness indication� This is especially
evident for the long distance �ow �C�� which receivers less than ��� of its theoretical fair
share� The medium distance �ows �C�� C�� receiver around �� of their theoretical share�
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�� Speci�cation of the Adaptive Load Service �ALS�

When designing an adaptation mechanism for QoS control we usually need to consider
the following goals�

� achieve an overall high resource utilization


� reduce losses


� maintain a stable quality�of�service


� distribute the available resources in a fair way


� scale to large and heterogeneous multicast groups�

Notice that while the issue of fair resource distribution is of utmost importance it is
a subjective measurement� Similar to our approach in the previous chapters
 we will
consider a system to be fair if similar connections receive similar shares� Additionally
 for
the case that di�erent connections have the same characteristics and requirements but
di�er in the number of traversed network hops
 our goal will be to achieve the max�min
fairness criterion
 see Sec���������

The adaptive load service �ALS� was designed in a similar fashion to the ABR service
in ATM� That is
 the senders transmit control packets containing information about their
desired amount of resources and the network nodes calculate the bandwidth shares the
�ows should be using and include them in the control messages� The receivers
 �nally

send the adjusted information back to the senders which need to adjust their transmis�
sion behavior based on the received control information� To accommodate heterogeneous
receivers
 the sender transmits its data in layers with the layer sizes and numbers based
on the feedback information from the receivers similar to MLDA� For distributing control
information
 the real time transport protocol �RTP� ���� with enhancements similar to
those presented in Sec� ��� are used�

����� Sender Behavior

Similar to MLDA
 an ALS sender sends every �Tcontrol � p� seconds a sender report with
Tcontrol as a constant and p as a random variable that is used to avoid synchronization
among senders starting at the same time�

The control packets include a �eld for indicating the sender�s desired transmission rate
�eld �Rd� and a network utilization �eld �U� that is initialized to �� In case the desired
rate is not known
 Rd can be set to the maximum possible rate
 i�e�
 the rate of the output
link of the sending end system�

Routers traversed by the control messages update the value of the desired rate in
accordance with their own resources and forward them to the next hop� The receivers
determine the fair share the sender should be using and inform the sender about this
value using the receiver reports�
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In between sending control messages the sender collects the receiver reports and based
on the rate information reported by the receivers determines the number and sizes of
the layers to use in a similar fashion to MLDA
 see Sec� ���� The information about the
number �k�
 size ��RL� � � � � � RLk �� and addresses of the used layers are also included in the
control messages�

����� Router Behavior

The senders transmit control messages containing �elds indicating the desired rate �Rd�

i� e�
 the rate the sender wishes to use
 and a network utilization �eld �U��

In addition to the usual functionalities provided by a router such as bu�er management
and routing
 ALS capable routers need to be enhanced with functionalities for packet and
�ow accounting and service handling
 see Fig� ����

Accounting
unit handling

unit

Buffer managementIncoming data outgoing data

Service

Figure ���� Router components for ALS

Service handling unit� This unit investigates the content of the arriving control pack�
ets and compares the indicated desired rate value �Rd� of the �ow with a locally
calculated fair bandwidth share this �ow should be using �Rf�� For the case of
Rd � Rf 
 Rd is set to Rf and the control packet is forwarded with the new value to
the next hop� Additionally
 to provide the end systems with a more complete view
of the network congestion state the router includes its utilization level in the U �eld
for the case of Rd � Rf � The utilization level is determined in the accounting unit�

A large part of the work done in the context of the ABR service was dedicated
to the issue of estimating the appropriate fair bandwidth share to advertise at the
switches� This is basically done using the content of the control cells sent by the
senders
 which indicates the desired rate the sender would like to use and the current
rate the sender is using� Based on this information
 the switches can estimate
the number of connections congested at another network node and the available
bandwidth share to distribute among the competing ABR connections� Even with
e�cient algorithms such as ���
 ��
 ��� various state information has to be saved
and several multiplication operations and data lookups are needed� Depending on
the complexity of the scheme and the amount of saved state information about the
connections
 several estimation cycles are needed to calculate an appropriate and
stable fair bandwidth share� For the case of ABR
 each estimation cycle consists of
the round trip delay and the time between sending two control cells which is usually
set to the time needed for sending �� ATM cells� However
 such a high frequency of
control messages would result in the case of IP in signi�cant overhead in terms of
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link bandwidth and processing resources at the routers� Hence
 it is expected that
control messages would be sent every a few seconds and in case RTP was used for
the distribution of control information Tcontrol would be in the range of �ve seconds
and more� So with around �� estimation cycles required for determining the fair
share
 which is an appropriate value for a moderate complexity algorithm �����
 ALS
would need around one minute until determining the fair share� Additionally
 as the
available bandwidth and number of �ows will most probably change during the time
needed for determining the fair share
 the estimation time will even increase further�
Hence
 using a distribution algorithm similar to those proposed for ABR would not
be of much bene�t and would only lead to more complex routers� Therefore
 ALS
routers determine the fair rate share �Rf � as follows�

Rf �
R� Ul

Nconn
�����

with R indicating the bandwidth dedicated to the adaptive �ows and Nconn as the
current number of active �ows
 whereas a �ow is recognized through the IP�header
with the source and destination addresses� Ul represents the utilization level we
would like to achieve� Notice that setting Ul too high would lead to high utilization
but also to high losses for the case of sudden changes in the number of �ows or
available bandwidth� In this work
 we use a utilization level �Ul� of ��� which is
equivalent to the value used in similar switch mechanisms for ABR �����

Accounting unit� For determining the appropriate bandwidth share the end systems
should be using
 ALS routers require knowledge about the number of active �ows
and the end systems need information about the utilization level of the routers�

The utilization level �U� is measured as the number of packets �Npackets� passing a
router over an observation time period �Tobservation� compared to the capacity of the
router �R��

U �
Npackets

R� Tobservation
�����

To smooth out sudden changes in the utilization level
 the router includes in the
control packets an averaged value of the utilization �Uaverage� that is determined as
follows�

Uaverage � ��� ��� Uaverage � �� U �����

in this work
 we set � to �� which gives a good balance between the e�ects of the
last value of Uaverage and the new value of U on the �nal value of Uaverage�

Determining the number of �ows �Nconn� traversing a router is
 however
 more dif�
�cult than determining its utilization� A large fraction of the Internet �ows to�
day consists of short transfers of a few data packets as is the case of WWW and
DNS ����� tra�c� Depending on the rate at which the end systems receive infor�
mation about the bandwidth share they should be using
 counting the short lived
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�ows di�ers substantially� For the case that the end systems use frequent control
messages in the order of one every few round trip delays
 i�e�
 the average life time
of a short lived �ow
 long� and short�lived �ows can be treated as equals and the
available router capacity needs to be equally divided among all �ows� However

such an approach requires a large number of control messages and subsequently a
high processing overhead for reading and processing those control messages at the
routers� Additionally
 this would lead to a rather oscillatory behavior at the end
systems� For the case that the end systems receive infrequent updates on the avail�
able network resources
 dedicating equal bandwidth shares for long� and short�lived
�ows would reduce the overall utilization� For example
 with ALS control messages
are transmitted in periods of a few seconds �Tcontrol� and
 hence
 the end systems
can only adapt to changes in the bandwidth availability in periods of Tcontrol� In
such a case
 the long�lived �ows would be restricted to their share for a period of
Tcontrol
 whereas the short lived �ows would not be able to fully utilize their own
share for this entire time� On the other hand
 fully neglecting the short�lived �ows
would mean that all the bandwidth is dedicated to the long�lived tra�c and would
be unfair towards the short ones�

In the work presented here
 Nconn is set to the number of �ows that were active during
two consecutive observation periods �Tobservation�� That is
 during each observation
period the ALS router lists all �ows from which data was received� At the end
of the observation period this list is compared to the list collected in the previous
observation period and only the �ows that were listed during the two periods are
considered as active �ows� On the one hand
 this approach counts all long lived�
�ows and some of the short�lived ones that start at the end of one observation period
and end during the second period� On the other hand
 it ignores �ows that start
and end during the same period� Hence
 the bandwidth is not fully dedicated to
the long�lived �ows without distributing it equally among all �ows� Notice that this
approach is just an example of a �ow counting algorithm� Depending on the actual
numbers of the short� and long�lived �ows
 the relative priority of one compared to
the other or user preferences any other counting mechanism could used�

Finally
 to smooth out sudden changes in the observed number of �ows
 the router
uses an averaged value of the �ow count �Nconn� that is determined as follows�

Nconn � ��� ���Nconn � ��N �����

with N as the number of �ows determined after an observation period� In this work

we set � to �� which gives a good balance between the e�ects of the last value of
Nconn and the new value of N on the �nal value of Nconn�

����� Receiver Behavior

After traversing all the intermediate routers the control messages contain in the Rd �eld
the smallest possible fair share �Rf � calculated at all traversed network nodes and the
utilization of the router where this fair share was determined�
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Notice that Rf does not necessarily need to be equivalent to the bandwidth share
determined using the max�min fairness criteria� As an example
 consider the topology
depicted in Fig� ���� The �rst router has a capacity of � Mb�s and is shared between �
connections
 hence
 the router would calculate Rf to be � Mb�s� However
 the second
router traversed by the connection from sender � to receiver � has only a capacity of
� Mb�s and is also shared between two connections
 and thus the fair share value that
will �nally be advertised to sender � is only �� Mb�s� Now
 if sender � restricted its
transmission rate to the fair share value included in the control messages
 i�e�
 � Mb�s

�� Mb�s of the bandwidth available at router � will be wasted�

Router 2 (1 Mb/s)

Sender 1

Receiver 1

Sender 2 Receiver 2

Sender 3 Receiver 3

Router 1 (2 Mb/s)

Figure ���� An example for max�min distribution

To compensate this de�ciency in the share calculation of the router scheme but still
preserve its simplicity
 the receiver estimates in a similar manner to LDA an actual band�
width share to use and reports this value to the sender in its reports�

The receiver determines the actual bandwidth share �Ractual� based on the network
load situation observed in the period prior to receiving a sender control message� Now
consider that the mth� control message �Mm� arrives at the receiver� Based on the
loss values measured in between receiving Mm and Mm��
 the utilization level �Um��� as
reported inMm�� and layer sizes ��RL� � � � � � RLk �� reported inMm�� the receiver determines
Ractualm as follows�

No loss situation� Based on the assumption that the reported Rd value might be less
than the fair bandwidth share that would have been calculated with an algorithm
using the max�min fairness criterion
 the receiver can try to increase its bandwidth
share� Similar to LDA the rate is increased additively with an additive increase rate
�Rai� with Rai determined in relation to the utilization level reported in Mm��

Rai � Rai � �Rai � ��� Um���� ����

Now as its is possible that network routers have already considered this underload
situation in their latest share calculations
 the receiver takes the maximum of the
network determined share �Rdm� and its own estimated share� The actual rate
�Ractualm� is then set to

Ractualm � max�Ractualm�� �Rai� Rdm� �����
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with Ractualm�� indicating here the actual bandwidth share the receiver has deter�
mined based on the measured losses and the information in Mm���

Loss situation� If losses were measured in between the reception of two control messages

then Ractualm is set to Rdm and Rai is reset to an initial value � �Rai��

Using Ractualm the receiver can now determine the number of layers it can join similar
to MLDA
 see Sec� ������ That is
 depending on the value of Ractualm and the sizes of the
transmitted layers the receiver can listen up to x layers while

Ractualm �
xX

k�

RLk �����

with RLk as the rate of layer k as indicated in message Mm� Finally
 the receiver schedules
the transmission of a report carrying the value of Ractualm in the Rd �eld after a time period
of Twait�

To reduce the number of receiver reports received by the sender for the case of large
multicast groups
 ALS is
 similar to MLDA
 based on the partial suppression approach

see Sec� ������ With this approach
 the receiver partitions the possible range of bandwidth
into intervals and suppresses the transmission of its own reports if prior to the expiration
of Twait a receiver report from some other receiver was seen carrying a rate value that is
similar to Ractualm this receiver has just determined�


�� Implementation Issues

While Sec� ��� describes the general speci�cations of ALS
 this section discusses some
of the practical aspects of implementing and using ALS� In this context
 we discuss the
issues of parameter settings of ALS and the possibility of using RTP for distributing
control information�

����� Distribution of Control Information

Again similar to MLDA
 a control protocol is required to allow for the cooperation and
exchange of information between the sender and the receivers� RTP already o�ers a wide
range of functionalities for identifying data �ows and transporting control information
about losses and used bandwidth� To use RTP as the signaling protocol for ALS similar
enhancements to those introduced for MLDA are required�

Control information� The ALS sender needs to inform the receivers about the sizes

addresses and number of transmitted layers� This information can be included
in the sender RTCP reports as an application speci�c part �APP�� Similarly
 the
receivers can include in their RTCP reports their estimated bandwidth shares as
further applications parts�

Control periods� In contrast to RTP
 ALS senders generate control messages in �xed
periods� After receiving a sender report the receivers schedule a feedback report
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and use the partial suppression approach for reducing the total number of reports�
As already described in Sec� ��� this part of the RTCP speci�cation needs to be
adjusted to allow for a more scalable and timely �ow of feedback information from
the receivers to the sender�

����� Processing Overload of RTCP Messages

To alert transit routers to more closely examine the contents of the control messages
 the
senders� RTCP messages could be carried in IP packets with the IP router alert option �����
This is the same approach as was proposed for RSVP or YESSIR ������

After receiving a control message
 ALS routers set the appropriate Rd and U values
in the RTCP messages and forward the packet to the next hop� To avoid the need to
recalculate the UDP checksum the sender should set it to ��

To test the additional load needed for updating the fair share values in the RTCP
messages in the routers we implemented a simple ALS process that reads RTCP packets
from an open socket
 parses the RTCP packets
 checks if the included fair share value is
lower than some local value
 writes the local fair share into the RTCP packet and forwards
the packet to another station�

At the sender station we used a tool that sends a burst of a ������� RTCP packets
each with the length of �� Bytes to the station with the ALS process over an ATM
link� The station running the ALS process is a SUN Ultra � with a ��� MH processor�
Measured with the UNIX command top the ALS process consumed around �� of the
station�s processing power to read
 process and forward RTCP packets with a rate of
around ���� packets�second� This would su�ce for an OC�� link carrying ��� audio
�ows of �� kb�s and sending an RTCP packet each  seconds�

����� Parameter Settings

Similar to MLDA
 with ALS the senders generate control messages every �Tcontrol�p� and
the receivers need to wait for a period of Twait before sending their reports� As discussed
in Sec� ����� setting Twait to �� seconds results in a good degree of suppression� p can be
arbitrarily set to �� seconds� Now considering a maximum round trip delay of one second

to account for the time required for the receiver reports to arrive at the sender
 Tcontrol can
have any value higher than three seconds� To maintain the similarity to RTP and reduce
the processing and bandwidth overhead of more frequent control messages we set Tcontrol
in this study to  seconds� Notice that as with ALS there is no need for measurement
periods as was the case with MLDA the interval from which Twait can be determined from
can be larger than with MLDA and would thus provide for better suppression and fewer
receiver reports�


�� Performance of the Adaptive Load Service

In this section
 we investigate the performance of the ALS scheme under di�erent simu�
lated topologies� In particular
 we investigate the performance of ALS in terms of achieved
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utilization
 avoiding losses and its fairness towards other ALS connections as well as com�
peting TCP tra�c� Additionally
 we investigate the behavior of ALS in heterogeneous
environments and for the case of multiple congested hops�

����� Competing TCP and ALS Tra�c

For any adaptation scheme to be e�ective in the Internet environment it needs not only
to ensure high utilization
 avoid losses but also be fair towards competing TCP tra�c�

To test the TCP�friendliness of ALS we used the same simulation topology used for
evaluating LDA
 see Fig� ��
 with a bottleneck link of �� Mb�s shared between m ALS
�ows
 n FTP connections and with k WWW servers initiating TCP connections in an
on�o� approach as was described in Sec� ������ The used router was a RED router
 see
Sec� �������
 which ensures equal loss distribution and reduces synchronization e�ects�
The minimum bu�er threshold of the RED router was set to ��� of the available bu�er
and the maximum threshold to ���� The queuing weight �wq� was set to ����� and the
maximum drop probability �Pa� to ����� Finally
 the packet size was set to ���� bytes
and the maximum queuing delay �	q� was set arbitrarily to ��� seconds�

The ALS router used an observation period �Tobservation� of two seconds for determining
the utilization level and the number of active �ows� The value of Tobservation was rather
arbitrarily chosen as we had run a number of simulations with Tobservation having di�erent
values in the range of one to �ve seconds without observing any signi�cant di�erence in
the performance of ALS� The maximum utilization level �Ul� was set to ���� The initial
additive increase rate � �Rai� was set to  kb�s�

������� Basic Performance Tests

Similar to the work presented in Sec� ������� we tested in this part the performance of ALS
in the presence of competing FTP and WWW �ows for the case of di�erent round trip
delays and number of competing �ows� As background tra�c we used �� WWW servers
generating short bursts of TCP tra�c in an on�o� process as was described in Sec� ������

N �� �
��sec� r �kb�s� � �kb�s� � �kb�s� F u r �kb�s� � �kb�s� � �kb�s� F u
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Table ���� Achieved average rate �r�
 utilization �u� and fairness �F � of ALS with N TCP

N ALS competing �ows and �� WWW servers
 R set to �� Mb�s and 	q set to ���

Tab� ��� depicts the results for the average rate of the ALS �ows �r�
 the standard
deviation of each �ow from its own average ���
 the deviation of the average �ow rates
from the overall average ��� as well as the utilization level �u�� The results of the sim�
ulations present a friendliness index �F � of less than one suggesting that ALS is rather
too conservative in its adaptation behavior� However
 the adaptation behavior of ALS is
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primarily driven by the bandwidth share estimates of the network nodes� With the �ow
counting mechanism described in Sec� ����� the router counted on the average � �ows
each observation interval for the case of �N � ���� Hence
 the bandwidth share of the
ALS �ows should be ���

��
� of the available bandwidth� While the ALS �ows restricted their

bandwidth shares to the level indicated by the router
 the long�lived TCP connections
managed to increase their share and accumulate the share that was designated for the
short WWW �ows� For ALS �ows to receive a higher share
 another counting mecha�
nism needs to be deployed that ignores short�lived �ows and a higher utilization level �Ul�
should be allowed�
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Figure ���� Temporal behavior of ALS

With ALS the deviation in the average bandwidth share among the di�erent �ows is
rather negligible indicating a high inter��ow fairness with all the �ows receiving similar
bandwidth shares� The deviation value of the measured rate of the single �ows from their
own average is in the range of �� Fig� ��� depicts the temporal behavior of two ALS
�ows with the largest and smallest deviation values ��� for di�erent round trip delay �	�
values� Compared to Fig� ���� and Fig� �� which display the results for �ows using LDA
and CTFAF under the same network parameters we can observe that with ALS the �ows
have a stable bandwidth share and each �ow receives its bandwidth share as determined
by the network during the entire simulation time without observable oscillations� Finally

notice that the bandwidth shares of ALS �ows do not change signi�cantly with increasing
round trip delays and that the fairness factor �F � is not in�uenced by the delays in the
network�

������� Performance of ALS with Changing Numbers of Flows

In this case
 we investigated the e�ects of changing the number of ALS �ows on the
bandwidth distribution� We considered two scenarios� in the �rst scenario
 the number
of ALS �ows increased with the time interval between the starting points of two �ows
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set to less than the interval between two subsequent control messages of Tcontrol which
was set here to �ve seconds� In the second scenario
 the �ows were started at intervals
larger than Tcontrol� In both scenarios
 the link bandwidth is set to �� Mb�s and the round
trip propagation delay to ���� seconds� The number of TCP connections was set to ��
Fig� �� shows that even though the addition of connections in this topology causes at
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Figure ��� Performance of ALS with varying number of competing connections

least a ��� increase in the number of connections at the routers the transmission rate of a
sender starting at time � changes in accordance with the new network conditions for both
scenarios without facing high losses
 see Fig� ���b�� This test also shows the importance
of choosing an appropriate value for the utilization factor at the routers� Choosing a high
value would not account for sudden changes in the network conditions
 i�e�
 the number
of connections� As the ALS connections need a few seconds until receiving a new value
of the updated fair bandwidth share to use
 any increase in the number of connections
would result in losses until the senders adjust their transmission rate�

Fig� ���c� and Fig� ���d� also show that the TCP connections receive a fair band�
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width share during the entire simulation time� Actually
 they even receive a share that
is around ��� higher than the share used by the ALS connections� This results from the
shorter adaptation interval of TCP which allows the TCP connections to increase their
transmission rate each round trip time and thus faster utilize any available bandwidth�

������� Performance of ALS with changing bottleneck bandwidth
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Figure ���� Performance of ALS with varying bottleneck bandwidth

In this part
 the bottleneck bandwidth was varied and the number of connections was held
constant� We used three TCP connections and seven ALS �ows� Again the variation was
done in intervals smaller and larger than Tcontrol� Just as in Sec� �������
 Fig� ��� shows
that the transmission rate of an ALS sender is adjusted in accordance with the available
bandwidth and the losses are below ���
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������� Interaction of ALS and WWW Tra�c

To test the friendliness of ALS tra�c towards short�lived WWW connections we can not
simply compare the bandwidth shares of competing WWW and ALS �ows� As WWW
�ows carry only a small number of packets before terminating they can not assume the
same bandwidth share as a long�lived ALS �ow� Therefore we quantify the friendliness of
ALS tra�c towards such short�lived �ows by comparing the bandwidth share consumed
by WWW �ows generated by a number of servers when competing with long�lived TCP
connections on the one hand and with ALS �ows on the other�

In the simulation topology of Fig� ��
 we simulated the situation of �� long�lived �ows
competing with WWW connections generated by � servers that generated short TCP
connections in an on�o� process as described in Sec� ������
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Figure ���� Bandwidth sharing for the case of WWW tra�c competing with FTP and
ALS �ows

The bandwidth sharing results depicted in Fig� ��� suggest that the WWW tra�c
receives a similar share for both cases of competing with ALS or long�lived FTP tra�c�
For the case of competing with FTP tra�c
 the WWW tra�c consumes a bandwidth
share of � Mb�s� When competing with ALS tra�c this share is increased to ��� Mb�s
suggesting that ALS is even slightly more fair than long�lived TCP connections towards
WWW tra�c�

����� Performance of ALS in Terms of Max�Min Fairness

Already
 there has been di�erent proposals for adaptation schemes that achieve high
utilization
 low losses and are fair towards competing TCP tra�c ����
 ���� However

just as it is the case for TCP ��
 ����
 all those algorithms show severe fairness problems
when mixing long and short distance tra�c and thus do not ful�ll the requirements of
the max�min fairness criterion ������ For testing the performance of ALS in terms of the
max�min fairness criterion we used the chain topology described in Sec� ���
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Connections C� C� C� C� C� C� C�

fair share �kb�s� �� �� �� �� �� �� ��
achieved share �kb�s� ��� ��� ��� �� ��� ��� ���

Table ���� Expected and achieved bandwidth share for the single ALS �ows in kb�s

The results of the transmission rates used by the di�erent connections shown Tab� ���
suggest that even though we used a simple distribution algorithm in the routers
 the
connections manage to achieve their fair bandwidth share based on the adaptation mech�
anisms of the end systems� The time required to achieve the fair bandwidth share is less
than ��� seconds which corresponds roughly to �� estimation cycles� While it is larger
than what we would expect form an e�cient ABR style algorithm ���� the gained router
simplicity surely justi�es this trade o�� The fairness index in this case is ����� which
indicates a very high degree of fairness�

����� Performance of ALS in Heterogeneous Environments

For testing the performance of ALS in heterogeneous network environments we repeated
the simulations of Sec� ����� with a sender multicasting data to a set of receivers connected
over links with di�erent bottlenecks to the sender
 see Fig� ��� The round trip propagation
delay was set to ��� seconds and the maximum queuing delay of the routers was set
to ��� seconds� Each link was shared between the ALS �ow and � TCP connections
that had the same end�to�end propagation delay as the ALS sender and receivers� The
simulation was run for ��� seconds with the receiver connected to R� joining the session
after ��� seconds and leaving it again after ��� seconds�
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Figure ���� Bandwidth distribution of the layers with ALS

For distributing the bandwidth among the di�erent layers we used the same approach
as described in Sec� �������� That is
 the sender determined the minimum �rmin� and max�
imum �rmax� reported rates and set the rate for the basic layer to rmin� The enhancement

layers were then set to �

��rmax��rmin

K��
�
 with �� � � � �� as a dampening factor and K as
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the number of layers to use� In this part
 we set K to three
 i�e�
 the data was distributed
over three layers�
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Figure ���� Bandwidth distribution between TCP and ALS at the di�erent routers

The bandwidth distribution among the di�erent layers re�ects the heterogeneity of
the receivers
 see Fig� ���� During the �rst ��� seconds
 the minimum rate is set to the
bandwidth share of the receivers connected to R�� When a receiver connected to R� joins
the multicast group
 the rate of the lowest layer is reduced to �t this new member� To
compensate this reduction the rate of the upper layers is increased� This results then in
a stable bandwidth share for the receivers listening to more than one layer
 e�g�
 receivers
connected to R�� Those receivers are hence not disturbed by the join and leave actions
and the resulting changes in the bandwidth distribution� After the receiver connected
to R� has left the session
 the rate of the lower layer is increased again to provide the
receivers listening only to this layer with the best possible bandwidth share�

Compared to the results achieved in Sec� ����� we achieve with ALS a much more
stable adaptation behavior� All receivers join a number of layers that �ts on the links
connecting them to the sender� For example
 the receiver connected to R� manages to
join all the layers during the entire time of the simulation
 whereas the receivers connected
to R and R� join only the �rst two layers�
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�� Summary

To avoid having to probe the network in order to estimate the availability of resources

this chapter described a scheme called the adaptive load service �ALS� with which the
network routers assist the end systems in determining the appropriate bandwidth share
to use� ALS is to a large extent similar to MLDA� However
 while with MLDA the TCP�
friendly bandwidth share is estimated using an end�to�end control algorithm such as LDA

with ALS the bandwidth share of a �ow is determined by the network routers� While
ALS allows for simpler end systems it introduces additional overhead at the routers which
need to maintain state information and process control information� Compared to MLDA
this added complexity results in improved perceived QoS due to the increased stability of
the bandwidth distribution as well as ful�lling the requirements of the max�min fairness
criterion�



Chapter 


Summary and Future Work

In this work
 we studied the issue of providing TCP�friendly congestion control for mul�
timedia communication� For exchanging control information between the end systems
we relied in our work primarily on the real time transport protocol �RTP� instead of
introducing a new control protocol�

In chapter �
 we �rst addressed the issue of TCP�friendly congestion control for unicast
communication� In this context
 we presented a new algorithm called the loss�delay based
adaptation algorithm �LDA�� LDA uses loss
 delay and bottleneck bandwidth estimations
to dynamically adjust the transmission behavior of the sender� Conducted simulations and
measurements suggest LDA to be TCP�friendly and e�cient in terms of loss avoidance and
utilization over a wide range of tested parameters and to have a comparable performance
to other schemes presented in the literature� The achieved results suggest also that RTP
is in general suitable for exchanging control information between the sender and the
receiver despite of the infrequency of the control messages� To accommodate a wider
range of network parameters
 the granularity of the loss representation in RTP should

however
 be improved�

In chapter 
 we presented a framework for integrating congestion control with pos�
sible constraints imposed by the compression algorithm or the communication scenario
on the one hand and maintaining a TCP�friendly bandwidth distribution on the other�
Integrating this framework with LDA resulted then is a smoother adaptation behavior
with less oscillations and at same the time did not alter the TCP�friendly character of
LDA�

In chapter �
 a general framework for congestion control for heterogeneous multicast
environments called MLDA was presented� MLDA integrates various techniques for re�
alizing scalable and e�cient congestion control such as layered data transmission and
receiver�based rate estimations� We further presented di�erent schemes for realizing scal�
able feedback mechanisms and round trip delay estimation� Additionally
 with MLDA
the layered transmission approach is further enhanced to allow for dynamically setting
the number and sizes of the used layers to better account for the heterogeneity of the re�
ceivers� Conducted simulations suggest the e�ciency of MLDA both in terms of satisfying
the needs of heterogeneous receivers and TCP�friendly congestion control�

Finally
 in chapter � we investigated the possible bene�ts of taking the adaptation
decision not only based on loss and delay information collected by the end systems but also
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by using information generated by the network nodes about the resource availability� The
results achieved in this part of the work were very promising in terms of achieved TCP�
friendliness and stability of the adaptation process� However
 in a real environment the
processing overhead of the RTCP messages at the routers needs to be further investigated�
In addition to the processing overhead at the routers
 the proposed rate allocation scheme
for ALS requires per �ow state information� This might impose some problems in terms
of scalability for supporting a large number of �ows� Hence
 further research is needed on
bandwidth allocation algorithms that avoid the need for counting the number of active
�ows and the need for maintaining per��ow state information� One such an approach
might be to set the bandwidth share given to a �ow based on pricing or authentication
information carried in the control packets�

Throughout this study we assumed cooperative end systems that deploy congestion
control schemes� While this was and still is a realistic assumption it is doubtful if future
applications will show such a social behavior� Such a development would then lead to
the starvation of adaptive �ows� To avoid such a situation future studies on congestion
control should not only investigate e�cient and fair end�to�end schemes but also look at
possibilities for throttling greedy �ows and protecting adaptive ones� This would probably
require additional involvement of the network routers in the congestion control process in
order to distinguish between greedy and adaptive �ows ����

While in this work we discussed the e�ciency of the presented algorithms and frame�
works over a variety of network topologies with di�erent parameters we always assumed a
wired network in which losses are only generated by network overload� In a more general
approach we need to further consider the e�ects of losses caused by physical links such as
wireless links� In this context
 the congestion control schemes need to distinguish between
losses caused temporarily by a sudden interruption at the physical layer and actual con�
gestion� Di�erentiating between congestion and link caused losses when only observing
one or a few packet losses during a short period of time is rather di�cult� Actually
 this
is one of the main problems when using TCP over a wireless link� TCP reacts to the
loss of each packet by reducing its transmission window� As the sender can not easily
distinguish between congestion and link caused losses the sender might reduce its rate due
to link losses as well� The same argumentation applies to congestion control schemes such
as ����� that adjust the transmission rate of the sender after each loss noti�cation� When
observing the losses of a data stream over a time period of a few seconds or more one
could use the distribution of the data losses as an indication of congestion or link caused
losses� As with LDA the adaptation decision is already based on the loss observation
over a period of a few seconds
 the issue of loss distribution could be taken into account
as well� The exact characteristics for distinguishing between congestion and link caused
losses need still to be further investigated� Additionally
 the reaction of a congestion
control scheme such as LDA to link caused losses needs also to be further speci�ed and
tested�

To reduce the amount of observed losses by the receivers
 it would be bene�cial to
integrate forward error correction mechanisms with adaptive congestion control� In this
case
 the sender would adjust the amount of transmitted redundant data based on the
loss reports from the receiver and the TCP�friendly bandwidth share it could use� In
this context
 the sender needs to establish an equilibrium state between the amount of its



���

TCP�friendly bandwidth share dedicated to redundant data and the amount dedicated
to new content in order to achieve the best tradeo� between low loss and a high content
rate�

Further
 in order to guarantee a minimal QoS level for multimedia �ows
 adaptation
schemes need to be integrated with light�weight mechanisms for QoS provisioning� In such
a scenario
 the end systems might adapt the amount of their reserved resources based on
the temporal prices or availability of those resources� In another scenario
 a QoS class
such as the di�erentiated services assured service class ���� might only provide proportional
guarantees
 i�e�
 it only guarantees that packets with a better mark will receive a better
service than packets with worse markings� In this case
 an adaptive sender might not
only adapt the number of data packets it is sending based on the congestion situation in
the network but also adjust the type of markings it is using� That is
 when losses are
observed in the used current level
 the sender might refer to marking his packets with the
code of a higher level if it is possible and possibly send a lower number of packets as well�
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Appendix A

Investigation of ABR Switch

Mechanisms

While lots of e�ort was done on behalf of the ATM Forum and the ITU standardization
bodies in specifying the user network interface �UNI� for ATM�s available bit rate �ABR�
service the speci�cation of the switch mechanisms was left to the manufacturers� In this
part of the work
 some of the algorithms proposed for dynamically distributing the avail�
able bandwidth at the switches such as CAPC
 the OSU scheme and a modi�ed version
of the MIT proposal which were largely presented at the ATM Forum are compared� In
our investigations
 we will concentrate mainly on the fairness behavior of the schemes

link utilization
 warm up periods and reaction to dynamically changing tra�c conditions�

A�� Introduction

Many applications
 mainly handling data transfer
 have the ability to reduce their send�
ing rate if the network requires them to do so� Likewise
 they may wish to increase
their sending rate if there is extra bandwidth available within the network� This kind
of applications is supported by an ATM layer service called the available bit rate service
�ABR�� Applications using the ABR service can expect the following quality of service
commitments from the network�

�� The available bandwidth is fairly distributed among all active ABR connections�

�� A minimum cell rate that is agreed upon during the connection establishment phase�

�� Only a preset fraction of the sent cells can be dropped as long as the sending behavior
of the application conforms to the negotiated values�

To provide these quality of service requirements appropriate tra�c control mechanisms
have to be used�

In its September ���� meeting the ATM Forum voted for a rate based congestion
control mechanism to be used in ATM networks� With the chosen algorithm the ABR
sources must send a so called resource management �RM� cell every Nrm sent data cells�
These cells indicate the current cell rate �CCR� and the desired one of the senders� The
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destination end system turns the RM cells around and sends them back to the source�
Based on the tra�c situation in the network the intermediate switches can determine
the fair bandwidth shares the ABR connections should use in order to avoid congestion�
These values are then written into the backward RM cells in the explicit rate �ER� �eld�
The source should then increase or decrease its rate in accordance with the explicit rate
noted in the RM cells�

In this part of the work di�erent switch algorithms are described and compared with
each other� In Sec� A�� the di�erent schemes are brie�y introduced� Sec� A�� describes
the used simulation environment� In Sec� A��
 we explain the criterion used to describe
the fairness of the separate schemes� Finally
 in Sec A� the performance of the di�erent
schemes under various tra�c conditions is simulated and examined�

A�� Congestion Control and Avoidance in ATM Net�

works

In this study
 various switch mechanisms are investigated and compared with each other�
The �rst one
 the MIT scheme
 aims at estimating the fair bandwidth shares of the active
connections based upon the information in the RM cells� The other schemes are more of
congestion avoidance schemes that aim at driving the operation of the network towards
the knee of the delay curve ����� That is
 these schemes aim at achieving an optimal
overall performance with high bandwidth utilization and low bu�er usage and delay�

A���� The MIT Scheme

The original MIT scheme was proposed by Charny ���� in her master thesis at the Mas�
sachusetts Institute of Technology� With this scheme
 the fair share is computed using an
iterative procedure� Initially
 the fair share is set to the link bandwidth divided by the
number of active virtual connections �VC�� All VCs
 whose rates are less than the fair
share are called �underloading VCs�� If the number of underloading VCs increases at any
iteration
 the fair share is recomputed as follows�

F �
R�PBandwidth of underloading VCs

Number of VCs � Number of underloading VCs
�A���

with R as the total capacity available for the ABR service�
This procedure is repeated until a steady state is reached in which the fair share and

the number of underloading VCs does not change ����� In her work ����
 Charny shows
that two iterations are usually su�cient enough to reach convergence�

While this proposal ful�lls the fairness requirements of the switch mechanisms it re�
quires for the fair share computation �n� operations with n as the number of VCs for
each received RM cell� For ATM switches supporting thousands of VCs the computa�
tional overhead would become extremely large� Kalampoukas et al� ���� present therefore
an allocation algorithm that is based on the one introduced by Anna Charny but requires
only ��� operations� This is reached by keeping track of the available bandwidth for the
ABR connections� For more detailed description of the required computations see �����
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A���� The OSU Congestion Avoidance Scheme

This scheme was developed by Jain et al� ���� at the Ohio State University �OSU�� In this
scheme
 the switches measure their input rates over a �xed averaging interval of length
Tm that is counted in cells ����� Thereby
 the input rate �Rin� is calculated as follows�

Rin �
number of received cells

Tm
�A���

With this calculated input rate a load factor �Lf� can be computed which can then be
used to indicate the over� or underload state of the switch�

Lf �
Rin

RT
�A���

Here
 the target rate �RT� indicates the rate level at which an optimal network perfor�
mance can be achieved with high utilization and low bu�er usage� The target rate �RT�
is usually set to a value between �� and �� of the bandwidth available for the ABR
service� During the steady state the utilization should be as high as the target rate and
during the transient state with lots of bursty connections the utilization could be even
higher�

The sources are then asked to change their current sending rate inversely proportional
to the calculated load factor� That is
 with a load factor of �� for example the sources
should double their sending rates to avoid an underload situation at the switch�

To assure fairness and a minimal cell rate the active connections �N� must at least
receive the minimum fair share that is calculated as follows�

F �
RT

N
�A���

A���� Congestion Avoidance using Proportional Control �CAPC�

Basically
 this algorithm developed by Andy Barnhart from Hughes Systems ���� shows a
great similarity to the OSU scheme described in Sec� A����� Just as in the OSU scheme
the switches set the target utilization slightly below � and compute the input rate over
averaging intervals� With the computed input rate a load factor �z� can then be calculated�
The main di�erence to the OSU scheme is in the way the explicit rates are determined�

During underload states �z � �� the fair share �F �of the ABR connections is increased
as follows�

F � F �min�Imax� � � ��� z� � Sup� �A��

Here
 Sup is a slope parameter in the range of ���� to ��� and Imax is the maximum
increase allowed and is usually set to ���

During overload states �z � �� the fair share of the ABR connections is decreased as
follows�

F � F �max�Dmax� � � �z � �� � Sdown� �A���
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Here
 Sdown is a slope parameter in the range of ��� to ��� and Dmax is the maximum
decrease allowed and is usually set to ���

In addition to the load factor the scheme uses a queue threshold� Whenever the queue
length is over this threshold
 a congestion indication �CI� bit is set in all RM cells� This
prevents all the sources from increasing their rates and allows the queue to drain out more
quickly�

During the steady state with �z � �� this scheme achieves an oscillation�free steady
state� As the frequency of the oscillation is a function of ��� z� having a load factor of
� yields an in�nite oscillation period�

A�� Simulation Environment

For testing the performance of the di�erent schemes we used a chain topology with �ve
switches and �� connections originating from seven sources
 whereas each source was the
origin of three similar connections� The distance between two neighboring switches was
���� km and the distance from a source to a switch was ��� km� All the links had a
bandwidth of � Mb�s and the peak cell rate �PCR� of all connections was set to the link
bandwidth� Depending on the number of switches they have to pass
 three kinds of tra�c
could be distinguished�

� Long distance connections� Connections starting from source � traverse all four
links� These connections will be denoted as V C��

� Medium distance connections� Connections starting from sources � and � traverse
two links� These connections will be denoted as V C� and V C��

� Short distance connections� Connections starting from sources �
 �
  and � traverse
only one link� Theses connections will be denoted as V C�
 V C�
 V C� and V C��

For the fairness investigations we used persistent sources� These are greedy sources
that can always send data with the maximum allowed cell rate and impose thereby the
most stringent constraints on the network�

In the second stage of our performance tests
 we investigated the behavior of the
schemes in the presence of dynamically changing tra�c conditions� The same model as in
the �rst step was used here as well
 but with the connections starting from source � being
shut on and o� to introduce load changes in the network� The time required to achieve
a stable bandwidth distribution and the changes in the bu�er length at the switches as
well as the fairness of the schemes were investigated in this case�

A�� Fairness Testing Criterion

As a fairness criterion we used the max�min fairness de�nition as was described in the
ATM Forum tra�c management speci�cation ��� ������ With this de�nition a connection�s
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Figure A��� ABR test topology

bandwidth request is either satis�ed by the switch or set to the fair share �F � calculated
by the switch� This fair share is determined as follows�

F �
B�PBandwidth of constrained connections

Number of connections� Number of constrained connections
�A���

with B as the bandwidth dedicated to the ABR service and a connection is considered to
be constrained if the rate it is currently using is smaller than the fair bandwidth share
calculated at this switch�

Using the max�min criterion to determine the appropriate bandwidth distribution we
would get the distribution presented in Tab� A��� For the fairness estimation we used the
fairness index suggested by Jain ���� and de�ned as follows�

F �
�
P

xi�
�

n
P

x�
i

with xi � ratio of the actual throughput
to the fair throughput

and n � the number of connections

�A���

V C� V C� V C� V C� V C� V C� V C�

��� ��� �� ��� ��� �� ����

Table A��� Expected fair bandwidth share for the single VCs in Mb�s

A�� Performance Results

Using the simulation environment presented in Sec� A�� and the fairness criterion of
Sec� A��
 we tested the behavior of the di�erent algorithms using persistent and dynami�
cally changing tra�c sources� To introduce the dynamic tra�c changes we shut the tra�c
originating from source � on and o� in intervals of ��� seconds�
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A�
�� The OSU Scheme

Here
 we used a target rate of �� of the available link bandwidth and would therefore
expect to achieve a bandwidth distribution of only �� of the values depicted in Tab� A���
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Figure A��� Performance of the OSU scheme under persistent load

The results achieved for the OSU scheme depicted in Tab� A�� reveal some serious
drawbacks of the algorithm� While the average rate achieved for a complete path
 i�e�
 the
average rate achieved by the three connections traversing the same path
 is very close to
our expectations
 the values of the single VCs vary strongly� This is of course surprising
as all of the VCs traversing the same path are identical� Investigating the behavior of the
switches more closely revealed the following� the switches update the explicit rate of all
RM cells that arrive during the same measurement period by the same load factor� So

if it happens that during a measurement interval RM cells from only a part of the VCs
traversing a common path arrived at the switch the rate of only these connections will be
adjusted with the current load factor� The rate of the other connections traversing this
path will only be updated in one of the next measurement intervals with another load
factor� This results then in di�erent allowed rates at the sources�

Another problem with the OSU scheme is its unfairness towards short distance tra�c
during overload periods� We have mentioned that the switches write the fair rate share in
the backward RM cells� While this ensures that the rate is updated using the most current
load factor it leads to some unfairness in the case of connections with di�erent round trip
times� As all connections contribute to the switch congestion in the same way we would
expect the switch to reduce the rate of all connections using the same overload factor�
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Table A��� Achieved bandwidth in Mb�s for the single VCs using the OSU scheme
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Figure A��� Performance of the OSU scheme under dynamically changing load

However
 due to the short round trip times of the short distance connections their RM
cells arrive back at the switch much earlier than those of the long distance connections�
Thereby
 these sources will be forced to reduce their bandwidth with a higher overload
factor� As the short distance connections reduce their rates the load factor will be reduced
as well� With the smaller load factor the explicit rates of the later arriving RM cells of
the long distance connections will be less reduced than was the case for the short distance
tra�c� In short
 this means that the long distance connections can bene�t longer from a
high cell rate and utilize a bandwidth share larger than their fair share� This has also the
negative e�ect of lengthening the wrap up period� On the other hand
 during underload
phases the short distance connections can increase their rates faster with a smaller overload
factor� That is
 in this situation the short distance connections can bene�t from the small
factor
 increase their rate and thereby increase the load factor� When the RM cells of the
long distance connections arrive after the longer round trip delay their rates can only be
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changed by the larger factor and the rate of the long distance connections can thereby
only be increased slower than the rate changes of the short distance ones�

Fig� A�� depicts the behavior of the OSU scheme under dynamic load patterns� With
the VCs originating from source � sending data only periodically
 the OSU scheme displays
the same behavior as in Tab� A�� with an uneven bandwidth distribution among the VCs
belonging to the same path�

A�
�� The CAPC Scheme

With all of the sources starting with an initial cell rate �ICR� of only �
��

of the peak cell
rate
 CAPC results in an ideal behavior� All the VCs traversing a common path receive
a similar bandwidth share
 the bandwidth is fairly distributed and we can only notice a
small transient period�
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Figure A��� Performance of the CAPC scheme under persistent load

For the case of an initial cell rate as high as the peak cell rate we notice
 however
 a
bug in the algorithm as it was described in ����� Due to the long lasting congestion at the
switches caused by the high initial cell rate the fair share value is reduced several times
until it is �nally represented by �� In this case
 the fair share value will remain � even
if all the sources reduced their rates� Fig� A� shows the results achieved for sources �

� and �� A possible solution to this problem is to add a minimum threshold value for the
fair share� This minimum threshold could be set as the available bandwidth �B� divided
by the number of connections seen in the last measurement interval �N�� This might
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Table A��� Achieved bandwidth share in Mb�s for the single VCs using CAPC

be combined with the setting of the congestion indication �CI� bit to force a rapid rate
reduction at the sources� With this enhancement the switch would set the fair rate share
during overload periods as follows�

F � max�F �max�Dmin� � � �z � ��� Sdown��
B

N
� �A���

Here
 Sdown is a slope parameter in the range of ��� to ��� and Dmax is the maximum
decrease allowed and is usually set to ���
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Figure A�� Performance of the CAPC scheme under persistent tra�c load with all the
sources starting with a peak cell rate

As the CAPC scheme updates the received RM cells each measurement interval with
the newly calculated load factor the same unfairness noticed with the OSU scheme for
the case of connections with di�erent round trip times applies here as well�

The simulations run for the dynamically changing load case shown in Fig� A�� reveal
that the scheme is capable of reaching a stable state after each load change in a few round
trip times� Also
 unlike the OSU scheme all VCs belonging to the same source receive
the same bandwidth share� Note
 however
 that while the scheme can reduce its rate in
about only one round trip time when new tra�c is added to the switches it requires a few
round trip times until it can utilize the additional bandwidth�
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Figure A��� Performance of the CAPC scheme under dynamically changing load

A�
�� The MIT Scheme

Even though the MIT based scheme that was used here requires only ��� operations per
received RM cell it is still more complicated than the previous algorithms described in
sections A���� and A�����

However
 this added complexity results in fair bandwidth distribution
 a stable steady
state and high utilization
 see Fig� A�� and Tab� A��� Also
 while this scheme requires more
arithmetical operations most of the needed operations are simple addition and comparison
operations that do not cause a high computational overhead�

This scheme solves the unfairness problems noticed in the OSU and CAPC schemes
during the transient periods� The rates are not updated proportional to the CCR value
noted in the RM cells� Instead
 the switches write the calculated fair share directly in the
RM cells� So
 as soon as the switch has enough information about the connections and
can determine the appropriate fair share all the connections will be updated in the same
way�

Under dynamically changing tra�c conditions we can watch that the MIT scheme
starts oscillating and does not reach a stable state during the on and o� phases
 see
Fig� A��� This is actually caused by a severe drawback of the algorithm that only gets
obvious through changing the tra�c conditions� As Fig A�� reveals
 in the case of the per�
sistent tra�c simulation the bu�er requirements of this scheme increase at the beginning
when all the sources start sending and then reaches a constant level that is maintained
throughout the simulation run� As the scheme�s fair share calculation is based on a ����
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Figure A��� Performance of the MIT scheme under persistent load

Connection V C� V C� V C� V C� V C� V C� V C� F
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� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ����
� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� �� ����
average ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� �� ���� ����

Table A��� Achieved bandwidth share in Mb�s for the single VCs using the MIT scheme

link utilization and the fair share is reached rather fast
 the bu�er has no time to drain
out�

In the second case
 with the tra�c of source � being shut on and o�
 the bu�er is
increased at the beginning of each on period� During the o� periods it drains out for
a while until the all the remaining sources reach the fair share again� As the scheme
calculates the fair share rather fast
 the number of cells that can drain out after entering
an o� state is less than the number of cells that get accumulated at the bu�er at the
beginning of each on period� This results in the gradual increase of the bu�er at the
switches� A simple method of avoiding this problem would be to calculate the fair share
not only based on the RM cells but based on the bu�er length as well�
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Figure A��� Performance of the MIT scheme under dynamically changing load

A�	 Summary

In this part of the work
 we mainly concentrated on the aspects of fairness
 wrap up time
and utilization in the presence of persistent and dynamic tra�c� The obtained results
suggest mostly the superiority of the more complicated schemes such as the MIT scheme�
The OSU scheme shows some unfairness towards connections originating from the same
source� The CAPC scheme shows stable behavior but is slow in reacting to underload
situations�

Algorithms that are based on the contents of the RM cells such as the MIT scheme are
more straight forward schemes� They obtain the needed information from the RM cells
and do not need to monitor the tra�c or number of VCs� While this results in rather
more complicated schemes it allows for more stable performance that does not depend on
the chosen averaging parameters or measurement intervals� However
 as such schemes do
not monitor the bu�er length there might be some problems with bu�er management as
we have seen in Sec� A���� Also
 changes in the bandwidth available for the ABR service
have to be announced by some other entities in the switch as such schemes can not mon�
itor this by themselves� In terms of wrap up time
 i�e�
 the time required for achieving
a stable bandwidth distribution
 we can observe that schemes such as OSU and CAPC
which measure the incoming rate and available bandwidth have shorter transient periods
than MIT for example� As MIT bases its fair rate estimations on the control messages

it requires a few rounds of messages to determine a stable bandwidth distribution� Mea�
suring the number of incoming �ows and packets allows OSU and CAPC to estimate the
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Figure A��� Bu�er requirements of the �rst switch with the MIT scheme

fair shares after one or a few measurement periods only� Hence
 a combination between
the two approaches would most probably result in more stable schemes that can bene�t
from the merits of both approaches�
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